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Abstract

This thesis investigates the everyday experiences of subcultural participants.It takes as its focus the Dutch punk scene, tracing its emergence anddevelopment and mapping it historically and spatially. It explores themeanings attached to punk by its participants past and present. It furthersituates punk as part of participants’ wider lives, in particular in theirmobility, connectivity, political engagements and life choices.This thesis speaks to several areas of enquiry. It most prominentlycontributes to subcultural debates, as well as the emerging field of ‘punkstudies’. However the research presented here also has implications fordiscussions of globalisation, particularly in terms of cultural flow and theeffect on local scene ‘boundaries’. It further contributes to conceptualdevelopments of political activity in a world with ever more emphasis onindividualised choice.This is an ethnographic project. The arguments presented in thisthesis are the result of fieldwork undertaken between July 2010 and April2011. Data include semi-structured interviews with thirty-three participantsof the Dutch punk scene, both past and present. Interview data is furthercontextualised with a fieldwork diary based on participant observation.As a result of this research, this thesis argues for an approach to socialresearch that recognises the ‘messiness’ and the ‘connectedness’ of the socialworld. In order to unpick how punk operates and what meanings it has formembers, we must understand the wider social, cultural and economiccontext in which subcultures – and their participants – are embedded.The thesis concludes that in order to productively conceptualise punkwe must recognise the artificiality of a number of boundaries. By wideningthe lens of what punk is, by realising its global context, and by broadeningour definition of politics, we will better understand the everyday meaning ofpunk to its participants around the world.
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Punk Lives: Contesting Boundaries

in the Dutch Punk Scene

Introduction

Punk burst into the Netherlands in 1977 to great local excitement. Shows byestablished international bands such as the Sex Pistols and the Ramonesdrew massive crowds; waves of new bands formed in their wake ready tojoin in with this sensational new style. Punk clothes, music, zine culture andthe do-it-yourself (DIY) approach swept the nation, finding a home in theinfamous Dutch squats.
In the Netherlands there was a natural symbiosis between theoppositional politics of early punk, and the anarchist squat scene. A stronglypolitical Dutch punk scene flourished, producing bands such as The Ex, Lärm,and later Balthasar Gerards Kommando (BGK). Notably, Dutch punks whoreflect on their influences name bands such as Crass, The Clash and the DeadKennedys, whose politics fitted with the Dutch left-wing anarchist punkscene that had emerged.
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Even as punk ‘died’ in the UK it was going from strength to strength inthe Netherlands. Buoyed by political ferment, along with the punk staples ofcritiquing societal sexism, racism and the threat of nuclear war, angry Dutchpunks still had plenty to shout about. The 1980s in the Netherlands saw staterepression of the squats in which the punks lived, practiced, and played, andan economic crisis resulting in unprecedentedly high levels of youthunemployment.
When commercial pop punk came along in the 1990s this new formtook off in the Netherlands; Dutch band the Heideroosjes toured with theMisfits, and joined bands such as Bad Religion and The Offspring on EpitaphRecords. During this decade Epitaph took the decision to open theirEuropean office in Amsterdam.
Meanwhile, the DIY hardcore scene continued to produce popularbands such as Fleas and Lice, Vitamin X and Antillectual throughout the1990s and the 2000s.
In spite of the number of bands who have become knowninternationally, and the importance of Dutch venues on the European touringnetwork, Dutch punk does not have a particularly high profile. This isreflected in the complete absence, until now, of academic work which hastaken the Netherlands as a focus.
There has long been a preference within the academic world to focuson the countries in which punk originated: the UK and US. This stems in part
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from unhelpful notions of authenticity in punk; Hebdige famously sites this in‘a distinction between originals and hangers-on’ (1979:122). Whilst thissharp differentiation has been debunked (Hodkinson, 2002; Moore, 2004;Williams, 2011), the academic world has been slow to redress the imbalance.However, this is starting to change, with more research in recent yearslooking beyond the UK and US to ‘non-originator’ scenes. A myriad of studieshave focused on how punk operates in other countries, ranging fromIndonesia (Wallach, 2008) to Russia (Gololobov et al., 2014) to Mexico(O’Connor, 2003) and to Croatia (Perasović, 2012). The study of the Dutchpunk scene undertaken for this thesis extends this internationalisation of thefield of punk studies and addresses new theoretical questions that emergefrom consideration of punk in an as yet unstudied national context.
The Netherlands is both geographically and culturally close to the UK.Exceptionally high levels of English (as well as German and French) languagecapability mean that cultural trends from elsewhere can be easily picked upby the Dutch. Indeed, early punk came to the Netherlands on British andGerman television channels, broadcast on the Dutch cable network. However,the emergence of Dutch punk does not equate to simple cultural mimesis;each time punk emerges in a new context it takes on new forms andmeanings, shaped by locality.
Dutch punk is characterised both by its outward looking position andby its specific historical context. On the one hand it is influenced by and hasclose connections with punk across Europe and beyond. On the other hand it
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is situated specifically within a strong national squatting movement. TheDutch squatting model influenced many across Europe in the late twentiethcentury; punk and squatting ties across Europe have thus come to resemblethose in the Netherlands. Whilst not unique in being close to squattingmovements, Dutch punk is exceptionally entwined with squat culture.
This particular facet of Dutch punk has intensified the politicalactivism of individuals in the scene. Punk, globally, has a long history ofinvolvement across the political spectrum, from far right to far left. In theNetherlands this is particularly acute, a fact attributable to the manner inwhich it has co-existed with and cross-pollinated other political activities inthe squat scene.
Dutch punk is not notable for anything particularly ‘Dutch’ in themusic or the art it has produced. Few bands sing in Dutch; English-languageand American-style hardcore dominates the scene. But the Netherlands iswhere a very particular mix of UK, US, European and global punk influencescome together, are fermented in the squat scene, and distilled to producedistinctive and multi-faceted punk lives. The especially close ties between thesquat and punk scenes in the form of the ‘cultural squat’ model has provedparticularly influential across Europe and the US, shaping the mobility andconnectivity of global punk. Moreover, the embeddedness of Dutch punkwithin the squats places it at the forefront of a politicised subculture.
Initially the project for this thesis was conceived of as an ethnographyof Amsterdam’s scene, tracing its historical development and analysing the
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contemporary situation. I arrived in Amsterdam in July 2010 with theintention of spending time with and interviewing people who either were, orhad been, involved with punk. I wanted to understand the specifics of thelocal punk scene, and was particularly interested in its engagement withwider political activism. I wanted to see the impact of the Netherlands’squatting history on the scene. However, it soon became apparent that thisaim was based on a conceptualisation which was not applicable in theNetherlands. The size of the country and the small number of punks meantthat it made more sense to investigate the way in which boundaries extendedbeyond the city; crossing regional and national borders. As such, the project’sremit was broadened; it became an ethnography of the Netherlands’ scene,with participants spread across the country.
What was particularly striking was the age of those who were (still)involved with Dutch punk. Whilst the academic literature of punk talks abouta youth subculture, my own experiences in the Netherlands suggested thatthis was not an accurate reflection of the contemporary situation. For thosewho had been involved with punk for many years, this was no ‘phase’, but asignificant portion of their lives. In attempting to understand the historicaldevelopment of the scene I also uncovered narratives of ageing within punk,and the search for a homological fit between punk and other aspects of life.
This thesis is therefore very different from what I envisioned at thestart of the project. The original aim of ‘tracing the different forms of politicalactivism of Amsterdam’s punks (historically and contemporaneously)’ has
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given way to an inductively driven project that situates punk within a far‘messier’ social and cultural context.
This resulting thesis has four aims:
To map the Dutch punk scene historically and geographically. Thebroadening of the remit of the project necessitates understanding how anationally ‘bounded’ subculture operates, and how this has developed. Thisthesis will therefore chart the historical emergence of the Dutch punk sceneand its trajectory to now. It will examine the way in which its geographicallocation has shaped the scene and the way in which participants engage withthe scene.
To contribute to understandings of 'punk', drawing especially on

insights from a scene which has been under-researched. ‘Punk’ isnotoriously difficult to pin down. This thesis does not attempt to offer a fixeddefinition; indeed, it argues that no such definition can be given. However, itdoes seek to contribute to knowledge of the myriad of ways in which ‘punk’has meaning for its participants.
To contribute to the debate over ‘subculture’, calling for a need to

reground theory. The academic debate over ‘subculture’ has raged over thelast few decades. This thesis argues that to productively engage with thisconcept we must reground the debate by focusing on the everyday wholelives of participants, recognising their connectedness in wider society.
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To develop definitions of ‘politics’ by investigating the activities of

politically active punks. This thesis takes the position that existingdefinitions of politics are inadequate and actively erase the political activitiesof many groups. It suggests a conceptualisation of politics which includesboth everyday resistant activities, individualised practices, as well as moretraditional activisms.
Based on these aims, the thesis will answer four research questions:

- What is punk for its Dutch participants?- How has this changed over time?- What forms of politics are Dutch punks engaged with?- How does participants’ ‘punkness’ interact with and influenceother aspects of their lives?
Focusing on research questions that interrogate the meanings and everydayimplications of punk necessitates a methodological approach which focuseson punks themselves. In particular, I seek to uncover how individual punksunderstand their practices and where they find meaning in what they do. Itake a constructivist, interpretivist approach to the social world. As such, Iutilise ethnographic methods, focused particularly on participant interviewsand oral history techniques. These allow punk participants’ voices to directthe research. Whilst valuable research can be done (and has been done) by
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taking the cultural products of punk (for example, the music, style, art orwriting) as a data source, these are beyond the scope of this project whichfocuses on everyday punk lives.
This thesis argues that we need to understand punk as part ofindividuals’ lives, and as part of a connected cultural world. There are noclear boundaries to subcultural life. Whether or not an individual considerspunk as part of their identity, the ideas, politics, and philosophies expoundedby punk influence other aspects of their life. When individuals travel to gigsor other events, to band practices, or to visit friends elsewhere, the porousboundaries of a ‘local’ scene are made apparent, and in the contemporaryDutch punk scene these ‘boundaries’ have become so porous that it is difficultto delineate their existence. Punk itself is a shifting category: differentgenerations, different scenes, different styles, different politics all claim to beor do ‘punk’. In trying to understand what this means for an academicconceptualisation, the possibilities of punk necessarily have to be opened upto encompass all these various ideas. This thesis aims to place punk withinthe messiness of people’s individual lives and social practices, and theglobally connected nature of this subculture.
This thesis begins with setting out the theoretical and methodologicalframework of this research project. Chapter 1, ‘Theoretical Framework:Theories of Punk and Subculture’, traces the emergence of the fields ofsubcultural studies and related academic understandings of punk. It placesthese within wider sociological developments before arguing for a need to
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‘reground’ theory.  Chapter 2, ‘Methodology’, sets out the methodologicalapproach and research methods used for this thesis, giving broader contextto the development of the project.
Chapter 3, ‘Punk Lives On: Generations of Punk and Squatting in theNetherlands’, takes the format of a historical overview of the trajectory of theDutch punk scene, seen through the eyes of the participants in this project. Itfocuses particularly on the close ties between the punk scene and thesquatters’ movement, drawing out the influences each has had on the other.It argues against narratives that punk is ‘dead’, proposing instead that Dutchpunk goes through ‘highs’ and ‘lows’. New generations provide an upswing ofactivity and excitement, although from time to time activity dips as the punkscene goes through lows as well as highs. The chapter further unpicksnarratives of the impact of different generations moving through punk andincludes a discussion of individuals’ positions as ageing punks. It finallyexamines the role of these ageing punks within the contemporary scene.
Chapter 4, ‘Mobility and Connections: In and Beyond the Dutch PunkScene’, situates the geographical position of the Dutch scene. It discussesstructural aspects of the Netherlands and its position within Europe toexplain how participants are able to attain high levels of mobility. It detailshow personal relationships and connections bolster this mobility and howthese networks are passed on to new generations of punks. It questionsconceptualisations of locally bounded scenes when subcultural participantsare hyper mobile and hyper connected, nationally and internationally. It also
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presents instances in which locally-bounded scenes are present, and exploreshow these ‘senses of place’ (Shields, 1991) emerge. The chapter drawsconclusions on the nature of the ‘flow’ of culture arguing for aconceptualisation based on punk as a rhizomic structure (Deleuze andGuattari, [1987] 2003).
Chapter 5, ‘Punk Is…’, unpicks the complexities faced by bothacademics and participants in attempting to define punk. It destabilises fixeddefinitions of punk by drawing upon multiple, sometimes conflictingdefinitions of punk discussed by research participants. Punk is discussedvariously as an artistic form, an ideology, an identity and as a set of practicesthat could be social or individual. The chapter argues that there is space forall of these definitions to coexist, and that recognising this is crucial todeveloping an academic understanding of ‘punk’. Punk is necessarily acontested label.
Chapter 6, ‘Punks’ Wider Lives: Punks and their Politics’, furtherdevelops the theme of contextualising punk as part of individuals’ lives asfirst explored in the context of ageing in Chapter 3. It focuses on punks’further political engagement beyond standard subcultural punk practices. Itargues that the influences of punk ideology can be felt through the activitiesof punks themselves, beyond punk music, events and subcultural practices. Itproposes a broad conceptualisation of political activism: beyond traditionalnotions of, for example, trade union agitation or party political activity, to thepolitical importance of ‘educative practices’. Punks who write zines, who
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educate themselves and who set up anarchist reading groups or distros, areplaced within historical practices of education as a means of spreadinginfluence and potential mobilisation.
The conclusion draws out the overarching themes of the thesis,contextualising the discussions of each chapter within the broader argumentsof the messiness and connectivity of subcultural lives.
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Theoretical Framework:

Theories of Punk and Subculture

Introduction

In academic discussions of punk there are two (near) certainties: that the SexPistols and Malcolm McLaren will be namechecked, and that the work ofHebdige will be discussed. Hebdige’s (1979) book Subculture: The Meaning of

Style was foundational in theories of punk. More than this, however, the bookproved to be central to the development of a theory of ‘subculture’. Theacademic history of punk has, ever since, been crucially intertwined withdevelopments in the conceptualisation of subculture.
Over the decades much has been written about subculture. Theoriginal literature spawned a range of new conceptualisations: ‘post-subculture’, ‘scenes’ and ‘neo-tribes’, alongside retentions of – or returns to –‘subculture’. This chapter will provide a brief review of the history of ‘thesubculture debate’ before turning to more concrete discussions of howtheorists might proceed in such a contentious discussion. More specifically,the development of a body of academic work on punk will also be examinedthroughout this chapter.
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The first two sections of the chapter (1.1 and 1.2) provide the ‘pre-history’ of the subculture debate, introducing first, the concept’s origin in thework of the Chicago School before moving on to consider the work of theUniversity of Birmingham’s Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies(CCCS). The manner in which the CCCS’s work has impacted on definitions ofpunk is discussed in 1.3. Section 1.4 contextualises subcultural and post-subcultural debates within wider sociological developments; a discussion oftheories of late modernity, individualisation, and globalisation set the scenefor the rest of the chapter. In 1.5 the various critiques of ‘subculture’ – in theguise of ‘post-subculture’ – are explained. Section 1.6 contains the majority ofthis chapter’s contribution to theoretical developments in arguing for a‘regrounding’ of subcultural theory. In section 1.7 the most recentdevelopments in ‘punk theory’ are reviewed.
Although important theoretical work has been done by bothsubcultural and post-subcultural theorists, I argue that in order to proceedwith an academic analysis of a subculture the concept needs to beregrounded (Bennett, 2011; Pilkington and Omel’chenko, 2013). To do this,the academic lens should be refocused in order to place subculturalparticipants within their wider historical, social, and geographical contexts. Iadvocate for a view of the connectedness (Smart, 2007) of all these facets,arguing that a holistic approach will ultimately result in a greaterunderstanding of the significance of subculture.
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1.1 Subculture and the Chicago School

The use of subculture as an analytical framework first came to prominencewith the work of sociologists at the Chicago School. Their work focused on avariety of aspects of urban culture, most notably gang culture and deviancy(Whyte, [1943] 1955; A.K. Cohen, 1955).
The work of the Chicago School took place at a time when there wasgreat preoccupation, and consternation, with delinquency amongst theyoung. Whyte’s descriptions of gang culture in Street Corner Society ([1943]1955), set the foundations for a focus on delinquency within the school’swork on subculture. This would shift with subsequent theoreticaldevelopment; however, the setting of subcultures as either against, orseparate from, normative cultures remains a distinct element of the concept.
Whilst the Chicago School’s conceptualisation did not foreground arequirement of ‘youth’ for membership of subcultures, the groups which theyfocused upon certainly were young. The ‘rise’ of the teenager during the1950s, led to more acute concerns amongst wider society regarding thedelinquency of these ‘youth subcultures’ (Goodman, 1960). Subculture,therefore, became inherently linked with youthful practices. This discourseremains, rather erroneously, today: even as more recent research has notedthat subcultural practices persist through adulthood (Bennett, 2006; Bennettand Hodkinson, 2012).
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In A.K. Cohen’s (1955) theorisation, subcultures arise in a ‘problem’solving capacity. Where individuals lack status in wider society, they willgroup together, forming new norms which imbue them with alternate modesof claiming status. In this we see the kernels of later developments of‘subculture’ which focus on resistance to wider society (J. Clarke et al., [1975]2006; Williams, 2011), or the claiming of subcultural capital (Thornton,1995).
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1.2 Subculture and the CCCS

The concept of ‘subculture’ found a new home in the UK during the 1960sand 1970s. A move towards a Gramscian emphasis on the role of culturalhegemony in Marxist class struggle led to the emergence of the field ofcultural studies, first at the University of Birmingham’s Centre forContemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS). Subcultural work at the CCCS focusedon the cultural expression of disaffected working-class youth in the UK, mostnotably groups such as the Teds, Mods, Skins, Punks, and Rastas (Hall andJefferson, [1975] 2006).
Two particular strands emerged from studies produced at the CCCS.The first drew more explicitly on the Chicago School and conceptualised thepractices of resistance amongst these youth groups. The second formulationof subculture, encapsulated most famously by Hebdige (1979), focused on the

stylistic practices of young people.
Subcultural resistance and class

The CCCS conceptualisation of subculture proposed that such groups consistof predominantly working class young people; subcultures were positionedas subgroups of working class culture. Subcultures were viewed as aresponse to class oppression and the hegemonic cultural domination of themiddle class. However, as a subgroup of the working classes, these youngpeople’s resistance was deemed to be against their ‘parent(s’) culture’ rather
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than middle class hegemony.  Thus their resistance was understood assymbolic, rather than a direct political challenge (J. Clarke et al., [1975]2006).
In	contrast,	middle	class	youth	were	viewed	as	members	of	‘counter	cultures’	rather	than	subcultures.	Counter	cultures,	whose	resistance	was	against	their	parent(s’)	middle	class	culture,	were	considered	to	have	more	political	potential.	‘Even	when	the	working-class	subcultures	are	aggressively	class-conscious,	this	dimension	tends	to	be	repressed	by	the	control	culture,	which	treats	them	as	“typical	delinquents”.	Even	when	the	middle-class	counter-cultures	are	explicitly	anti-political,	their	objective	tendency	is	treated	as,	potentially,	political'	(Hall	and	Jefferson,	[1975]	2006:	48).	By	dint	of	their	supposed	different	class	positions,	subcultures’	and	counter	cultures’	political	potential	was	viewed	differently.	
There	has	therefore	been	much	debate	over	the	political	potential	of	these	working	class	youth	subcultures.	As	their	resistance	was	largely	determined	as	symbolic,	thereby	imbuing	them	with	a	sense	of	resistance	without	any	of	the	associated	material	challenges,	subcultures	were	viewed	as	inadvertently	reinforcing	social	structures	(J.	Clarke	et	al.,	[1975]	2006;	P.	Cohen,	[1972]	1997;	Willis,	1977).	
Debate over the structural determinism of the CCCS understanding of‘subculture’ has raged, forming one facet on which ‘post-subculture’ came tobe based (see section 1.5). Although the CCCS did not negate the influence ofother structural factors (for example race, see Critcher, [1975] 2006;
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Hebdige, 1979), it is argued that they laid the emphasis on class as the mostimportant factor determining the social nature and political relevance of thesubcultures (Muggleton, 2000).
Later defences of ‘subculture’ suggest that critiques of the CCCS’sstructural determinism were based on a misinterpretation on the part of thepost-subculturalists (Shildrick and MacDonald, 2006; this is discussed inmore detail in sections 1.5-1.6).

Subcultural style

One of the most outwardly notable aspects of these ‘new’ subcultures, weretheir stylistic practices. These formed the basis of Hebdige’s (1979) work.Hebdige conducted a semiotic analysis of the clothing and behaviours ofteddy boys, mods, punks, rastas and skins. In mundane everyday objects, heargues, members of subcultures seek to create their own identity; byappropriating and recontextualising artefacts through practices of bricolage,they seek to challenge the rest of society.
In placing so much emphasis on the outward style (particularly theclothing), Hebdige’s readings of subcultures render practices of consumptioncentral to subcultural identity and resistance. Although widely critiqued, thisinfluence is felt throughout later theorisation on subculture, and morespecifically on punk.
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Internal critiques in the CCCS

Whilst many later theorists have critiqued the work of the CCCS as a whole, itis important to remember that the CCCS was a collective: a number ofacademics working in a similar field but with often distinct positions. As such,some of the criticisms of the CCCS’s body of work as a whole come from
within the CCCS itself. McRobbie and Garber ([1975] 2006) lamented thegender bias of the work of their colleagues and how this affected ‘subculture’as an analytical framework. The majority of the CCCS’s output had focused,rather uncritically, on male dominated subcultures. McRobbie and Garberworked to redress this balance through their focus on feminine ‘bedroom’subculture.

A methodological critique came from within the CCCS, from G. Clarke([1982] 2007) who said; ‘attention should be focussed on what youth actually
do, […] rather than “reading” the stylistic nuances of a chosen sub-culture.Where styles are considered, the analysis should fully take into account theirimportance for working-class youth after what has been taken to be amoment of incorporation’ (249). G. Clarke therefore recognised thatsubculture has implications for young people’s practices as well as for theirstyle.

Willis (1972) proposed that the CCCS as a whole needed to spendmore time locating subculture within wider culture, arguing that: ‘[t]here hasnot been a vigorous analysis of the status of the culture a sub-culture issupposed to be “sub” to. The notion implies a relative positioning which
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seems to give an altogether misleading sense of [the] absoluteness anddominance of the main culture’ (Willis, 1972: xlv-xlvi, quoted in Blackman,2005: 6). Subcultural theorists should, therefore, consider the relationship(s)between subcultures and wider cultures.
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1.3 Punk as Style, Punk as Art

Punk style

The foundations for the academic understanding of punk were laid byHebdige (1979) in Subculture: The Meaning of Style. His focus on the‘spectacular’ style of punk pertains within and beyond academia.
Hebdige, in line with the rest of the CCCS, focused particularly on thehomological ‘fit’ between punk style and punks’ working class positions.‘Punk claimed to speak for the neglected constituency of white lumpen youth[…] “rendering” working classness metaphorically in chains and hollowcheeks, “dirty” clothing […] and rough and ready diction’(Hebdige, 1979: 63).‘The safety pins and bin liners signified a relative material poverty which waseither directly experienced and exaggerated or sympathetically assumed, andwhich in turn was made to stand for the spiritual paucity of everyday life’(Hebdige, 1979: 115). The stylistic practices of working class young peopleremained his focus.
However, through punk ‘signifying practices’ Hebdige argues thatpunks occupy a rather different position in regards to class resistance thanthe other working class subcultures studied by the CCCS. Through absurdityand their ‘otherness’, punks, rather than being positioned inside the workingclasses and resisting their parent culture, are positioned outside. ‘The punkensembles […] did not so much magically resolve experienced contradictionsas represent the experience of contradiction itself’ (Hebdige, 1979: 121).
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Punk was therefore set apart from other subcultures in terms of its resistantpotential.
Problematic, for punks and for theorists, was Hebdige’s constructionof punk authenticity, and his emphasis on practices of consumption. He(justifiably) bemoaned consumer culture’s tendency to appropriatesubculture, ‘irrespective of the startling content of the style: punk clothingand insignia could be bought mail-order by the summer of 1977’ (96).However in doing so he set up a hierarchy which recognised only thosepunks who shopped in London’s Kings Road as ‘original’ punks. ‘As soon asthe original innovations which signify “subculture” are translated intocommodities and made generally available, they become “frozen”’ (96).Punks who had not witnessed its inception, could not claim to understand it.‘The style no doubt made sense for the first wave of self-conscious innovatorsat a level which remained inaccessible to those who became punks after thesubculture had surfaced and been publicized. Punk is not unique in this: thedistinction between originals and hangers-on’ (122). This discourse therebyerases as authentic the experiences of punks from anywhere other thanLondon and from a very specific time frame (Cobley, 1999). It also removesagency from anyone who interacts with mass culture, positioning them aspassive consumers of whatever the media is currently pushing (Hodkinson,2002).
The most glaring errors in Hebdige’s work stem from hismethodology. He understands himself to be an objective outsider, schooled in
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reading the underlying meanings attached to punk’s symbols, able to gain abetter understanding of punk than the punks themselves; ‘it is highlyunlikely, for instance, that the members of any of the subcultures describedin this book would recognize themselves reflected here’ (Hebdige, 1979:139). This patronising attitude would see generations of later academics,with personal experience of punk criticise his appropriation: ‘[I] was leftfeeling that it had absolutely nothing to say about my life as I had onceexperienced it’ (Muggleton, 2000: 2). In Chapter 5, some of the participants inthis research project discuss their ideas of punk and subculture.
Laing’s (1985) One Chord Wonders also followed Hebdige in a semioticapproach. Laing rehearsed Hebdige’s analysis of the clothes and behavioursof punks, but widened the scope. Laing investigated the artefacts of punk(recorded music, zines and clothing), the events of punk (key performances ofpunk both live or on television, also including instances of censorship) andthe institutions of punk (shops and record labels, record companies and thepress) (vii).
Studying punk in the context of post-punk developments, Laing wasable to take a broader and less deterministic view of the implications of punk.Laing made it clear that punk was not just working class in terms of bandmembership, and further critiqued the emphasis on purchased punk clothing:‘true punks made their own outfits, the “posers” merely bought theirs’ (1985:124). He interrogated the political economy of punk record labels anddistribution networks, a theme which would continue to dominate academic
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studies of punk (see section 1.7). His understanding of punk recognised thatit is complex, perhaps only coalescing around an ‘alternative’, but‘recognizable’ ‘identity’ (131).
Punk art

The next major trend within punk studies was the rise of viewing punk as anartistic movement. A number of studies emerged that argued the centralposition of the Sex Pistols and, in particular, Malcolm McLaren’s role in earlyUK punk (Marcus, 1989; Nehring, 1993; Savage, 1991). These three works alldrew out the links between punk and art school graduates (or drop-outs),placing punk in a lineage of avant-garde, Dada, and Situationism.
The power of Hebdige’s emphasis of the importance of ‘original’ punksover ‘hangers on’ was compounded by the importance that these three textsplaced on the Sex Pistols and Malcolm McLaren. This pervasive discourse hasled to this band continuing to dominate punk theory (Crossley, 2008) andcultural representations of punk in television documentaries and museumretrospectives, leading to Sabin (1999) bemoaning; ‘how many more timesmust we hear the Sex Pistols story?’ (2). The discourse that punk ‘died’ withthe end of the Sex Pistols is, therefore, a powerful one. This is especially trueamongst UK-based scholars, as post-1979 the dominant cultural ‘leftover’was post-punk, positioned self-consciously as different to punk. Around therest of the world punk mutated into other forms; punk therefore lives on
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(Gololobov et al., 2014; O’Hara, 1999; O’Connor, 2004; Thompson, 2004;Wallach, 2008).
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1.4 Late Modernity: Individualisation and Globalisation

Later developments in subcultural theory, namely the shift from subcultureto post-subculture(s), took place under the influences of wider shifts insociological thinking. Subcultural theory had drawn heavily on postmodernsemiotic methods. However, in the late twentieth century postmodernismcame under fire from a group of theorists who believed that there had beeninsufficient social change to justify the concept of postmodernism, insteadproposing that late modernity was more appropriate. Late modernity, as aconcept, placed emphasis on the individual, a conceptual development thatproved key to post-subcultural debates. There was also a rise in debates onissues of globalisation which proved influential to later subculturaltheoretical developments that aimed to move beyond the CCCS’s ideas oflocally bounded subcultures.
The importance of theories of late modernity, individualisation andglobalisation go beyond their impact on later developments in the ‘subculturedebate’. They also contribute to discussions later in this thesis regarding howpunk itself is conceptualised. Section 1.7 will show that punk came to bedefined largely by its social practices, however Chapter 5 will argue thatthere is also value in understanding the individual’s role within thesubculture.
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Late modernity

Late modernity, also known as liquid modernity (Bauman, 2000), wasproposed as an alternative theory to postmodernity. It is argued that in latemodern society, the key tenets of the shift from pre-modernity (or traditionalsociety) to modernity continue to have effect. The governance of the nationstate as well as the dominance of scientific and technological developments,remain important in late modernity and continue to drive social change(Giddens, 1994, 2000).
Bauman (2000) argues that liquid modernity can be marked out asdistinct from modernity due to two factors. Firstly, the loss of the narrativethat society, technology, and science could ‘progress’ us towards a utopia.Secondly, a rise in the levels of deregulation and privatisation of economies.These have accompanied a shift in our roles in society from citizen toindividual.
The way in which our relationship with space and time changes,Bauman (2000) and Giddens (1991) argue, is a key factor shaping pre-modern, modern, and late modern periods. Globalisation, hyper-connectivityand hyper-mobility form the distinct late modern element of ourunderstanding of time and space.
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Individualisation

It is suggested that the ‘detraditionalisation’ (Heelas, 1996) of modernsociety has given rise to greater individual agency: ‘individualisation’ (Beck,1994; Beck and Beck-Gernsheim, 2002). Individuals have many more choicesavailable and far greater opportunities to shape their own lives. For example,whereas ‘traditionally’ a son would follow his father’s career, ‘work is nowrarely approached as fate’ (Giddens, 1994: 91). Moreover with marriage nolonger as closely tied to property-rights there has been an erosion of societaldemands to make a good match (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim, 2002). Theextension of education to all arguably gave rise to far greater social mobilityand control over the choices that one might make in life than in earliertraditional societies. In these areas, and many more, these theorists proposethat individuals are faced with a plethora of choice in which the challenge is‘to stage manage […] one’s own biography’ (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim, 2002:4). Choice is therefore crucial in identity creation in theories ofindividualisation.
With the emphasis in late modern times on ‘living one’s own life’(Beck and Beck-Gernsheim, 2002), far greater importance was placed onevery choice made. If we accept this individualisation thesis, it is no logicalleap to understand how the management of one’s (sub)cultural life can beseen to be driven by choice. Indeed, the possibility and fluidity of the processof individualised biography construction is a central aspect to the post-subculturalists’ critiques of ‘subculture’.
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However, both Giddens’ and Beck’s understandings of thesephenomena as twentieth century developments are problematic. Smart(2007) criticises this as ahistorical (see section 1.6), with high levels ofindividual agency present throughout history. Smart suggests that despitethis problematic aspect, theories of individualisation should not bedisregarded, but that their foregrounding of individual agency should betempered. She reminds us that individual agency is ‘embedded in culture andhistory, with these qualities manifesting themselves through forms ofeveryday behaviour which are not radically different to action in the past’(Smart, 2007: 26). Smart puts forward a theory of society based around‘connectedness’ rather than ‘individualisation’.
The point about the idea [of connectedness], however, is that it setsthe sociological imagination off on a different intellectual trajectory tothe one initiated by the individualization thesis. With the latter, one isdirected towards gathering information and evidence aboutfragmentation, differentiation, separation and autonomy. And it alsobecomes a mindset or inferential framework through whichinformation is interpreted. This tendency needs to be counter-balanced by an awareness of connection, relationship, reciprocalemotion, entwinement, memory, history and so on (Smart, 2007: 189).
This theory of ‘connectedness’ will prove key to the argumentspresented in this thesis. I will endeavour to gain a closer understanding of
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Dutch punk by ‘embedding’ (Pilkington and Omel’chenko, 2013) individuals’lives in their connected social world; be that historically, spatially, or socially.
Globalisation

With the rise of individualisation and detraditionalisation in late modernitycame the dominance (certainly in Western understandings) of globalisation(Beck and Beck-Gernsheim, 2002). The twentieth century saw an exponentialgrowth in connectivity between disparate areas of the globe, heightenedmobility for many, and greater trans-national economic structures. Thisposed great problems for social theorists more used to discussing locally-bounded society and cultures. Work on globalisation theories had previouslyencompassed models of discrete local or national societies communicatingand interacting with each other, often unevenly. Dominant conceptualisationsfocused on the relationship between cultural ‘centres’ and ‘peripheries’(Shils, 1975; Wallerstein, 1974).
For those working on processes of individualisation in late modernity,globalisation offered yet more evidence of the erosion of traditionalcommunities in which people lived their lives. Instead, ‘people spread theirlives out across separate worlds. Globalization of biography means placepolygamy; people are wedded to several places at once’ (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim, 2002: 25). Globalisation therefore has implications forindividualised identity construction in late modernity.
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The cultural implications of heightened global connections were huge.For Appadurai (1996), increases in cultural flows contributed primarily tothe way in which people understand their place in the world: for global,connected cultural communities to be possible, if often largely imagined (for‘imagined communities’ see Anderson, [1983] 2006). Appadurai (1996)recognised that, for the majority of the twentieth century, the United Stateshad formed a cultural centre to which much of the rest of the world wasperipheral. However, he argued that the late twentieth century rise of massmedia and increased migration resulted in a change to the modernexperience of culture. Mass media ‘tend to interrogate, subvert, andtransform other contextual literacies’ (3). The immediacy of these new mediapossibilities, taken together with the mass migration of people ‘creatediasporic public spheres’ (4). He argued that the cultural flow wasexceedingly complex, and ‘the United States is no longer the puppeteer of aworld system of images but is only one node of a complex transnationalconstruction of imaginary landscapes’ (31). Globalisation has resulted incultural flow operating in multiple directions.
However, a lot of sociological work on theories of globalisation took amore nuanced view of the limited opportunities of globalisation. Discussionsencompassed issues of continued locality, of changing perceptions ofspatiality with the ‘shrinkage’ of the world, and of historically contingentuneven interactions between economic/cultural centres of the west and therest of the world.
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One concept which emerged, and which was picked up in post-subcultural theory (see section 1.5) was ‘glocal’. Robertson (1995) firstapplied ‘glocal’ to sociological discourses of globalisation, borrowing the termfrom the business world in which it is used to describe ‘the tailoring andadvertising of goods and services on a global or near-global basis toincreasingly differentiated local and particular markets’ (28). He argued thatdiscussions about the globalisation or Westernisation of the world had lostsight of the role of the ‘local’. Historically, the construction of ‘local’ identities(such as nations) occurred in parallel with the development inunderstandings of the ‘global’. Therefore we see that, conceptually, glocal andlocal have always been dependent on each other. Robertson stated thatadopting the term ‘glocalization’ would reassert the place of the local in thesedebates, allowing a refocusing on the ways in which global and local concernsmay intersect.
A number of theorists critiqued the emphasis on a rather flat model ofglobalisation in which everyone had access to its benefits, and fewexperienced its disadvantages. Pries (2005) reminds us that whilst ‘[t]heseincreases in flows and movement have created new dimensions of livedexperiences and perceptions, and have broadened mental maps and spatialimaginaries’ (168), the application of these flows have been ‘distributed veryunequally over the globe’ (167). Hannerz (1992) also agrees, arguingtherefore for retaining the ‘centre/periphery’ conceptualisation in thecontext of a global flow of culture. The worth of the model lies in recognisingthe inequalities present in a globalised world: ‘when the center speaks, the
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periphery listens, and mostly does not talk back’ (219). Hannerz suggestedthat any sphere of culture has its own centre, or potentially multiple centresof influence with culture flowing in multiple directions between them. Thismultiplicity enables a deeper understanding of cultural ‘flow’ whilstmaintaining a theoretical framework that allows this ‘flow’ to be unequal.
People from both center and periphery, and from different centersand different peripheries, engage in the ongoing management ofmeaning within them to a greater extent as both producers andconsumers, in a joint construction of meaning and cultural form.Although a relatively even distribution of knowhow among themprovides the basis for some degree of symmetry in the management ofmeaning, however, elements in the organization of these cultures stilldraw them into the center/periphery framework (Hannerz, 1992:249).
Massey (1993) argued for a deep understanding of the multi-facetedlevels at which people’s access to globalised mobility takes place. Masseyhighlights how this shapes culture in uneven ways depending on who hasaccess to higher levels of mobility. Massey further reminds us of theimportance of considering mobility and cultural flow in the context of socialrelations which are both borne out of and also affect mobility and culturalflow. ‘Different social groups have distinct relationships to this anyway-differentiated mobility: some are more in charge of it than others; someinitiate flows and movement, others don’t; some are more on the receiving
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end of it than others; some are effectively imprisoned by it’ (61).Globalisation has therefore not been a force for universal good.
Discussions of individualisation and the position of individuals andsubcultures in a global world have shaped many of the subcultural debateswhich followed and will be discussed in the rest of this chapter. Moreover,Chapter 4 of this thesis will return to these debates, focusing particularly onMassey’s (1993) mobility as a facet of cultural flow, and situate the Dutchpunk scene in a global punk context.
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1.5 Post-subculture

In the wake of the rise of the concept of individualisation, theories pertainingto subculture experienced similar shifts. With academic focus now onindividuals and their agency, the CCCS’s conceptualisations of subculturalgroups came to be viewed as overly rigid, fixed around structurallydetermined group identities. Muggleton and Weinzierl (2003), amongstothers (Bennett and Kahn-Harris, 2004), developed an argument thatcontemporaneous youth groupings were post-subcultural.
Muggleton’s (2000) work focuses on subcultural style. He arguesagainst the CCCS postition that style has meaning for a semiotician to read,proposing instead that style is ‘a symptom of postmodernhyperindividualism’ (6). Subcultures, therefore, are ‘manifestations of self-expression, individual autonomy and cultural diversity’ (167). Style and thepostmodern fluidity of style became the most important subcultural indicatorin many strands of post-subcultural theory.
The rise of post-subcultural theory led to a questioning of the veryusefulness of the term subculture. Redhead (1990) charged that ‘subcultureswere produced by subcultural theorists, not the other way around’ (25),whilst Bennett (1999) stated that ‘subculture’ ‘has arguably become littlemore than a convenient “catch-all” term’ (599). This opened up thefloodgates for waves of theorists to coin new terms which they felt best fittedthe groups on which their own studies were based. Bennett (1999) andMalbon (1999) described dance cultures as neo-tribes, Straw (1991, 2001)
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and Stahl (2004) preferred scenes, whilst Hodkinson (2002) argued forretaining ‘subculture’, modified, for goths.
Neo-tribes

‘Neo-tribe'	is	a	concept	postulated	by	both	Bennett	(1999)	and	Malbon	(1999),	utilising	Maffesoli's	(1996)	concept	of	tribus.	‘[T]he	wandering	mass-tribes	[…]	[which	are]	less	a	question	of	belonging	to	a	gang,	a	family	or	a	community	than	of	switching	from	one	group	to	another	[…]	characterized	by	fluidity,	occasional	gatherings	and	dispersal’	(Maffesoli,	1996:	76).	Theorists’	emphasis	has	shifted	away	from	conceptions	of	the	fixed	group	identities	of	subcultures	to	highlighting	individuals’	temporal	identities,	arguing	that	just	as	these	identities	are	fluid,	so	are	the	‘groups’	around	which	they	coalesce.	The	fluidity	of	these	neo-tribes	forms	a	stark	contrast	to	the	cohesive	groups	which	formed	the	core	of	the	CCCS's	subcultural	studies.	
Within	a	particular	neo-tribe	there	is	no	strong	adherence	to	rigid	styles	or	tastes.	This	freedom,	Bennett	(1999)	explains,	stems	from	late	modern	consumer	society.	This	retains	the	CCCS's	emphasis	on	consumption	as	contributing	to	the	formation	of	identity,	but	views	consumption	as	a	site	of	pleasure	rather	than	symbolic	resistance.	Blackman	(2005)	and	Hesmondhalgh	(2005)	view	the	concept	of	the	‘neo-tribes’	as	focused	rather	uncritically	on	practices	of	consumerism	above	other	social	practices	with	which	young	people	might	be	involved.	However	Bennett	(2005)	counters	
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that	his	understanding	of	consumption	is	far	broader	and	‘includes	dancing,	listening	to	the	radio,	watching	television,	reading	magazines,	and	so	on’	(256).	
Malbon	(1999)	suggests	a	theory	of	‘experiential	consumption’:	the	storing	of	experience	as	memory	that	contributes	to	identity.	Malbon	is	especially	interested	in	the	way	in	which	'the	crowd'	is	experienced,	and	how	this	experience	is	consumed	and	reproduced,	thereby	acting	as	part	of	

sociality.	Malbon	does	not	view	post-modern	society	as	structure-less;	he	uses	Maffesoli's	(1996)	concept	of	'sociality'	as	his	structural	framework.	'Sociality	may	be	defined	as	the	common	sense	or	human	nature	that	underlies	the	more	formal	aspects	of	social	life.	[…]	Sometimes	seemingly	invisible,	at	times	secretive,	and	often	elusive,	sociality	has	been	described	as	the	dark	underbelly	of	society	and	society's	norms,	mores	and	civilising	processes'	(Malbon,	1999:	24).	The	crowd	thereby	remains	important,	this	'being	togetherness'	is	suggested	to	be	a	form	of	empathetic	sociality,	and	it	is	this	which	Malbon	translated	into	a	collective	form	of	'experiential	consumption'	(Malbon,	1999).	Similar	themes	would	later	emerge,	drawing	on	Fine	and	Kleinman	(1979),	to	argue	the	importance	of	understanding	affective	social	bonds	(Pilkington	et	al.,	2014).	
Scenes

The	concept	of	'scene',	as	proposed	by	Shank	(1994)	and	Straw	(1991,	2001),	
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puts	more	emphasis	on	geographical	location	and	musical	heritage	than	either	'subculture'	or	'neo-tribe'.		The	concept	'scene'	has	been	used	to	describe	groups	that	draw	upon	international	music	culture	(Straw,	2001).	However,	it	has	also	been	used	to	describe	specifically	local	groups	that	rely	on	face-to-face	contact	(Shank,	1994).	These	differing	conceptualisations	have	proven	confusing.	‘In	many	cases,	the	term	seems	to	be	used	to	invoke	a	notion	of	the	musical	(and	music-associated)	practices	occurring	within	a	particular	geographical	space.	[…]	Meanwhile,	other	writers	are	using	the	term	to	denote	a	cultural	space	that	transcends	locality’	(Hesmondhalgh,	2005:	29).	
For	Harris	(2000)	however,	this	multiplicity	was	part	of	the	attractiveness	of	‘scene’	as	a	concept	as	it	reflected	the	complexity	of	the	geographical	space	in	which	musical	practices	operate.	‘The	implication	is	that	scenes	include	everything,	from	tight-knit	local	music	communities	to	isolated	musicians	and	occasional	fans,	since	all	contribute	to	and	feed	off	a	larger	space(s)	of	musical	practice’	(25).	
Despite	this	confusion,	‘scene’	proves	useful	in	retaining	a	focus	on	the	geographical	and	the	historical.	The	concept	allows	for	both	spatial	and	temporal	differences	within	a	worldwide	movement	such	as	punk:	useful	as	the	term	'punk'	has	been	understood	in	very	different	ways	in	its	many	incarnations	all	over	the	world.	The	emphasis	on	geographical	locations,	when	looking	at	each	specifically	local	cultural	heritage	can	help	in	explaining	this	diversity.	'Scene'	also	retains	an	emphasis	on	music,	an	important	aspect	
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which	is	all	too	often	lost	in	favour	of	analysis	of	style,	consumption	and	ritual.	
However,	beyond	the	musical,	historical,	and	geographical,	'scene'	largely	lacks	much	further	sociological	rigour;	it	does	not	address	other	aspects	of	the	social	such	as	identity,	ideology,	structure,	style,	consumption,	or	politics.
‘Scene’ is further complicated by being in common vernacular usage,especially by punks. ‘When punks use the term “scene” they mean the activecreation of infrastructure to support punk bands and other forms of creativeactivity. This means finding places to play, building a supportive audience,developing strategies for living cheaply, shared punk houses, and such like’(O’Connor, 2002: 226). Scenes can also be non-local: ‘The “scene” is the Punkcommunity and the word they use to describe it. There are local scenes,national scenes, and worldwide scenes. The subsections of the Punkmovement also use the term to describe themselves, e.g., the Straight Edgescene’ (O’Hara, 1999: 16). Similar to O’Hara and O’Connor, when ‘scene’ isused in this thesis it is used in terms of the punk vernacular rather thanpertaining to any of the differing concepts of ‘scene’.

Moving	beyond	post-subculture,	defending	subculture

Not	all	theorists	agreed	that	the	terms	‘subculture’	should	be	dismissed	(Hodkinson,	2002,	2004;	Shildrick	and	MacDonald,	2006).	Some	felt	that	
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there	was	enough	merit	in	the	CCCS	concept	that,	with	a	little	updating,	it	was	still	workable.	
Shildrick	and	MacDonald	(2006)	charge	that	the	post-subculturalists	misread	the	work	of	the	CCCS	when	critiquing	its	overemphasis	on	structure.	Particular	importance	was	therefore	placed	on	the	interaction	between	structure	and	agency	in	the	‘subculture	debate’.	Shildrick	and	MacDonald	(2006)	criticise	the	post-subculturalists	for	taking	the	assertion	of	individuals’	agency	too	far,	arguing	that	‘social	divisions	still	shape	youth	cultural	identities’	(126).	They	suggest	reviewing	the	way	in	which	the	CCCS	approached	the	matter,	pointing	towards	their	more	nuanced	‘intertwin[ing]’	(137)	of	social	structure	and	individual	biography	than	concepts	offered	by	post-subculturalists.	They	also	draw	attention	to	the	CCCS’s	emphasis	of	subculture	as	shaped	by	three	factors;	culture	and	biography,	in	addition	to	structure	(J.	Clarke	et	al.,	[1975]	2006).
Some,	such	as	Hodkinson	(2002,	2004),	therefore	choose	to	retain	the	nomenclature	of	‘subculture’,	reconceptualised.	He	called	for	an	emphasis	to	be	placed	on	determining	subculture	through	four	indicative	criteria	of	

identity,	commitment,	consistent	distinctiveness	and	autonomy	(2002:	29).	In	doing	so	he	hopes	to	move	beyond	(working)	class	resistance	to	focus	on	the	diverse	cultural	practices	and	identifications	of	those	involved	whilst	retaining	some	degree	of	cohesiveness.		It	is	on	the	basis	of	these	four	indicators	that	he	concludes	that	the	UK	goths	of	the	late	1990s	could	be	understood	as	a	subculture.	
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It	remains	important	to	recognize	that	even	the	most	substantive	of	subcultures	will	retain	elements	of	diversity,	that	some	individuals	will	adopt	elements	of	their	values	without	any	particular	commitment,	and	that	even	the	most	committed	participants	are	not	somehow	isolated	from	other	interests	or	priorities.	At	the	same	time	as	emphasizing	these	elements	of	fluidity,	though,	this	book	seeks	–	by	focusing	in	relative	terms	on	levels	of	identity,	commitment,	coherence	and	autonomy	–	to	infer	that	subcultures	are	more	notable	for	their	substance	than	for	their	ephemerality	(Hodkinson,	2002:	33).
Crucially	in	setting	out	four	determinants	for	‘subculture’	Hodkinson	(2002)	suggests	that	the	concept	should	not	be	applied	uncritically	to	a	group.	Instead	the	practices	should	be	evaluated	to	test	whether	or	not	‘subculture’	is	more	appropriate	than	one	of	the	other,	more	fluid,	post-subcultural	terms	such	as	neo-tribe.	
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1.6 Regrounding Theory

More recently there has been a move away from this ‘subculture debate’towards a regrounding of theories of youth cultural practice (Pilkington andOmel’chenko, 2013). Bennett himself noted that much of the work of thepost-subculturalists had lacked an ‘in-depth analysis of the dynamic interplaybetween structural experience and cultural consumption in the formation oflocal instances of youth cultural practice’ (Bennett, 2011: 502). Suchinterplay is crucial to regrounding subcultural theory.
This theoretical work draws on the best of subcultural and post-subcultural theory, to produce ‘a more effective mapping of a contemporaryyouth cultural terrain in which youth identities forge an increasingly complexmix of global and local cultural influences’ (Bennett, 2011: 502). Pilkingtonand Omel’chenko (2013) aim to prioritise ‘neither “structure” nor “culture”’and instead study ‘the social structures that include/exclude young people;individuals’ negotiations of them; and the youth cultural trajectories thatensue’ (209). Some theorists retain the terminology of ‘subculture’, whereasothers do not.
Williams (2011) places his work within the paradigm of ‘subculture’.His conceptualisation is developed through a symbolic interactionistframework. He strikes a balance between the fluidity and fixedness of groupsof people, focusing on the way that subcultural norms develop throughinteractions between (and beyond) members. ‘Subcultures refer to culturallybounded, but not closed, networks of people who come to share the meaning
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of specific ideas, material objects, and practices through interaction’ (39). Inthis reconceptualisation of subculture, Williams treads carefully betweenelements of structure and agency, fixity and fluidity. Moreover, byunderstanding that subcultural practices are affected by interactions withthose beyond the subculture itself, he embeds participants in their widersocial and cultural contexts.
A key component to these developments is Fine and Kleinman’s(1979) concept of ‘communication interlocks’, drawn on by both Williams(2011) and Pilkington et al. (2014). Fine and Kleinman suggest that culturalcommunication takes place through a variety of connections. ‘Small groupsare connected with many other groups through a large number of interlocks,or social connections’ (Fine and Kleinman, 1979: 8). These may consist ofindividuals who have membership in multiple groups, inter-groupcommunication, multi-group communication or communication betweengroups and non-members (8). Subcultures are hereby understood not asfixed worlds, separate from the rest of society, but embedded within widersocial and cultural practices. Subcultures are ‘affected by outside cultures justas it affects them’ (Williams, 2011: 42).
In these conceptual developments, therefore, the subculturesthemselves are embedded within wider culture. In starting from this positionit is possible to understand how subcultures spread and operate. Williams(2011) argues that subcultural practices, artefacts, and ideas may spread viathese ‘communication interlocks’: ‘subcultures are not restricted to particular
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groups or areas, but can spread through whatever channels of socialinteraction exist’ (Williams, 2011: 40). Moreover, the embeddedness ofsubcultures within wider culture allows us to view cultural practices asconstrained by social structures whilst allowing individuals the possibility to(re)negotiate these.
I argue that the grounding of subcultural theory in understandings ofconnectivity can be further extended. A model of intersubjectivity (Crossley,1996) can help us understand the process by which meaning is shared andcreated within the relationships in multiple intersecting communicationinterlocks. ‘Intersubjectivity’ explains how verbal and non-verbal means ofcommunication operate through shared systems of meanings, which arebased on assumptions that both/all parties are privy to (Crossley, 1996). Italso explains how cultural meanings are created and shared ‘betweenindividuals’ (Wan, 2012: 109). Intersubjectivity does not require meaning toremain fixed: rather, cultural meanings, processes, and understandings areable to evolve (Crossley, 1996; Wan, 2012). Crossley explains‘intersubjectivity’ in terms of community cohesion:
Much is acquired […] in education of both a formal and an informalform. We grow up and live in communities and those communitiesboth structure our learning experiences and teach us about life andhow to live it. This ensures that assumptions are shared and thus thatthe symbolic cement of the lifeworld is reproduced through both timeand space. Having said this, common-sense assumptions are not static.
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They change as the structure of communal life changes (Crossley,1996: 92).
The applicability of intersubjectivity to subcultural research can beseen in the way that understandings of the foundations of subculture, forexample its systems of thought and common practices, are createdintersubjectively. This occurs not only within communication betweenparticipants, but also with those in other communication interlocks;subcultural (or punk) meanings are created as much by shared assumptionswithin the group as with shared assumptions beyond it. Intersubjectivity istherefore crucial to understanding the creation of a ‘sense of [subcultural]self’ (Crossley, 1996: 71) and recognition of these identities (Gillespie andCornish, 2010; Honneth, 1995).

Substance and everyday practices

Having	established	the	importance	of	viewing	subcultures	as	embedded	in	wider	cultural	life,	it	is	not	a	large	leap	to	recognise	the	importance	of	embedding	subcultural	practice	in	everyday	practice.	In	failing	to	pay	enough	attention	to	this,	earlier	subculture	and	post-subculture	theorisations	often	achieved	only	a	partial	understanding	of	the	subject	positions	that	members	inhabit.
One of the major problems with subcultural theory was its emphasison a ‘subcultural identity’ which while arising out of structural
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positions also seemed to transcend all other identities that membersof subcultures could inhabit. As Angela McRobbie puts it, ‘Few writersseemed interested in what happened when a mod went home after aweekend on speed.’ Members of musical scenes are not simply ‘teds,’‘mods,’ ‘punks’ or ‘northern soulies,’ but also mothers, sons, husbands,and workers. Furthermore, they may also, for example, be fans of‘Coronation Street’ or the Stoke City football club (Hollows andMilestone, 1998: 96, with reference to McRobbie, 1990: 68-69).
Discussions	of	‘everyday	life’	should	therefore	be	brought	to	bear	on	understandings	of	‘subcultural	life’	(Pilkington,	2014b:	14).	Understanding	intersubjectivity	in	‘communication	interlocks’	(Fine	and	Kleinman,	1979)	allow	us	to	see	how	‘common	cultural	reference	points	and	practices	are	diffused	both	across	(sometimes	apparently	hostile)	“subcultural”	groups	and	between	“mainstream”	and	“subcultural”	groupings’	(Pilkington,	2014b:	13).	
To	this	end,	Pilkington	suggests	concerning	ourselves	with	the	substantive	cultural	practices	in	which	individuals	take	part,	without	attempting	to	separate	out	those	practices	which	may	be	‘alternative’	from	the	‘mainstream’.	This	is	important	because	‘“subcultural”	lives	are	not	separate	from,	but	embedded	in,	and	constrained	by,	“whole	lives”’	(13).	Whilst	the	mundanity	of	many	everyday	cultural	practices	has	left	them	marginalised	in	subcultural	debates,	Pilkington	argues	for	the	‘inclusion	in	the	field	of	vision	of	a	range	of	everyday	communicative,	musical,	sporting,	educational,	informal	economy	and	territorial	practices,	not	just	
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“spectacular”,	style-based,	cultural	practices’	(13).		
The	investigation	of	individuals’	everyday	cultural	practices	allows	us	to	understand	their	whole	lives,	both	elements	over	which	they	retain	agency	and	the	structures	which	constrain	them.	We	see	how	they	participate	in	their	chosen	subculture	and	how	their	practices	affect	others	and	help	to	inform	us	what	subcultural	practices	consist	of.	Moreover,	we	can	better	locate	the	subculture	itself	within	wider	social	practices	and	structures.	Taking	this	into	account,	Chapter	6	will	draw	on	participants’	wider	political	activities	in	order	to	understand	the	political	significance	of	punk.

Resistance

‘Resistance’ and its role in the conceptualisation of subculture remainscontentious. ‘Subculture’s’ origins in studies of delinquency, mean that youthcultures have been positioned in opposition to middle class or mainstreamhegemonies. Whereas Hodkinson’s (2002) reconceptualisation of subculturesought to explicitly sever ‘its automatic link with resistance [and] classconflict’ (29); for Williams (2011) ‘resistance’ remains central, as subculturesexist for and because of marginalised, non-normative young people searchingfor an ‘antidote to everyday life’ (10).
Leblanc (1999) and Haenfler (2006) also contend that resistanceremains an important facet of subculture: in Haenfler’s case, for straightedge, and for female punks in Leblanc’s study. Both argue that these forms of
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resistance do carry political potential, unlike the model of resistanceespoused by earlier understandings in which subcultural members werepositioned as ultimately reinforcing their subordination (J. Clarke et al.,[1975] 2006). Haenfler (2006) believes that the practices of straight edgeform a distinct challenge to mainstream society by rejecting norms of (forexample) drug and alcohol use, and through being vegetarian or vegan andanti-sexist. In allowing members the social and cultural space to challengenorms and to create their own alternatives, the subculture ‘has realconsequences for the lives of its members, other peer groups, and possiblymainstream society’ (194). Leblanc (1999) suggests that we need to lookbeyond subcultural behaviours to include ‘discursive’ and ‘symbolic’ acts asalso containing resistant potential (18).
In advancing his understanding of ‘resistance’, Williams (2011)developed a multi-dimensional mapping of the concept (92-105). He takes inthree axes (although suggesting that there may be more), postulating thatsubcultural – and individual – resistant acts (including thoughts, feelings andbehaviours) range from passive to active, micro to macro, and covert to overt.
A young person who identifies with the punk subculture may engagein relatively passive acts of resistance, such as buying punk music or apunk T-shirt, yet reading the CD-insert or song lyrics may lead her toengage in more active forms of resistance. She might hide hersubcultural affiliation from her parents, but proudly displaysubcultural paraphernalia in front of peers or other adults. The
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resistant actions in which she engages may involve criticizing herpeers in a personal diary or participating in a social justicedemonstration with thousands of other people. In other words, onemember of a single subculture may engage in many different types ofresistance in their everyday lives, each with its own (set of)consequences (Williams, 2011: 105-106).
In including a range of possible resistant activities, Williams certainlytakes in a number of ‘everyday’, sometimes highly individualised actions butall of these are related specifically to subcultural lives. However, it remainsimportant to take a wider lens on individuals’ whole lives (Pilkington andOmel’chenko, 2013) and the full range of potentially resistant practices.
In widening my own lens beyond subcultural lives, in Chapter 6 I alsoshift the researcher’s gaze from subcultural resistance to everyday politicalactivities. As Leblanc (1999) argues, ‘resistance is primarily […] a form ofpolitical behaviour’ (18). Given that ‘resistance’ is so tied up with subculturalactivities (J. Clarke et al., [1975] 2006; Haenfler, 2006; Leblanc, 1999;Williams, 2011), it is necessary to extend the understanding of what activitiesmay have political importance in order to better understand the way inwhich punk and punks are culturally embedded in wider society (see section6.1 for a discussion of this).
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Beyond youth

As discussed in sections (1.1-1.2), the discourse of subculture as an analyticalframework for studying the cultural practices of groups of young peoplestems from the work of the Chicago School and was consolidated by the CCCSand much of the post-subcultural literature. However, any empirical evidenceof contemporary subcultural gatherings will confirm that a wide variety ofage groups are, and have been, involved. By retaining a focus on youngpeople we negate the opportunity to both fully represent the subculture, andsee how (for example) ‘punk as an identity […] must be managed andnegotiated in the context of other everyday circumstances’ (Bennett, 2006:226).
However, there is a growing trend to counter the ties between youthand subcultural engagement. Recent work (Bennett, 2006; Bennett andHodkinson, 2012; Davis, 2006; Hodkinson, 2011; Pilkington, 2014d) hassought to pay more attention to the ways in which ageing and the presence ofdifferent age groups affects subcultures.
A key facet of this work has been the way in which subculturalmembers must negotiate ‘adult’ responsibilities as they age. Hodkinson(2011, 2012) has particularly focused on older goth couples negotiatingchildcare and raising (goth) children. Pilkington (2014d) and Fogarty (2012)discuss the ways in which subcultures come to resemble families as oldermembers ‘mentor’ and ‘advise’ younger individuals. Bennett (2012) situatessubcultural life alongside everyday work commitments, and Hodkinson
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(2011, 2012) and Haenfler (2006, 2012) discuss how everyday commitmentsas well as aspects of the ageing body coalesce to result in differentapproaches to stylistic practices.
A number of these themes, particularly the solidarities and tensions(Pilkington, 2014d) between different generations are examined in terms ofthe trajectory of the Dutch punk scene in Chapter 3.

Authenticity

In spite of the problems with Hebdige’s (1979) discussion of the importanceof originality in punk, authenticity remains a strong discourse withinsubcultural literature: particularly that focused on punk (Williams 2011).
Early conceptualisations of authenticity argued that subcultural formswere diffused and defused by the mass media. Whilst Muggleton (2000) mayhave critiqued the CCCS’s work on subculture (see section 1.5), he does notdevelop their understanding of authenticity beyond being tied to mass mediapractices. Instead he queries ‘subculturalists’’ relationship to the media,arguing that it is less passive than the CCCS believed.
Later work on authenticity as a concept developed in two directions:practices and identity. Moore (2004) viewed punk as having two distinctperiods: the ‘culture of destruction’ found in early US and UK punk, and the‘culture of authenticity’ found in the 1980s US hardcore scenes. Authenticity,for him, was linked to punk’s economic practices (see section 1.7).
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The ‘culture of authenticity’ […] developed as young people attemptedto insulate themselves from the culture industry and consumerlifestyles in their search for expressive sincerity and anticommercialpurity. Those who embraced the do-it-yourself approach transformedmedia and consumer identities into independent networks of culturalproduction, which enabled a sense of local community, allowedspectators to become participants, and created a space for publicdebate and dissent (Moore, 2004: 323).
Wallach (2008) saw that punk authenticity in Indonesia was tied toquite rigid practices of significations. Punks would employ a narrow range ofmarkers, practices, and styles, which were drawn quite explicitly fromoriginator scenes. Authenticity was therefore claimed by replicating other‘authentic’ markers.
The idea that authenticity might be tied to identity was developed byWiddicombe and Wooffitt (1990), whose work indicated that authenticity asan identity was linked to strength and length of commitment to a particularsubculture. Williams (2006) added that different subsections of subculturesmay have different standards on how to acquire authenticity.
Williams (2011) critiques the CCCS’s realist approach to subculturalidentity and proposes instead a social constructionist understanding in whichauthenticity is made real through subcultural interaction. ‘Authenticity maybe seen as some sort of ideal, highly valued and sought by individuals andgroups as part of the process of becoming. Alternatively, authenticity may be
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something strategically invoked as a marker of status or method of socialcontrol’ (140). We see that authenticity can be understood as tool in thecreation and maintenance of individual (or group) identity, based onintersubjective understandings of what markers are needed to claimauthenticity.
If viewed as an identity or a marker of status, it is important tounderstand the importance of ‘subcultural capital’ to the acquisition ofauthenticity. Thornton’s (1995) coining of ‘subcultural capital’ (drawing onBourdieu’s (1984) hierarchies of cultural capital) did not explicitly addressauthenticity in terms of identity formation. However, if ‘[s]ubcultural capitalconfers status on its owner in the eyes of the relevant beholder’ (Thornton,1995: 11, emphasis added) then we see there is a relationship between thisconcept and that of authenticity. The relativistic nature of the conferring ofboth of subcultural capital and authenticity, according to the norms andpractices of the subculture in question, mean that the acquiring of subculturalcapital can contribute to an individuals’ authenticity, just as being authenticcan count towards gaining subcultural capital.

Geographical contexts

The rise of theories of globalisation led to a recognition that we could nolonger talk of locally-bounded subcultures (if ever we could). The post-subcultural turn also marked the point at which theorists grappled with
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placing their groups into their local and global contexts. A number of modelshave been proposed, including centre/periphery, glocal, and translocal.
Debates over the nature of global/local influences on culture haveoften drawn on globalisation theories relating to the relationship between‘centre’ and ‘periphery’ (Shils, 1975; Wallerstein, 1974). Within punkscholarship the United States or United Kingdom’s scenes are often seen asthe most influential around the world; the US/UK are thus positioned as the‘centre’ to the rest of the world’s ‘periphery’. As discussed in section (1.3),this stems from a problematic focus on notions of authenticity that is derivedfrom an emphasis on originality in subculture (Hebdige, 1979). Whilst thepersistence of punk and its spread to new locations has erased the usefulnessof viewing ‘authenticity’ as directly related to the original punk scene, thereremains an uneven balance of power towards ‘core’, originator scenes.
Wallach (2008) discussed how bands such as the Exploited, theRamones, and the Sex Pistols dominated discussions of punk in Indonesia.Similarly Crass and The Clash are the most regularly cited bands by researchparticipants in this study of Dutch punk. This highlights how punks aroundthe world still claim subcultural capital through demonstrating knowledge ofthese ‘authentic’ bands. Such practices reinforce hierarchies of ‘core’ centresand ‘other’ peripheries.
In discussing the punk scenes of Mexico City and Barcelona, O’Connor(2004) extended the centre/periphery model to include three tiers, with theUnited States positioned as the centre, Europe as semi-peripheral, and Latin
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America as peripheral (176). He sought to uncover how global culturalsignifiers are utilised in the creation of new, local, scenes. O’Connorrecognised that local forms can affect the global, but also that structuralinequalities can limit this. He gave examples of the inequalities in the ‘flow’ ofpunk between Spain and Mexico, with Spanish bands more likely to be knownin Mexico than the reverse. This recognised that the ‘flow’ of culturalinfluence is more complicated than a simple centre/periphery modelsuggests. With these arguments O’Connor advocated against Appadurai’s(1996) earlier break from discussions of centre/periphery, in favour of amodel of the global flow of culture.
‘Glocal’ was first applied to (post-)subcultural theory by Mitchell(1998) in a discussion of Australian hip hop. This form of hip hop draws onglobal influences, particularly from the United States, and distils thesethrough local experiences, marking it out as ‘glocal’.  Sydney’s westernsuburbs form the historical centre of Australian hip hop; underprivileged andwith a wide ethnic mix of migrant cultures, they are positioned as theAustralian version of the American ‘ghettos’ from which hip hop emerged.Artists draw influences both from mainstream American hip hop and moremarginalised Spanish-language hip hop, and use these to reinforce their own‘otherness’ in Australian society. ‘Although US rap was the inspiration, thelocal scene caught fire on the fuel that was already there’ (4). Different globalforms of hip hop interact with locality to produce Australian hip hop.
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‘Glocal’ – in relation to youth cultural practices – was furtherdeveloped by Pilkington (2004). She situated ‘glocal’ within a model ofcentre/periphery and argued that ‘glocal’ allows a more accurate depiction ofsubcultural affiliations on the periphery. Her work notes thatconceptualisations of a globalised youth culture in which practices on theperiphery reflect those of the centre were not applicable in Russia. Differentstructural positions of young people enable some to draw on global cultures,whilst constraining others who therefore focus more on the local. ‘[T]he“global” and the “local” are resources drawn upon, differentially, by youngpeople in the process of developing youth cultural strategies that manage“glocal” lives’ (132). ‘Glocal’ therefore usefully highlights the structuralinfluence on different global or local cultural influences.
‘Translocal’ illuminates a different interplay between the local andglobal. It argues that numerous local scenes have come to be constructedalong similar lines, thereby connecting ‘groups of kindred spirits many milesaway’ (Bennett and Peterson, 2004: 8-9). Hodkinson (2004) applied‘translocal’ to his research on the UK goth scene. He understood this to be a‘singular and relatively coherent movement whose translocal connectionswere of greater significance than its local differences’ (144). Issues of identityand taste were shaped by translocal media formats, consumer trends, and thelatest subcultural fashions. Participants would often travel for their scenicparticipation, such as to gigs, clubs, shops or festivals, and yet the day-to-dayexperiences and infrastructure of the scene remained based around localsocial connections.
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Bennett and Peterson (2004) discussed three other applications for‘translocal’ in terms of popular culture; transregional music, the musicfestival, and the music carnival. Transregional music refers to global forms ofculture, diffused by mass media, which have now been appropriated by manydiverse local scenes; they give hip hop as an example. Music festivals serve asa ‘local’ scene which draws bands and attendees from all over the worldtogether for an event which facilitates communication of ways of doingcultural participation. ‘Music carnival’ is a label given to a group of a band’sfans who follow them on tour, for example the Grateful Dead’s Deadheads.The ‘superfans’’ presence at each performance ‘energize[s] local devotees’,facilitating the communication of fandom at a translocal level (Bennett andPeterson, 2004: 10). Understandings of ‘translocal’ provide a more nuancedview of complex patterns of cultural flow. However, it hints at a translocalparity which privileges the role of the ‘centre’, and therefore does notadequately consider the specificity of ‘peripheral’ experiences of subculture.
Webb (2007) highlights the complex interplay between local andglobal in his study of Bristolean trip hop. He argues that this cultural formcould only have emerged in Bristol; the music’s genre-mixing was a result ofthe mingling of communities in the city alongside other factors such as thewell-developed local music scene. In the 1980s many of Bristol’s musicianswere engaged in hip hop of a style taken directly from New York, but a desireto do something different led to the instigation of a new ‘Bristol sound’. Triphop did not remain local for long, with London and the rest of the UnitedKingdom quickly noticing and emulating the style. Thus cultural influences
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are drawn globally (from a cultural ‘centre’) and take root in ‘peripheral’Bristol, arguably situating Bristol as a new centre for trip hop.
In Chapter 4 I build on the theoretical work which has attempted tosituate subcultures as part of a wider global whole. I investigate the way inwhich connections and mobility, both everyday and subcultural have helpedto shape the Dutch punk scene and members’ understandings of itslocal/global position.

Historical contexts

In addition to regrounding debates by emphasising both the whole lives ofparticipants, and the wider cultural context in which subcultures operate, it isimportant to avoid (post-)subcultural tendencies towards ahistoricity.
In critiquing theories of detraditionalisation and individualisation (seesection 1.4), Smart (2007) highlights Beck and Beck-Gernsheim’s (2002)ahistoricism;
Whilst the idea of tradition is evoked, no specificity is provided so thereader cannot be sure if this passage refers to the pre-industrial era,the Victoria era or the early twentieth century. The idea that duringthis vague period people slavishly followed the prevalent rules anddominant beliefs is accepted without hesitation. A special moment inhistory having been created, that moment can then be compared withthe present which, by dint of such a contract, looks challengingly
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different. But the past in this representation is little more than a strawman devised for the sake of argument (Smart, 2007: 18).
This argument is equally applicable to other theories which posit therole of individual agency and fragmented fluid (post-)subcultures asparticularly ‘new’ (Bennett and Kahn-Harris, 2004; Chaney, 2004; Malbon,1999; Muggleton and Weinzierl, 2003). In noting Shildrick and MacDonald’s(2006), J. Clarke et al.’s, ([1975] 2006), and Fine and Kleinman’s (1979)understandings of the fluidity that was possible in subcultural membership,we see that the post-subculturalists’ claims of this fluidity as an element ofpostmodern consumer culture are over-emphasised.
We can see echoes of Williams’ (2011) and Pilkington andOmel’chenko’s (2013) proposition to embed subcultural life in wider culturallife in Smart’s (2007) call to understand individual agency as ‘embedded inculture and history, with these qualities manifesting themselves throughforms of everyday behaviour which are not radically different to action in thepast’ (26). We therefore need to take a more grounded historical approach tounderstanding subcultures and can do this by uncovering everyday andsubcultural practices in their historical context.
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1.7 Regrounding punk

Punk in 1977 in London was not the same things as punk in 2007 inAtlanta (or even in 2007 in London). And while the label ‘punk’ isreadily affixed to people and practices in both places/times, themeaning of punk has been interpreted differently as it spread aroundthe globe (Williams, 2011: 39).
Over the last forty years, punk has spread over the whole world. Countlessnew musical subgenres have emerged, as well as other movements based onpractices (for example, straight edge (Haenfler, 2004, 2006)) or politics (forexamples, riot grrrl (Downes, 2012) or anarcho-punk (Cross, 2010; Dunn,2011)). As the label ‘punk’ comes to encompass more and more, it becomesharder for academics to pinpoint what punk may be. Indeed, it is not onlyacademics who struggle with defining punk, but punks themselves (seeChapter 5).

Yet there have been many attempts to answer the questions posed byPilkington (2012); ‘why, thirty-five years on [do] we continue to talk about‘punk’ when it is hard to find a punk who looks like a punk, sounds like apunk or describes him or herself as a punk’? (262). This section will discuss anumber of the ways in which punk has been understood in the wake of thesubcultural debates.
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Economic practices

In discussing the various developments of punk, Thompson (2004) gives anoverview of seven distinct periods and places in which new punk scenesemerged: the New York Scene, the English Scene, California Hardcore,Washington, D.C. Hardcore, New York Hardcore, Riot Grrrl and Berkeley Pop-Punk. In discussing each of these it becomes clear that in his understandingthese various punk scenes are bound by an ideological position in relation toeconomic practices. Like Laing (1985) Thompson discusses the DIY recordlabels which – he argues – are crucial to each scene. He makes it clear that ananti-capitalist and anti-commercial ideology is a prerequisite for punk.
Alternative economic practices, following DIY strategies and anti-capitalist ideologies, and especially focusing on record labels, form the basisof a number of punk studies, including Gosling (2004), Dale (2012) andO’Connor (2008). Ventsel (2008) located the economic practices of punksand skins within their wider everyday lives by uncovering networks ofreciprocity in an informal, underground and semi-legal economy.
Similarly Moore (2010) situates punk historically in wider economiccontexts and suggests that punk, as a DIY movement, is an expression of post-Fordist alienation.
[Punks] had been left with scant opportunities to find creativefulfillment in their day jobs, no guidelines for transforming a culture ofconsumption into meaningful existence, and unable to participate in
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the spectacles of mass media as anything but spectators. […] [They]sought to take control over what they consumed, transformedpassionate consumer tastes into a basis for cultural production, andcreated a scene they could call their own. Doing it themselves, theymade the ephemeral world of consumption into grounds for durableidentities and participatory community (Moore, 2010: 62).
Social practices

A number of ethnographic studies have emerged that focus particularly onthe social practices of punk. In these works, punk as a subculture emergesthrough the actions, interactions, practices, and understandings held byparticipants. In grounding the subculture in these practices we can betterunderstand punk’s place within punks’ lives.
An important addition to the punk canon is Leblanc’s (1999) Pretty in

Punk which gives voice to often marginalised punk women. She furthers thediscourse of punk as a resistant identity, focusing particularly on the ways inwhich women use punk to fight normative femininity, although this is often astruggle within a masculine-coded subculture.
Haenfler (2006) focuses on the straight edge subgenre of punk,investigating how subcultural practices provide conflicting genderedexperiences for ‘edgers’ both male and female, and how practices andidentification with the scene changes as participants age. The importance of
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straight edge is portrayed both in its guise as a social movement and as anindividual identity, guided by the straight edge philosophy.
Whereas both Leblanc and Haenfler focused primarily on punk scenesin the (central) United States, Gololobov et al. (2014), O’Connor (2002, 2003,2004) and Wallach (2008) have contributed ethnographic studies which takein various other (more peripheral) punk scenes. O’Connor’s work focusesprimarily on the experience of punk in Mexico. He contrasts this with punk inother locations (Barcelona, Washington, D.C., Austin, Texas and Toronto) inorder to understand the punk relationship with globalisation. Wallachuncovers the social experiences of punk in Indonesia and the opportunities itprovides for self-expression. Gololobov (2014a), Steinholt et al. (2014) andPilkington (2014d) explore punk in various locations in Russia – Krasnodar,St. Petersburg and Vorkuta (respectively) – seeking to understand whatunites very different formulations of punk. They conclude that ‘[p]unk existsnot as discrete formation, politics or aesthetics, but as a set of non-exclusiveand unfixed transnormative cultural practices and in the affective bondsgenerated in the process of their enactment’ (Pilkington et al., 2014: 211).
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Conclusion

This chapter has served to provide a brief overview of the historicaldevelopment of ‘subculture’ as a theoretical framework, and of ‘punk’ as anobject of analysis. ‘Subculture’ has had a contentious history with a greatmany theorists adding to, developing, or sometimes even rejecting it as nolonger of use. The trajectory of academic work on punk is intertwined withthe ‘subculture debate’, with a number of theoretical developments relatingto subculture drawing upon studies of punk for their empirical basis. It istherefore vital to locate where this thesis sits in relation to these debates.
This thesis adds to the work of Williams (2011), Bennett (2011) andPilkington and Omel’chenko (2013) in seeking to ‘reground’ subculture. Thepost-subculturalists’ critiques of structural determinism in the foundationalwork by the CCCS were often rather overstated, and therefore sometimes fellinto the trap of arguing vociferously for an equally problematic opposite: anexaggerated emphasis on individualism. Rather than further an argument on‘subculture’ versus ‘post-subculture’, this thesis will draw on the positivedevelopments that have been made towards a more theoretically richunderstanding of subcultures. With recognition that subculture as a concepthas had a complex past, I choose to continue to use this terminology. Ithereby root this thesis within the trajectory of the many attempts to uncoverthe complexities of the subject positions of punk individuals within widerculture.
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In order to do so, this thesis places its punk participants at theforeground of refining our knowledge of what punk - and - subculture canmean. In focusing on participants’ discourse and their practices it givescentre stage to their punk subjectivity. The wider methodologicalimplications of this follow in Chapter 2. This thesis does not delineate punkfrom the mainstream, but instead embeds punk as a part of whole lives, andpunk subculture as part of wider culture. It unpicks the ways in whichindividuals are agents in the intersubjective creation of subcultural meaning,whilst locating them as (active) subjects (in the maintenance and adaption)of complex structural factors.
Subculture cannot be disentangled from culture. Punk practices,people, lives, places, values, resources et cetera cannot be understood inisolation from wider society. Subcultural groups are bound by socialstructures, just as they help to create and reinforce them. Historical contextsshape individual, subcultural, and cultural trajectories. Individuals draw onsubcultural – as well as cultural – resources in forging their own, meaningful,lives. Drawing boundaries, be they historical or spatial, around subcultures istherefore problematic. Instead I propose a holistic approach in which adeeper conceptualisation of subculture is attained through viewing theconnectedness of individuals and their subcultural practices.
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Methodology

Introduction

This chapter will outline the methodology that guided the formulation of thisresearch project, plus the processes of data collection and analysis. I willexamine the methodological implications of my research aims and discusshow a research methodology was arrived at. I will interrogate mypositionality as the researcher for this project; this will include a discussionof insider/outsider status in ethnographic research. I will highlight how Iapproached potential and unexpected ethical issues during this project, andfurther elaborate upon the process of doing research and analysing my data. Iwill conclude with an overview of the participants for this research projects,and some notes on the presentation of data throughout this thesis.
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2.1 Starting Points and Aims: Developing my Research Project

This thesis is driven by four aims:
- To map the Dutch punk scene historically and geographically.
- To contribute to understandings of 'punk', drawing especiallyon insights from a scene which has been under-researched.
- To contribute to the debate over ‘subculture’, calling for a needto reground theory.
- To develop definitions of ‘politics’ by investigating theactivities of politically active punks.

In this section I lay out how these aims were arrived at and what implicationsthey had for the methodology of the thesis.
To map the Dutch punk scene historically and geographically.

This aim is borne out of the distinct lack of knowledge of the punk scene inthe Netherlands. With little of an – academic – reference point, therefore, it isimportant to provide contextual knowledge before further analytical workcan take place.
As outlined in the introduction to this thesis, initially this project hadbeen conceived of as an ethnography of the Amsterdam scene. However,during the initial period of my fieldwork it became clear to me that this wastoo restrictive an aim. The mobility and connectedness of the Dutch punkscene (see Chapter 4), especially in the area around Amsterdam, meant that
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to clearly delineate a boundary of an ‘Amsterdam’ scene was to misrepresentDutch punk. As such this aim became broader, to include all of theNetherlands.
To map the scene historically requires the careful utilisation ofmethods which can illuminate the past. The primary method for this isparticipant interviews drawing on oral history techniques, with participantscarefully selected to represent the full range of Dutch punk history. Asecondary planned method was to triangulate this data with historicalarchives (section 2.5 outlines what became of this plan).
In order to map the scene geographically I would need to interviewparticipants who have been involved in Dutch punk in various locations.Moreover, ethnographic methods relying on participation in which I becomeas mobile as my participants also help illuminate participant experiences.

To contribute to understandings of 'punk', drawing especially on

insights from a scene which has been under-researched.

This aim speaks directly to the theoretical debates outlined in Chapter 1,particularly sections 1.3 and 1.7. As discussed, ‘punk’ is a contentious termand has been conceptualised in various ways, from Hebdige’s (1979) stylebased practice to Thompson’s (2004) DIY resistance of economic structures.
However, my own involvement with punk (see section 2.3) suggestedthat these conceptualisations were often lacking. Punk has incorporated
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many forms of culture other than music and has encompassed a variety ofideological standpoints. Punk has been an identity and a lifestyle. Every newform of punk has brought with it a new way to understand what it means. Butmost importantly in a subculture that invests so much in its participants’creativity, 'its followers were as much its creators as created by it' (Sabin,1999: 5). Meaning is generated by its participants as they constantly reshapewhat punk is. This project therefore aims to develop (a) definition(s) of punkwhich focused on how participants understand it.
In order to do so I needed to unpick these understandings, whichcould be done both through interviewing and participant observation.Additional knowledge would be generated through the collecting of other‘punk paraphernalia’, including zines and books, music, and lyrics booklets,etc. Findings relating to this aim can be found particularly in Chapter 5.

To contribute to the debate over ‘subculture’, calling for a need to

reground theory.

This aim is also derived directly from the theoretical debates outlined inChapter 1, especially sections 1.1, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.6. It was clear that‘subculture’ versus ‘post-subculture’ had reached an impasse, and that inorder to contribute usefully to this debate a project which examined asubcultural group would need to take a holistic and grounded approach.
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In order to achieve this would require me to use methods that aregrounded in participant experience and understanding. In addition toparticipant observation I would need to ensure that my interviews withparticipants were not focused purely on ‘subcultural’ activity but to take awider holistic approach to their lives. It would also require careful analysis ofany data produced in order to recognise the connectivity between variousfacets of participant’s lives.
To develop definitions of ‘politics’ by investigating the activities of

politically active punks.

This aim carries with it the theoretical assumption that some of the practicesand activities of punks can be read as ‘political’. I conceptualise all forms ofresistance, protest and activism as political (see Chapter 6).
My initial experiences of punk had highlighted its interactions withvarious forms of political engagement (for example, the Rock Against Bushcampaign, vegetarianism, and anarchism). An early formulation of myresearch questions focused on this; ‘what is the relationship between punkand politics?’. However it became clear – again in the early stages of thefieldwork – that my contribution to knowledge was broader than this.Participants understood a variety of their actions as being political, and thus Ineeded to address ‘politics’ as an academic concept.
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In order to do so required a careful approach in interviewing throughwhich I allowed participants to bring up what they understood as political.Moreover I was able to contribute towards this aim through participantobservation and the examination of punk cultural output. Whilst ‘politics’ ispresent throughout this thesis Chapter 6 will focus particularly on datagenerated to answer this aim.
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2.2 Research Methodology

Epistemological and ontological considerations

Chapter 1 laid out my theoretical framework for this thesis. I have argued forthe need to reground theories of subcultural research by recognising theconnectedness of participants and their lives to their wider social andcultural world.
As such this research is shaped by a constructivist ontology. The socialworld, along with its structures, rules and norms, is constructed throughinteractions between actors. Meaning and understanding is created throughintersubjective communication and sharing (Crossley, 1996). Thisconceptualisation of the social world has important implications for mymethodological approach.
In interrogating the everyday implications of punk, it is necessary tounderstand how punks themselves conceptualise and attach meaning to theirpractices. I therefore take an interpretivist ethnographic approach (Denzin,1997; Marcus and Fischer, [1986] 1999). I recognise and communicate myposition as affecting the production of the data, as well as in interpreting andpresenting the data in the form of this thesis.
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Ethnography

An ethnographic approach, in which the researcher is immersed in their fieldof study for a prolonged period of time, participating in it and observing it,enables me to ‘focus […] on how experience and practice are part of widerprocesses’ (Skeggs, 2001: 426). As such this is the best approach for a projectthat will fully fit with my theoretical framework, for reasons I shall outline inthis chapter.
An ethnographic approach makes available a range of researchmethods including (participant) observation and interviewing, as well as thecollecting of documents and other artefacts; most often, ethnographerscombine a number of these techniques (Bryman, [2001] 2008; Hammersleyand Atkinson, [1983] 1995). Such a methodological approach will ensuredata that can result in a ‘thick description of events’ (Geertz, 1973:6),allowing the multiplicity, complexity and connectivity of the social world toemerge as required by my theoretical framework.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the turn to subcultural research projectswhich employ ethnographic rather than semiotic methodologies hasproduced pieces of work (Haenfler, 2006; Hodkinson, 2002; Gololobov et al.,2014; Leblanc, 1999; Wallach, 2008) which have better unpicked the socialpractices through which participants construct meaning.
However, ethnographic projects have a chequered past, withexploitative practices that must be avoided (Punch, 1986; Spivak 1988;
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Stacey 1988). I therefore take a feminist approach to my ethnographic andinterviewing practices, recognising, claiming responsibility for, and workingto minimise, the power relations that exist between researcher andparticipant (Haraway, 1991; Skeggs, 2001). I discuss the ways in which I havesought to achieve this below in this section, and also in sections 2.4 and 2.5.
This ethnographic project utilises participant observation, in which Irecorded notes in a field diary, and interviews, which were recorded andtranscribed. Each of these techniques will be discussed in more detail.
The majority of the fieldwork for this project was conducted at gigs,many of which were in Amsterdam where I was based for the majority of myfieldwork, but also in Groningen, Nijmegen and Leiden. Gigs are the primelocation for punks to socialise, often between and after the bands haveplayed. Gigs are not only where bands are on ‘show’, but also wheremerchandise, art, zines, and other (often political) literature are distributed.Especially in a fragmented punk scene, such as Amsterdam (see Chapters 3and 4), gigs were often the main location where punks would meet upbeyond band practices and gatherings for close friendship groups. As gigs areopen to the public, they therefore formed a prime research ‘gateway’ to thescene. In addition to this I also undertook participant observation in a varietyof other locations, at more ‘everyday’ subcultural venues such as recordshops, squats, Amsterdam’s anarchist bookshop, ‘punk’ bars, and even at aband’s practice session, as well as at more ‘occasional’ events including aparticipant’s birthday party, a squatters’ demonstration and a gig after-party.
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Two participants were kind enough to give me ‘guided’ tours to the ‘best’punk places in other cities I visited, in Nijmegen and in Groningen. At onepoint in my research I also embarked on volunteering at a ‘VoKu’1 at a squatin Amsterdam-East, which entailed helping out with food preparation,cooking and serving, and then relaxing and eating with others later.
Field notes were always written up in a diary as soon as possible afterthe events had taken place and were analysed as outlined in section 2.6. Myfield notes recorded the events which took place, who else was there(including demographic estimations), stylistic elements, the practices inwhich I and they participated in, notes on my own emotional reactions toevents as well as what I perceived others might be feeling, and notes frommemory on any pertinent conversations held.
Ethnography and participatory techniques often generate other formsof data as the researcher collects any available ‘subcultural’ paraphernalia. Igratefully accepted gifts from my participants where they wished to sharetheir cultural artefacts with me. For example, I was given CDs and records,band merchandise, books or zines they had written, etc. On other occasions Ibought items available either at gigs or in shops. I collected newspapers,leaflets and posters that had interesting stories, and made photographs –sometimes of participants’ own collections.

1 A German acronym for ‘Volks Küche’ (transl. People’s Kitchen) which is usedwidely in the Netherlands. VoKus provide cheap or free meals.
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Image 1: Kosta’s ‘Best of Dutch punk collection’.Photo taken by author, 6 February 2011.
Conducting interviews

Processes of interviewing are where power inequality between researcherand participant can be particularly harmful to the individuals involved, and tothe research produced. As such there has been much work done (Langellierand Hall, 1989; Oakley, 1981 Punch, 1986; Smith, 1979) on how interviewingcan be done in a feminist and non-exploitative way. This includes attemptingto redress power hierarchy through reciprocity and rapport (Oakley, 1981,Bryman, [2001] 2008), in order to empower women who take part inresearch projects. I felt it most appropriate, given my theoretical framework,to apply this approach to all interviews, regardless of gender, recognisingthat a power-hierarchy between researcher and interviewee is present in any
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situation and that oppression and lack of privilege can stem from markersother than gender identity (Crenshaw, 1991). In a similar way, Haenfler(2006) employed feminist approaches in all his interviewing as his aim wasto give voice to his participants and allow them to tell their story. The specifictechniques that I employed in order to address the power imbalance in myinterviews is discussed in sections 2.4 and 2.5.
In order to understand how the meaning of punk is constructed byparticipants it was crucial that I let the interviews be as open as possible,inviting a free discussion of what the interviewee believed to be pertinent toa discussion of punk (Haenfler, 2004). However, as I wished to have a fewquestions and themes that were discussed in most, if not all, interviews Isettled on a (loosely adhered to) semi-structured interview format. Beforeentering the field I drew up an ‘interview guide’2. This structure wasdesigned to generate data both about the contemporary scene, and how eachindividual believed that the scene had changed over time. Interviews withformer or older participants would work as oral history testimonies, as wellas touch on key themes in terms of politics and intergenerationalrelationships. Interviews were recorded and later transcribed in theiroriginal language (see sections 2.5 and 2.8).

2 I made sure to ask about the participant’s journey into, through, and theirinvolvement in punk, their wider interests and political engagements, as well assome biographical details. Specific questions were tailored towards each individual.
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Oral history and living memory

Key to my interviewing technique, especially amongst older punkparticipants, was an emphasis on uncovering a sense of their history of Dutchpunk. Interviews were to have an ‘oral history’ dimension in whichparticipants were asked for their perspectives on how Dutch punk haddeveloped and changed and how their interactions with it had shifted overtime. Whilst this project only drew on oral history techniques and did not aimto produce full biographical life histories of all participants, the dimensionthrough which ‘a’ history of Dutch punk (Chapter 3) is produced is animportant element of the project’s methodology.
The choice to focus the historical element of this project on oralhistory techniques is in keeping with the overall theoretical framework inwhich participant voices and understandings are privileged. This is aparticularly important element of oral history as it focuses on empoweringthose whose voices are erased and are absent from more traditional forms ofhistory based on official documentation (Thompson, [1978] 2000), andallows us to focus on people rather than ‘big structures and grand processes’(Klandermans and Mayer, 2005: xvi).
The use of oral history techniques refocuses our minds on howhistories (like any form of social research) are not produced in contextualvacuums; neither by academics, nor by participants. ‘In oral history, in fact,we do not simply reconstruct the history of an event but also the history of itsmemory, the ways in which it grows, changes, and operates in the time
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between then and now’ (Portelli, 2009: 24). Oral history relies on memorywhich is notorious for shifting over time and place and reflects thecontemporary situation as much as it does the past.
In sociological studies, oral history is most often utilised in the form ofnarrativised life histories, or ‘life stories’, shifting the focus from events withwhich participants bore witness to, to their experiences. As Bertaux (1981)argues, ‘life stories are some of the best tools with which to elicit theexpression of what people already know about social life’ (39). These storiesilluminate as much of the present context and ‘anticipated future realities’(Rosenthal, 1997: 63), as they tell us of participants’ understandings of theirpast.
Moreover, in the context of the interview situation the participant willrespond to their perception of what the interviewer is interested in, resultingin an interactive process between both parties of creating a biographicalhistorical account (Rosenthal, 1997). As such the ‘situation of the inquiry’ cangreatly affect the way in which a participant chooses to present themselves,ranging from the ‘official presentation of the official model of the self’ to(rarely) the ‘intimate exchanges between very close friends and from thelogic of the secret which are current in these protected markets’ (Bourdieu,2000: 303).  The relationship between – and positionality of – bothinterviewer and participant, can affect the way in which the interviewee maypresent themselves (Joseph, 1996). ‘Life histories are thus not a collection ofall the events of an individual’s life course, but rather “structured self-
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images”. This comes close to some notions of “identity”’ (Kohli, 1981: 65).Indeed, in this sense, a life history interview is no less interactional than anyform of interview. Whilst some may therefore critique the generalisabilityand reliability of such techniques in the face of these subjectivities,Kremakova (2012) defends their ability to produce the sort of rich detailwelcomed in ethnographic research: ‘Even though each interview is only oneof countless possible renditions of an individual’s life story, a variedcollection of interviews eventually collates a rich patchwork image that canreveal in broad terms individual lives’ (168).
As suggested by Portelli (2009), oral and life histories are greatlyaffected by the production of memory, which ‘is an experience of the present’rather than of the past (Mah, 2010: 401). Oral history makes clear the tensionbetween ‘private’ memories over ‘official’ memories, and privileges theformer over the latter (Portelli, 2009). Mah (2010) suggests with her concept‘living memory,’ that: ‘local memories exist within the present as dynamicand changing processes and that they do not necessarily function as part ofthe social construction of official or unofficial collective memory’ (403).‘Living memory’ thereby captures the malleability of the nature of the storiestold by participants in oral history interviews.
Given this, it is important to be aware of researcher positionality, therelationship and rapport between interviewer and participant, and the widercontext that might affect the stories told. Most notably for this researchproject (and as discussed in the introduction to Chapter 3) was the change in
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legal status of squatting in the Netherlands at the time of my research. In thelight of shifting public opinions, participants may have sought to emphasisethe importance of squats as part of a wider project of defending squatting.Their living memories, in this context, became a political tool in the battle forsquatters’ rights.
It was notable throughout my interviews that participants were mostanimated and keen to discuss their earliest experiences as part of the punkmovement, I relate this too to memory practices in which the most vividmemories are formed by ‘new’ experiences, rather than those which hadbecome more commonplace after 5, 10, or even 20 years of experience as apunk. This ultimately impacts upon the manner in which oral histories arecreated.
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2.3 Positionality

Insider research

An important element of any ethnographic study is the ability of a researcherto gain the acceptance of those whom they are researching. A number ofethnographers have discovered that ‘insider’ status has greatly aided them inattaining this. However, this section will suggest that the ‘insider/outsider’dichotomy is not as straightforward as sometimes presented.
Insider status can be attained through a number of means. For some,such as Gololobov (2014a, 2014b), this was acquired long before the periodof research began. Gololobov had been a founding member of the first punkband in Kransodar, Russia. Whilst he spent a number of years away fromRussia and was therefore less connected to the punk scene at beginning of hisresearch, he retained something of a ‘punk celebrity’ status. On his return,even young punks knew of him and the role he played in his band. Thisexperience positions him as a ‘returning insider’ (Kremakova, 2014). Gordon(2005) similarly traded on his personal – and his band’s – contacts andinvolvement with the Leeds and Bradford punk scenes in his research.
Other ethnographers, particularly those with multiple field sites,discuss ‘performing’ their ‘insider’ status; Hodkinson (2002) for example, hadbeen a goth for some time before embarking on research and therefore feltable to take part in social norms in the scene in a recognisably 'insider'manner. ‘As well as having a suitable appearance, the manner in which I
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behaved in clubs – dancing, requesting songs from DJs and socializing – mademeeting people, arranging interviews, taking photographs and gaining advicefar easier than they might otherwise have been' (5).  Leblanc (1999) similarlynotes that her appearance was important to gain the understanding andacceptance of her participants. Whilst she identified herself to potentialparticipants primarily as a researcher rather than a punk, she said, 'myappearance retained elements of my past involvement with the subcultures,including often dyed hair, punk clothes, and tattoos. … This [identification of“old punk”] eased my establishment of rapport with punks' (22).
Where we can understand Gololobov (2014b) and Gordon (2005) as‘insiders’ to their scene, thereby having greater knowledge of the specifics ofsubculture in that particular location, Hodkinson (2002) and Leblanc (1999)are instead insiders to their subculture, not always knowing the local bands,celebrities, or hangouts, but certainly trading in the same general subculturalknowledge of style and practice.
For all that these ethnographers utilised the insider position to aidentrance to subcultural spaces and acceptance therein, it was not necessarilywholly positive for their research. Gololobov (2014b) discusses thedrawbacks of ‘over-rapport’ with participants, where the researcher isunable to gain participants’ elaboration on subjects which are considered tobe ‘shared knowledge’. Moreover, further difficulties arise for ethnographerswho feel a responsibility to those in the scene, a problem made more acutethe closer those relationships are.
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The discussion of insider/outsider status is further problematisedwhen we realise the instability of these terms. ‘Insider’ is a simplification,suggesting that all subcultural members share in one particular identity andset of practices, thereby erasing differences between individuals in a group(Carby, 1982; Hodkinson, 2005). Duneier (1999) suggests that fullacceptance with research participants is a ‘rarity’ (338). Song and Parker(1995) elaborate that a researchers’ position could simultaneously highlightcommonality and difference with participants, suggesting a more nuancedapproach to understanding researcher positionality based on ‘partial andunfixed modalities of identification’ (254). Popov (2009) reinforces that‘identities of both the researched and the researcher are [constantly](re)constructed throughout fieldwork interactions’ (94).
It is important to note that just as identifications as ‘insider’ arepartial and unfixed, they are also subject to spatial differences. Kempson(2015) writes about how participants themselves experience varying degreesof insider status as they move through subcultural spaces (in this casezinefests) in different locations. In some spaces, particularly where theymight be known to many others there, participants may identify as an insider,whereas by travelling to a zinefest elsewhere they might know fewer peopleand therefore feel more isolated. By understanding the spatial implications ofdifferential insider/outsider status, we understand why Leblanc (1999) andHodkinson (2002) felt the need to ‘display’ their subcultural affiliations tothose who didn’t know them.
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Discussions of ‘insider’ status in ethnographic research tend to reifythe position of the ‘insider’ researcher with little regard of the complexitywith which such an identity operates. Hodkinson (2002) suggests that thisreification is dangerous, noting that successful and nuanced ethnographiesare produced by researchers who position themselves as ‘outsiders’ (such asDuneier 1999). A better approach would recognise the multiplicity of identityand intersubjectivity of selfhood, both in regards to research participants andresearchers. By drawing on theorisations that place individuals in a series ofcommunication interlocks (Fine and Kleinman, 1979) and recognising thatidentities are produced in communication with (and with regards to) others,we recognise that researcher positionality is far more complex than a finite‘insider’ or ‘outsider’ status. Acknowledging this ‘connectedness’ ofindividuals and the ‘implications of relational constructs of self’ (Joseph,1996: 119), leads us to  an even greater imperative to consider positionalityin conducting fieldwork.
My path into punk

I first started to get interested in punk music around the age of 14 withpopular bands such as Green Day and The Distillers attracting my attention.Through friends, a devotion to BBC Radio 1's John Peel Evening Sessions and
The Punk Show, and research into other bands on the Internet I gained awider interest in and knowledge of less mainstream punk and the ideas
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surrounding it3. I went to my first punk gig at 16 and fell in love with theenergy at shows. At University I started to put shows on in the local town andwent to gigs more regularly.
Whilst I had first bought a guitar when I was 15, it mostly satgathering dust for several years. It wasn’t until after my fieldwork – duringwhich I had received much encouragement from research participants – thatI formed (or joined) my first (and second, and third) band(s)4. The success ofthese bands and continued dabbling in gig promotion meant that I regularly‘left’ my desk-bound ‘day job’ of writing about punk to ‘be’ a punk in theevenings5.

My position in the Dutch scene

When I embarked on my fieldwork my knowledge of punk was largelyshaped by my location in the UK, and my local, Midlands scene; I didn't knowmuch of the Dutch punk scene beyond its biggest bands. However, thecultural context of the Netherlands was not new to me, having lived there as ayoung child and periodically visiting throughout my childhood.
3 Most memorably at the time was the Rock Against Bush campaign in 2004, throughwhich punk bands, led by Fat Mike of NOFX, campaigned for young people toregister to vote. Later, through a local vegan hardcore promotor group I came intocontact with wider anarchist punk politics.4 Not Right, Fear & Slothing, and Die Wrecked respectively.5 Indeed, my fieldwork further impacted on my own subcultural practices; I set upthe Revolt Feminist Library and Distro shortly after writing Chapter 6 in which Idiscuss similar practices amongst participants.
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In some senses, then, I had some shared ‘insider’ knowledges, socialand cultural reference points, and was able, contextually to performsubcultural affiliation in the manner of Hodkinson (2002), Leblanc (1999)and Haenfler (2004). Moreover, being of a similar age to many participants,and having accessed punk first through commercial pop punk provided ashared trajectory with many (see Chapter 3). This provided me with insightinto the contentious ‘commercialisation debate’ in punk.
However, my Dutch punk knowledge was lacking, and duringinterviews I didn't always have knowledge of every band or artist thatparticipants mentioned6. In some cases participants saw this as anopportunity to share their knowledge of Dutch punk, playing me excerpts offavourite bands, sharing their collections, et cetera. However, others usedthis lack of knowledge to challenge my subcultural capital, to question who Iwas to be studying Dutch punk. I was occasionally questioned in what feltlike a rather ‘confrontational’ manner as to whether I really did like punk andif so, what bands did I know7. The role of researcher and participant takingturns to ‘display’ subcultural capital (Thornton, 1995) within interviews wasa (naïvely) unexpected element that affected the way in which interviewswere produced.

6 Although this improved the longer I was in the field.7 These challenging moments were dissipated quickly enough with answersoutlining a number of well-known and well respected favourite bands, as well as apunk cliché of displaying subcultural capital with reference to obscure bands: myown opportunity to share some small local UK bands with participants.
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Events such as gigs left me feeling – certainly initially – moreobviously an outsider. Whilst the hallmarks of the events were familiar –crowded and sweaty rooms, loud bands, queues at the bar, moshing (orsometimes static) crowds, leaflets and posters being handed out for the nextevent – it didn’t feel like ‘my’ scene. The faces were unfamiliar, the bands notalways to my taste, and my own anxiety about how quickly I should revealmy ‘researcher’ status underpinned many early interactions with others.
However, the longer I was in the field, the less unfamiliar my positionfelt and the more comfortable I became. Whereas at first I had wondered ifothers at the gigs found my presence there odd, soon I realised that thesewere not closed spaces in which only ‘the usual crowd’ were present. Giventhe mobility of the Dutch punk scene (see Chapter 4), and the turnover ofpeople in the scene (particularly in tourist hotspot Amsterdam), ‘new’ faceswere common and as such never marked me out as particularly noteworthy8.As I got to know more participants I more often went to shows where therewere friendly faces. I remained conscious that I was there for research, andthey there for fun, and thus was attentive to not taking up too much of theirtime. Whilst I therefore never shook the feeling of being an ‘outsider’ by dintof my role as a researcher (Hodkinson, 2005), I certainly felt morecomfortable in the scene as my fieldwork progressed.

8 As a white woman speaking Dutch I seemed no different to other travelling Dutchpunks. Whilst the punk scene has more men than women, women were alwayspresent. The internationalism of the Netherlands, particularly in Amsterdam, meantthat the presence of people of colour and those who spoke in other languages wasnot unheard of, but this would certainly have been a clearer marker of ‘outsider’status.
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The longer I spent in the field, the more I realised how the mobility ofthe Dutch punk scene might affect other gig attendees’ positionality. When Igot on a train and travelled for an hour to go to a gig, I was taking part intheir practices; when I turned up in a different city and felt I didn’tnecessarily know many people, there were others in the same position.Mobility, as suggested by Kempson (2015), complicated the insider/outsiderdichotomy as much for participants as for me.
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2.4 Ethical Issues

In this section I consider ethical issues posed by my research in relation toparticipants and my position as a researcher. I draw on the BritishSociological Association’s (BSA) ‘Statement of Ethical Practice’ (2002), andthe University of Warwick ‘Guidelines on Ethical Practice’ (accessed duringthe planning of my research in 2010)9.
Ethics in regards to participants and their data

The nature of my research, specifically the use of ethnographic techniquessuch as participant observation and interviewing called for a number ofethical considerations to be taken into account during the research. Anyresearch conducted with participants should ensure that, ‘the physical, socialand psychological well-being of research participants is not adverselyaffected by the research’ (BSA, 2002: point 13). In this section I will describethe steps I have taken to ensure my research has been of the highest ethicalstandards, first in relation to my participants, and second in relation tomyself.
I took seriously the idea that it is unethical to pressure anybody intoparticipating in research; ‘participation in sociological research should be

9 Note this has since been updated and renamed the ‘Research Code of Practice’ andcan be accessed at:http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ris/research_integrity/code_of_practice_and_policies/research_code_of_practice/research_code_of_practice2015.pdf [accessed18/05/2015].
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based on the freely given informed consent of those studied’ (BSA, 2002:point 16). In this regard I decided not to offer any incentives in return for aninterview as Leblanc (1999) did, however I did offer to pay for any drinksconsumed during interviews that took place in cafes or bars.
I found that by approaching people in person (usually at events) theywere initially more likely to agree to an interview than when I approachedpeople by other means, although often when these contacts were followed upthey had lost interest in being interviewed. As a result I was wary of askingfor interviews at gigs and preferred ‘snowballing’ techniques for acquiringcontacts (see section 2.5).
When asking participants if they had any further contacts for me Ioften asked them to first check that the potential new contact was willing totake part before I made contact myself, this was in order to retain theirprivacy should the potential participant not wish to be involved. On someoccasions this worked well. I know of times when my research was presentedby a participant with great enthusiasm which no doubt helped garner furtherparticipation. However the easier I made it for a potential interviewee to turnme down, the harder it was for me to gather interviews, slowing down myfieldwork until I had made enough contacts to ‘snowball’ from. In this sense Iwas perhaps over cautious in my desire not to pressure people intointerview.
Anonymity for participants is a key aspect of ethical research (BSA,2002: points 34-39), and will be discussed in section 2.8 in terms of the use of
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pseudonyms. Participants were made aware that I would use pseudonyms inthe presentation of this data through both verbal reassurances and with theuse of an ‘informed consent’ letter10. This letter further explained what myproject was about, the expectations on both participant and researcher, andstressed that the participant had the right to withdraw from the research atany point, this is in accordance with both the BSA’s Statement of EthicalPractice and the University of Warwick’s ‘Guidelines on Ethical Practice’.
After the interview, transcriptions were made of each interview tape.Transcribers were recruited through my University and through contactsmade during fieldwork but I ensured that transcribers never worked oninterviews conducted with people that they knew. In addition to thistranscribers were bound to confidentiality.
Completed transcriptions were shown to participants (except in caseswhere participants didn’t want to see them). They were therefore given afurther opportunity to choose to remain involved in the project. Participantswere asked if they wanted to make any changes, withdraw any comments orexpand on anything they said. This was done with a feminist aim of reducingthe power differential between researcher and participant, by allowing themas full control over their words and input into the project as possible(Duneier, 1999; Oakley, 1981). Eleven out of the thirty-three participantsresponded with further comments or to reiterate permission to use theirinterviews; none retracted any element of their interview at this stage. The

10 On one occasion I had not enough copies of the ‘informed consent’ letter and thusrelied just on a verbal overview of the contents of the letter.
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low response rate was expected given the lengthy transcriptions which I wasasking participants to read should they wish to make changes.
During participant observation at events where there were largegroups of people, informed consent was difficult to seek. Where possible I letthose I spoke to, or those in charge know that I was conducting research;however this was not always possible or appropriate. Where informedconsent in private spaces has not been gained, data generated (eg. fielddiaries and photographs) will not be reproduced.
During my fieldwork I came across situations where the boundariesaround informed consent became blurred. I spent some time flat-sharingwith one research participant. Although they had read and accepted thecontents of my informed consent letter at the time I had conducted aninterview with them, it was not always clear how far their informed consentwas given to the rest of my fieldwork. We spent a lot of time together,socialising and sharing meals and occasionally this participant madecomments during conversation which were of interest to my research. Inthese situations, although conversations and reflections were sometimesnoted in my field diary, I felt it would be an invasion of their privacy to revealany of the content of these ‘private conversations’. I thus treated any suchpassages in my field diary as lacking informed consent and kept them private.
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Ethics in regards to my position as a researcher

An often overlooked element of ethical conduct during fieldwork relates notto the treatment of participants and their data, but to my position as aresearcher and the risks I place myself in. ‘Social researchers face a range ofpotential risks to their safety. Safety issues need to be considered in thedesign and conduct of social research projects and procedures should beadopted to reduce the risk to researchers’ (BSA, 2002: point 8). Whilst suchrisks are impossible to predict before entering the field, negotiating risk as itpresents itself and entering into it in an ethically responsible way isimportant.
The greatest ethical challenge I faced during fieldwork was the changeof law on 1 October 2010 in regards to squatting. This made it not only illegalto squat a building, but also to enter a squatted building. Given theimportance of squats as venues for Dutch punk, and therefore as sites for myresearch this posed an ethical dilemma: should I knowingly contravene thisnew law in order to continue my research?
I decided to ‘wait and see’ how this would affect the scene and for atime kept my fieldwork sites within legalised squats and other legal spaces,keeping an eye on developments in the squatting scene through the news,through contacts, and by asking participants in interviews how they felt itwould affect Dutch punk.
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Ultimately there were no radical overnight effects. A few squats werecleared by police– rather violently – in a show of institutional strength.However, squatters were always forewarned when and where this wouldhappen. This meant that the majority of squats remained safe places in whichday-to-day business continued. Whilst the change in law would make itselffelt among the squatting community over time, the effect on my fieldworkwas minimal as punks and squatters continued as before (albeit with moreregular protests). As such I started to re-enter these spaces, deeming themcrucial to my ongoing research.
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2.5 On Doingmy Research

Defining my terms

Before embarking on my fieldwork it was necessary to define who I wasinterested in interviewing. Should I have sought people who identifiedthemselves as ‘a punk’, I would have greatly narrowed the pool of potentialparticipants. As noted by Pilkington (2012), and by some of my participants(see Chapter 5), it is, after all, ‘not very punk’ to call oneself ‘a punk’. Thiscreates a dilemma for the ethnographer of a subculture in which ‘genreevasion’ is so pervasive (Steinholt, 2012). As I was interested in uncoveringthe multiplicity of understandings of punk, seeking out only those who wereinvested in it in terms of an identity would preclude my findings. I thereforesettled on seeking out those who were – or had been – involved in – or with –punk, either contemporaneously or historically. This may have beeninelegant but it ensured as wide a pool of potential understandings of punkas possible, therefore allowing me a richer understanding of Dutch punk.
Moreover, it was necessary to define what I was interested in; ashighlighted in Chapters 1 and 5, ‘punk’ even as a musical category isamorphous. Again, my approach was to take as broad a view as possible andto gather as much data as possible from which to draw conclusions. Whilstsome participants might have identified more closely with ‘hardcore’ or‘punk rock’ (as more general umbrella terms for different styles of punkrather than the many hundreds of punk subgenres), there was anunderstanding between myself and my participants that in talking about
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‘punk’ we were also talking about hardcore and punk rock. Participants oftenused these terms interchangeably, although occasionally (as highlighted insection 5.6) reflected more on the specifics of what punk meant as opposed tohardcore or punk rock.
Arriving in the field and recruiting participants

I arrived in Amsterdam11 having made prior contact with two participantsthrough webforums12. These two initial contacts (Theo, see section 3.3, andLisa, see section 3.6) were from different age groups and locations and Itherefore felt confident that through them I could gain access to at least twodifferent groupings of punks, both geographically and historically. As myproposed ‘main’ methods of participants recruitment was expected to be(and indeed was) through ‘snowballing’ (Biernacki and Waldorf, 1981), Irequired many initial ‘gatekeepers’ in order to allow for as broad a range ofpotential contacts as possible.
Not content with only two initial contacts from which to snowballfrom, I set out to find more through introducing myself to attendees at punkgigs, through a slightly less ‘aggressive’ version of Leblanc’s (1999) ‘ambushsampling’ (25). The scene in Amsterdam was experiencing a particularlyquiet period (see Chapter 3), especially as one of the most important venues

11 Fieldwork started in July 2010 and initially last six months, with an added twoweek trip March-April 2011.12 http://www.punx.nl and the now defunct http://www.asice.net
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for live underground music in Amsterdam (the OCCii) was closed forrefurbishment. Gigs could still be found regularly across the city, andcertainly the country. Indeed it was in this early period of fieldwork that Idecided to broaden the project to encompass the whole country.
However, I found, like Leblanc (1999) that gigs were not always thebest venues through which to locate participants. I often garnered contactdetails from friendly – potentially intoxicated – punks13, only to find themdisinterested in being interviewed in the sober(ing) light of the following day.Gigs tended to only be fruitful as a way of meeting further participants when Ialready knew some of the attendees who pointed out friends, thus was a formof snowballing with a more ‘personal’ touch.
A further four ‘initial contacts’ were made through family friends,flatmates, and colleagues. I found myself travelling further and further afieldas my fieldwork progressed, culminating in a long weekend in Groningen atthe end of my fieldwork, having also visited Leiden, Nijmegen, Utrecht,Steenwijk and Arnhem.
In Groningen I encountered a scene organised rather differently frommuch of the rest of the country, as such it features in this thesis rather more

13 In the majority of cases where a potential participant might have been intoxicatedI only sought contact details thereby allowing them the opportunity to refuseparticipation when sober (in line with ethical concerns regarding freely giveninformed consent). In instances where interviews were conducted during events atwhich people were drinking, contact with the participant was re-established afterthe event in order to ensure that they were happy with their participation. Asdiscussed below, all participants were also given the opportunity to retract any (orall) statements when shown the final transcript.
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prominently than any other individual location in the Netherlands. Whilst Ionly spent three days in Groningen, it was a particularly intensive period offieldwork in which I conducted twelve interviews, attended one gig, had twodifferent guided tours of the city, spent two evenings in the pub, sat in on oneband practice, and another bands’ recording session. I had the distinct feelingthat here there was a tighter community than elsewhere in the Netherlands,with more pride in a ‘local’ scene expressed in interview.
Interviews

Interviews for this project lasted between 20 minutes and 1 hour 50 minutes.Most were individual interviews, although two sets of two participants wereinterviewed jointly (one of these participants had a further individualinterview).
Interviews were conducted wherever the interviewee felt mostcomfortable, again as a means by which I could redress the power balance inparticipants’ favour. I asked that they decided where the interview shouldtake place (excluding my last night in Groningen where six took place at thegig venue: backstage, outside, or whilst sitting on the door taking entrancemoney). Often I was taken to participants’ favourite cafes and bars; I alsointerviewed participants at their places of work and on two occasions at myflat. However, most often (for ten interviews) I was invited to their homes. Inasking participants to select the venue I provided them the opportunity to
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display their subcultural capital (Thornton, 1995). Where interviews wereconducted in their homes I was often shown record collections, fanzinecollections, photos, videos, and other memorabilia. On other occasions I wastaken to places that they felt were (or had been) important to the scene: gigvenues, rehearsal spaces, meeting places, or record shops. On three occasionsI received a ‘city tour’.
As discussed in section 2.4 almost every interview began with mehanding over an 'informed consent' letter. This sheet was in Dutch, whilst notevery interview was conducted in Dutch every participant read and spoke thelanguage. On one day in Groningen when I conducted more interviews thanexpected (with eleven participants) I didn't have enough letters with me, so Igave a verbal overview of the letter’s contents. Indeed, in that context theformal letter may not have been appropriate as there was a higher degree ofsuspicion of 'the authorities' than I had experienced elsewhere. A letter withthe official ‘University of Warwick logo’ may in this case have led to someinterviewees refusing to speak to me.
I was keen that wherever possible interviews would take place inDutch. Whilst most of my participants were very comfortable speaking inEnglish and their English was at least as good as my spoken Dutch (if notbetter), I knew that there was a chance that they might express themselvesslightly differently if speaking in a non-native language. Where myknowledge of Dutch failed me, I was able to slip into English momentarilybefore returning to Dutch.
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However, not all interviews were conducted in Dutch. A number ofparticipants were, like me, not native Dutch speakers and in these cases oftenexpressed a preference for speaking English. There were an additional fewinterviews with native Dutch speakers that were conducted in English as theywere so insistent; every Dutch question I answered was responded to inEnglish. The implications of this for the analysis and presentation of data willbe considered in sections 2.6 and 2.8.
During interviews I made it clear that I was happy to answer anyquestions that participants had about me or my project in line with Bryman’s([2001] 2008), Oakley’s (1981) and Haenfler’s (2004, 2006)recommendations on conducting feminist, ethical research. My experiencewith being subject to uncomfortable questions (see section 2.3) reinforcedmy desire to ensure that participants were as comfortable as possible. Assuch I generally avoided asking about any sensitive topics unless firstbrought up by the participant.

Archival research

When designing my research, and specifically in regards to the historicaldimension of my project, I had plans for an archival element to my datacollection. As such I spent a number of weeks during fieldwork in thearchives held by Amsterdam’s Internationaal Instituut voor Sociale
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Geschiedenis14 (IISG,). They had a particularly large (and somewhathaphazard) collection of zines and posters collected and donated by a localpunk with an interest in historical preservation, documents from venues, andunderground newspapers from the squatter’s movement. The IISG allowedphotography of these particular collections. Taking advantage of this Iphotographed 4400 pages of documents. Some of these I read as I copiedthem, thereby providing me with further contextual data. However, I savedmost for later analysis.
On my return I decided against further analysis. Given my theoreticaland methodological framework in which I prioritised interviews over otherforms of data – and in recognition of the size of the archival database and thetime demands of analysing this alongside interview data – I decided not touse this archival data beyond the contextual framework it had alreadyprovided me whilst I conducted my fieldwork.

14 ‘International Institute for Social History’.
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2.6 Data Analysis

The data presented in this thesis focuses upon participant interviews, withoccasional context provided by field diaries and ‘other’ data collected. In thissection I will lay out the format of data analysis for this research project.
In keeping with the theoretical approach which guides this thesis, dataanalysis and theory generation was grounded in an inductive approach(Bryman, [2001] 2008). Participant interviews were to form the main sourceof data, and would be analysed in such a way as to search for themes anddiscourses with recognition of participants’ narrative practices. My analysissought to unpack how participants talked about and made sense of theirpunk involvement and where there were commonalities and differencesbetween participants. In aiming to present a grounded piece of researchrecognising the connectivity of punks’ lives (see Chapter 1), it was importantto unpick how people make sense of their social and cultural worlds(Plummer, 1995). Participants’ discourse is ‘central […] in constructing sociallife’ (Gill, 2000: 172) and identity construction (Widdicombe and Wooffitt,1995).
An initial round of data analysis took place approximately halfwaythrough the fieldwork period. I listened back to the interviews I had so farconducted (they were as yet untranscribed) in order to uncover anyemergent themes. These were then used to better guide later semi-structuredinterviews. Whilst I did not follow a formal ‘grounded theory’ approach,theories were generated from data. ‘Generating a theory from data means
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that most hypotheses and concepts not only come from the data, but aresystematically worked out in relation to the data during the course of theresearch. […] By contrast, the source of certain ideas, or even “models”, cancome from sources other than the data’ (Glaser and Strauss, 1967: 6). Bynarrowing the focus of later interviews based on themes generating frominitial analysis this research process remains grounded and inductive,although it is important to recognise the role of my analytical interpretationin the further co-production of data and theory. ‘[R]esearchers cannot freethemselves of their theoretical and epistemological commitments, and dataare not coded [nor produced] in an epistemological vacuum’ (Braun andClarke, 2006: 84).
After the fieldwork period was concluded and whilst interviewtranscription was taking place, fieldwork diaries were coded with ‘NVIVO’,computer aided qualitative data analysis software. This software allowed meto formally gather the emergent themes around ‘nodes’ and ‘child nodes’,highlighting the relationship and connectedness between various aspect ofmy research. NVIVO acts primarily as a system by which data can beorganised (Bazeley and Jackson, 2013) and in doing so places emphasis onneat hierarchical relationships in coding rather than allowing for the‘messiness’ of social life; it thereby affects the way in which researchersinteract with their data (Buston, 1997).
When I came to analyse my interview data, I decided to switch tomanual coding. This was based partly on the clinical nature of NVIVO guided
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analysis; but the decision was also forced by ongoing problems withrepetitive strain injury. On reflection I feel that this move benefitted myresearch. The process of paging through and scribbling notes and codes inthe margins of all my interviews, reflecting on these and adding more,allowed me to become immersed in my participants’ stories in a way that Ididn’t feel I was with the field diary data I had coded utilising computersoftware. Moreover, having already generated some themes and theirlinkages through initial rounds of NVIVO coding, this main period of manualcoding was guided but refreshingly flexible.
Interview transcripts were coded in their original form, beforetranslation. This meant that whilst the majority of codes were generated inEnglish, some were generated in Dutch, particularly where a concept wasregularly mentioned in Dutch and there was no direct translation (forexample see ‘boodschap’ in Chapter 5).
Having fully coded all interviews I decided on a chapter structure forthis thesis based on the emergent themes. Embarking on each chapternecessitated a further read through of all coded interviews to draw outrelevant data, which I further organised by subthemes resulting in thestructures of the analytical chapters.
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2.7 Participant Makeup

For this project I conducted interviews with a broadly representativesegment of the ‘Dutch punk population’. I interviewed thirty-threeindividuals, including five women, and twenty-eight men. All participantscould be read as white and all but four were born in the Netherlands. Theseother four participants were born in Portugal (1), Russia (1) and Serbia (2).Ages of interviewees ranged from twenty-one to c. sixty-one15. Participantswill be introduced throughout the analytical chapters of this thesis.
Age No. ParticipantsUnder 25 426-35 1136-45 946-55 7Over 55 2

Table 1: Age of participants.
Dates No. participantsPre-1976 (Pre-history of punk) 21977-1980 (Early Dutch punk) 6Early-mid 1980s 10Mid-late 1980s 141990s 232000s 282010-2011 (Active at the time of fieldwork) 22

Table 2: Numbers of participants who were subculturally activein different ‘eras’ of Dutch punk (see Chapter 3)16.
15 Age is at time of interview. In some cases years of birth were given and thus actualage may be +/- 1 year.16 Data was based on when participants reported first being involved in punk and inwhich periods they still considered themselves involved. Some participants ‘took a
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In tables 1 and 2 I show the historical and generational spread of theparticipants. Chapter 3 will discuss the way in which an ageing punkpopulation affects the scene, especially contemporaneously. Whilst mostparticipants reported first getting involved in punk as a teenager, there werenot many teenagers active on the scene at the time of my fieldwork. This wasdue both to changing fashions – punk was out of favour at the time – and a‘lull’ in punk, with forms of dance music more popular amongst alternativeyoung people.
The largest group of participants were in their late twenties and werestill active punks at the time of fieldwork. Most of these individuals hadbecome involved during the late 1990s and early 2000s. However, there isrepresentation in this research from individuals involved in all eras of Dutchpunk, and some of these older punks considered themselves to be activelyinvolved in the contemporaneous scene.

Forms of work No. participantsStudent 7Creative arts 13Public sector 4Private sector 2Unstable, causal or multiple jobs 6Manual labour 7Self-employed 11Unemployed 2
Table 3: The forms of employment of participants17.

break’, others ‘left’ and yet more have continued activity in some form. As suchindividuals may be recorded as involved in multiple eras.17 I provide details on both the forms of participants’ employment, and the types ofroles in which they work. As such a self-employed artist who also has a casual job tosupport themselves will appear on the table three times.
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As discussed in Chapter 5, the British notion of class structure is notdirectly translatable to the Dutch context. However, a recognition ofsocio/economic privilege, opportunity and the potential of disposable incomeremains a useful signifier in sociological analysis. Table 3 therefore shows theforms of employment of participants. It is worth nothing that anoverwhelming majority of participants had studied (or were studying) at ahigher education level. As discussed in Chapter 6, access to university levelstudy was supported by grants and was common amongst participants of allbackgrounds, especially in the 1980s when unemployment was high.However the link between access to education and (class) privilege meansthat higher education remains behind a barrier for individuals from low-income backgrounds (Rijken et al., 2007), and with recent changes to thefunding of higher education was becoming even more problematic. The highlevel of participants who were studying at the time of the research thereforerepresents a group with a certain degree of privilege. At least tenparticipants18 have experienced periods of unemployment throughout theirlives. This was most common amongst those in their thirties and forties.

18 This is again based on what came up during interview.
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‘Punk’ activity No. participantsPlays in a band 23Organises gigs 16Volunteers in squats 12Tour manager or tour assistant 7Writes zines or reviews 9Photographer 3Artist 6Works in a punk related shop 3Sound technician 2Runs a record label 4Helps in or runs a punk venue 6
Table 4: The ‘punk’ activities that various participants take part in, or haveparticipated in19.In table 4 we see the sorts of punk activities in which participantsengaged.  There is a high number of participants who have or were playing inbands at the time of my research. This, coupled with the prevalence ofparticipants who have organised gigs, show how such ‘activity’ (see Chapter5) is common within a subculture which puts such emphasis on DIYpractices. The ‘ease’ of playing punk (again discussed in Chapter 5) or writingzines, and the sharing of knowledge of how to go about setting up gigs allowsa large number of punks to get involved in such a way. However, it is alsoworth bearing in mind how the method of ‘snowballing’ in locating interviewparticipants affects this. Those who are ‘more’ involved become known bymore people. They also hold a degree of ‘subcultural capital’ (Thornton,1995) and are therefore held up as good examples of Dutch punk, and asfounts of knowledge. Therefore such ‘active’ punks are more likely to be

19 This is based only on activities which came up during interview and thus may notbe exhaustive.
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recommended to me as worth interviewing, to the neglect of punks whoseinvolvement is less overt.
Location No. participants

living thereAlkmaar 1Amsterdam 13Arnhem 1Drachten 1Groningen 10Leeuwarden 2Nijmegen 4Utrecht 1
Table 5: Where participants live20.

Table 5 shows the geographical spread of research participants. Thereis a dominance of participants from Amsterdam, where I was based and hadeasiest access to participants, and Groningen, an example of peripheral scenein which participants were more invested in ‘showing off’ their local sceneand recommending friends to interview (see Chapter 4). The majority ofparticipants had not lived in their current location for their entire lives, andthus I also heard about their punk experiences when living in, Rotterdam,Enschede, Amersfoort, Hoogeveen, Vlaardingen, Wageningen, Wormer, NewYork, Nottingham, Belgrade and Moscow, amongst others.

20 Again, data is based on at the time of fieldwork. In some cases the participant livesin a small village or town close to the city named.
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2.8 Presentation of Data

Translation and language

As discussed in section 2.5, many interviews were conducted and transcribedin Dutch. Where quotations have been made in the text of this thesis theyhave been translated into English. Similarly, I have translated any secondaryliterature that was originally written in Dutch.
Band names and venues along with particularly important Dutchlanguage concepts with no easy translation have been retained in theiroriginal language with footnotes explaining their meaning.
It is worth noting that a great number of band names (as well as songtitles, lyrics, zines, etc.) are (originally) in English. Participants suggested thatthis was linked to mobility (Chapter 4), both physically through touring, butalso through the sharing of these cultural artefacts online. Punks wished theirartistic output to be accessible to as many other punks as possible, andtherefore chose English over Dutch, albeit occasionally with smatterings ofGerman and French (the stereotype of the Dutch as polyglots holds up inpunk communities).
Moreover, it was particularly notable in Amsterdam and Groningenthat English was the lingua-franca of those punk scenes. The use of Englishhere went beyond lyric sheets and band names to being the first language inwhich participants might introduce themselves to a new person at a gig. Theinternationalism of both Amsterdam and Groningen scenes, with many
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nationalities present, made this normal practice. This was further reinforcedfor me through participant use of English slang (for example, ‘being on thedole’) by participants who regularly hung out with those who had moved toGroningen from Scotland and Ireland.
Where interviews were conducted in English quotations provided inthe text of this thesis have been largely unaltered except to removehesitation. Grammatical errors and slightly unusual formulations in sentencestructures have therefore been left as in the original transcriptions.

Pseudonyms and the problematics of anonymising public figures

All participants have been assigned pseudonyms in keeping with standardsociological procedure which aims to keep participation in researchconfidential and anonymous (BSA, 2002: points 34-39). However, asrecognised by researchers in other ethnographic settings, the process ofanonymisation is problematised where research participants have a ‘publicpersona’ (Cushman, 1995; Gololobov, 2014b; Pilkington, 2014b). In myresearch, as in Pilkington (2014b), it was clear that ‘respondentsundoubtedly acted both in the role of these public persona – as theyexplained their music, the history, current activities and prospects of theband, their understandings of the punk scene at local and national level – butalso as private individuals (as they discussed family and friendship, politicaland aesthetic ideals, school, college and work, etc.)’ (17). This duality of
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participants’ discourse presents a dilemma for practices of and the rationalefor anonymisation.
In agreeing to be interviewed for this research, some participantsquite explicitly hoped that their work, be that artistic or musical, might gainfurther attention in the UK. When (prior to interview) I explained thatpseudonyms would be used I was challenged by those who felt this to be adisappointment, sometimes repeatedly so. More often however (both prior toand in subsequent communication with participants) the practice ofanonymisation was met with bemusement; a number of participantssuggested that they didn’t mind or care if I used their ‘real’ names as they hadnothing to hide. However there were also participants who did welcome theuse of pseudonyms in light of concerns about trouble with authorities or non-punk peers. As such, and in order to be consistent, I felt it appropriate to usepseudonyms across the board.
This thesis has the dual role of providing both a historical andgeographical narrative of the Dutch punk scene, and a sociological analysis.Given this, and in recognition that participants act both publicly and privatelyin providing interviews, band names and participant locations are retained(in keeping with Pilkington’s (2014b) practices). Such details provide anecessary richness to the thesis. Whilst this therefore reduces the anonymityof some participants, I have endeavoured to only provide details whichparticipants were happy to share, and moreover in certain portions of the
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thesis where anonymity was of greater concern I have avoided disclosure byusing neither a name nor pseudonyms.
In quoted extracts that represent discussion between participant andinterviewer I have retained my own name to highlight my presence withinthe field of research and in co-producing the data.
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Conclusion

This chapter has outlined the methodological rationale behind this researchproject. I have explained how I arrived at my research aims and how theydeveloped into a practicable research project. I have examined myontological and epistemological assumptions and their impact upon thechoice of methods.
I have outlined a number of considerations that were important beforeentering the field, as well as how these developed whilst in the field. Theseincluded a discussion of my positionality, which was especially importantgiven the effect that the presence of a researcher has on the production ofethnographic work. I also considered the ethical concerns that I expected toface, how I planned to – and did – deal with these, as well as how I negotiatedthe more unexpected ‘challenges’ faced in the field.
I went on to report on the trajectory of my fieldwork, including howthe project changed focus as a result of unexpected findings. I then describedthe demography of the participants in this research project. I concluded witha discussion of my methods of data analysis and the presentation of data inthis thesis.
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Punk Lives On: Generations of Punk

and Squatting in the Netherlands

.

Introduction

The Dutch punk scene has developed characteristically strong associationswith political activity. This chapter maps the particular development of thescene, highlighting especially the ways in which its trajectory is entwinedwith that of the Dutch squatters’ movement. It suggests that this particularcultural context has had a lasting impact on punk in the Netherlands, tracingthe ebb and flow of the Dutch scene alongside the rise (and fall) of thesquatters’ movement. It further argues that we cannot understand thecontemporary Dutch punk scene without interrogating its relationship withsquatting; one that has not always been comfortable.
In charting Dutch punk from its origins to the contemporaneousscene, this chapter shows that punk is most evidently not ‘dead’ in theNetherlands. Instead punk has gone through various periods in which thesize and activity of the scene has fluctuated.  As younger generations becomeexcited by punk, their activity provides an upswing for the scene as itexpands (and fragments) to accommodate their ‘new’ ideas. Whilst
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involvement does not remain static, and some individuals do leave the scene,the persistent involvement of others even during ‘low’ periods of activityensures the continuation of the punk scene.
This chapter marks out various points at which new generations bringabout ‘highs’ of Dutch punk, as well as providing an insight into what ‘older’punks do if they remain involved in the scene. It ends with a discussion ofhow the presence of various generations of punks affects thecontemporaneous scene, in terms of both tension and solidarity betweenpunks of all ages.

Introducing the scene

The punk scene that I encountered during fieldwork was by all accountsexperiencing a ‘lull’. However, whilst participants described the scene as‘small’ and ‘fragmented’, it also contained a large number of committed andenthusiastic individuals. Many different groups were organised arounddifferent styles of punk. Different towns had multiple groups of punks,bounded by genre and/or generation who were more likely to know otherpunks across the country than those in other groups in their own town.Whilst the crowd at gigs was often small, there were a healthy number ofactive bands and promoters ensuring that events occurred regularly; perhapstoo regularly (see Chapter 4).
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Alongside the old guard of punk bands who were still active (such asThe Ex) there were new bands being formed by punks of all ages. Teenagersjust discovering the music, fashions and practices associated with punk weremaking them their own. There was a well-organised and nationallyconnected group of hardcore bands and fans in their mid-to-late twenties andearly thirties. ‘Middle-aged’ squatter punks who remembered the 1980sheyday of Dutch punk were still around, as were some of the art school punksof the 1970s who could talk of the days before anyone yet knew what punkwas.
For too long academia has framed discussions of subcultures such aspunk in terms of spectacular youth practice. As discussed in Chapter 1, whilstBennett (2006) and Bennett and Hodkinson (2012) have initiated analyses ofthe presence and experiences of older people within subcultures, thereremains little work uncovering the ways in which the presence of multiplegenerations can affect a particular scene. This chapter maps out the way inwhich different generations tend to cluster together and also the forms inwhich cross-generational relationships are established. Moreover, forms oftension and solidarity caused by a multi-generational scene will be teasedout, with particular reference to the sharing of subcultural knowledgebetween older and younger punks.
Whilst the Dutch scene was largely existing rather than growing at thetime my research was conducted, this did not mean that those involved caredany less for it. As Owens (2009) argues in relation to the squatter movement
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in Amsterdam, such periods will often intensify the identities of those stillinvolved. This was expressed through participants’ sense of being ‘active’punks (see Chapter 5): being involved in organising and maintainingelements of the scene by (for instance) playing in bands and running orattending gigs. It could also been seen in other aspects of their lives, such asthe ways in which punk intersected with choices including those aroundwork, housing, and their political activities (see Chapter 6).
Punk has a long-standing (and complex) relationship with politicalengagement, a subject discussed in depth in fanzines, scene literature and inacademic work on punk (O’Hara, 1999; Worley, 2012) as well as later in thisthesis (see Chapter 6). In the Netherlands this relationship and the nature ofthe punk scene as it exists today is shaped by its history; particularlyimportant to this history is the development of the squatting movement.Punk, politics, and squatting go hand-in-hand for many of those interviewedfor this project. Throughout punk’s history gigs have been held at squats,bands have used squats’ practice rooms, and punks have lived in squats.Benefit gigs or fundraisers are played by punk bands and held in squats.Activist campaigns are developed in squatters’ bars and cafes, politicalliterature is disseminated through the squats’ collections and activists arerecruited from others hanging around in squats.
This is not unique to the Netherlands. Squatting and politics areintertwined with punk all over the globe: see O’Connor’s (2004) discussion ofMexico City and Barcelona, Shaw’s (2005) comparison of Berlin and
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Amsterdam, and Mudu’s (2004) report on the Italian scene. However thespecific cultural and political context in which the Dutch squatters’movement developed led to shifts in practices of squatting that had globalimplications. Tensions between squatters and the state in the 1980s,compounded by factionalisation within the squatters’ movement, led to thedevelopment of large ‘cultural’ squats. These culminated in autonomousalternative villages within cities, an approach which provided an ideal thatpunk communities and squats around the world could use as the basis fortheir own projects.
Developing out of this, Dutch punk has become part of a globallyconnected scene rooted in complex networks of cultural flow. In order toappreciate how and where the Dutch scene fits as part of a bigger whole, wemust understand how transnational connections are formed, a theme thatwill be highlighted throughout this chapter. Chapter 4 will situate the Dutchscene geographically as part of a global whole. However, this chapter willprovide the necessary groundwork by contextualising the Dutch punk scenewithin its specific localised history, mapping how the contemporary scenecame to be.
This chapter is based primarily upon interview data; it is led by thestories of research participants of all ages who have been involved at varioustimes through punk’s forty-year history. These stories, which illustrate thetrajectory of Dutch punk, are told against the backdrop of squatting both aslinked to punk and as a distinct movement with an important place in late
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twentieth century Dutch social history. Wider literature in these areasremains patchy; a few (non-academic) books – upon which I also draw –focus particularly on the early years of Dutch punk, whilst studies of Dutchsquatting focus primarily on the Amsterdam scene. The interview datagathered for this research project spans both a wider period and geographicarea and will therefore present a more comprehensive picture of theintersection of punk and squatting in the Dutch context than we have to date.
This chapter, whilst arranged as a chronological narrative, does notaim to be an all-encompassing history of the Dutch punk scene. Where‘important’ people, bands, or places have been mentioned by my participants,they form part of the narrative, but this story can only ever be partial andmany important actors in Dutch punk history may not feature.

A note on the historical context of the research

On 1 October 2010 – roughly halfway through the fieldwork period for thisresearch – a ban on squatting came into force. This was an importantmoment for the squatting movement and all those invested in squatting, suchas activists, students and punks. A number of protest events occurred bothprior to and following this change in the law, and discussions of squattingwere prevalent in national media. It is important to note that this was,therefore, a topic of heightened resonance in Dutch society at the time thatthe interviews were conducted.
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There was also a shift in cultural consumption towards practices ofnostalgia. Bands reuniting and re-releasing records to mark significantanniversaries was a particularly prevalent trend at the time of this researchproject, as discussed in section 3.6. It is useful to note that a number ofparticipants were actively engaged in practices of ‘remembering’ and‘narrativising’ their past, shaping the stories that they foregrounded in theinterview setting. Participants who were old enough tended to focus on theearly 1980s – the period that was coming up for 20th anniversary releases –and they skipped more quickly over the 1990s. Whilst there is a consensusthat the 1980s marked a particularly high point for Dutch punk (Jonker,2012), it is important not to lose sight of the interaction between livingmemory (Mah, 2010), contemporary discourse and the construction of thepast (see Chapter 2).
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3.1 Dutch Forbearers of Punk

As much as punk discourses tend to claim that the emergence of punkrepresented an explosive new form which marked a distinct break fromeverything that had gone before – tired stadium rock, artistic endeavour asunattainable to most, ‘culture’ devoid of any meaning or political impact –punk was instead embedded in a far more complex process of culturalchange. Its antecedents can be found musically in 1960s American garagerock bands such as MC5 and The Stooges, and in 1970s UK pub rock, whichsaw a number of bands cross into punk when it came along. Artistically, theheritage of punk in Dada and the Situationists has been well documented(Marcus (1989) and Savage (1991) focus particularly on the influence onMalcolm McLaren and the Sex Pistols and Nehring (2006) on the persistenceof this influence), something which Menno says he recreated unintentionallywhen he formed the Rondos in 1978.

In Amsterdam in 1965 the Provo movement was established. Provocombined the rhetoric of the Situationist International and ‘happenings’ ofthe early 1960s Abstract Expressionist movement, with ‘nozems’ (aprovocative Dutch teenage subculture akin to British Teddy Boys) and amore militant anarchist political aim. Provo called for the revolution of the

Menno: (c. 52, male) Menno is a publisher and artist who was involvedwith early Dutch punk in Rotterdam. He played with the Rondos andhelped create the fanzine ‘Raket’. Later he moved to Amsterdam andplayed briefly with The Ex.
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‘PROVOtariat’: ‘beatniks, nozems, provos, students, artists, criminals’ (vanStokrom, 2002: 41) and implemented the ‘white plans’. These included ‘whitebicycles’, which were left unlocked on the street and available for anyone touse. They hoped that this would ease traffic congestion and enable a ban oncars in the city centre. There was also ‘the white house plan’, which wasdesigned to combat the housing shortage in Amsterdam and involvedpainting doors of empty properties white to indicate their availability forsquatting. And there was a further proposed ‘white chicken plan’ in which thepolice force would be refocused as unarmed social workers (Kempton, 2007).
A major element of Provo activities were the ‘provocations’:‘happenings’ designed to rile the police and authorities. These were heldevery Saturday at the Lieverdje statue on Amsterdam’s Spui and includedevents at which bicycles were painted white and ‘presented’ to assembledcrowds, and  symbolic burnings, for example of the statue itself or effigies ofthe Queen. Provo ‘received considerable national and international attentionfor their public hijinks’ (Blom and Lamberts, [1999] 2006: 454). Thisculminated in protests that took place during the celebratory processionthrough the streets of Amsterdam for the marriage of Princess Beatrix andClaus von Amsberg on 10 March 1966. Provo planted as many as 5000protesters amongst the crowds of well-wishers, armed with smoke bombs toset off as the procession passed (Kempton, 2007). There were echoes of thisprotest during Beatrix’s later coronation procession in 1980, an importantevent for squatters and punks alike, which I will discuss later in this chapter.
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Provo disbanded in 1967, with ex-members later going on to form theKabouters in 1970. The Kabouters continued the heritage of political activismbut worked within the establishment, winning seats on city councilsnationwide. They built on the ‘white house plan’, not only by drawingattention to empty buildings, but by taking an active role in squatting them(Kempton, 2007). This sowed the seeds for the foundation of the squatters’movement.
Provo and the Kabouters form a distinct cultural link in theNetherlands between the Situationist pre-history of punk, and punk itself.When punk appeared, the groundwork had already been laid for a movementthat combined shocking aesthetics and political anti-establishment aims. Themanner in which both Provo and the Kabouters fed into the burgeoningsquatters’ movement provided a precedent for the combination of politics,cultural practice and the creation of spaces in which to organise, to live, andto create that would go on to have a crucial impact on both the Dutch andwider Western European punk and squatters’ scenes.
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3.2 The Squatters’ Movement

Rights for squatters were enshrined in Dutch law in 1914. Throughout thetwentieth century there were various times, such as the economic crisis ofthe 1930s, when squatting was a popular and necessary means by whichpeople could secure a place to live. Many of Amsterdam’s buildings fell intodisrepair post World War II. There was an influx of young people to the citythroughout the 1960s, and the rise of housing speculation led to a housingcrisis (‘wooningnood’) in which adequate housing was in short supply whilstmany decrepit buildings lay empty. Owens (2009) argues that at this timesquatting was largely an ‘individual’ practice rather than the movement itwould later become. However, the spotlight which Provo shone on the‘wooningnood’ crisis in Amsterdam, and the politicisation of this matter, ledto a cultural shift that saw the establishment of collectively organisedsquatters’ groups such as the ‘Wooningburo de Kraker’21 (WdK), establishedin 1969.
A 1971 court case ruling in Nijmegen made it easier for squatters toestablish their rights to squat unoccupied houses. At this point the emergingsquatters’ movement was focused on squats as housing solutions. The greatdeal of work that went into locating, squatting, and repairing buildings gaverise to the idea of ‘full-time’ squatters who made up the core of the emergingsquatters’ movement (Owens, 2009). Full-time squatters attained more

21 Squatter’s Housing Office.
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cultural capital than the part-timers, a divide that persists to the present dayand was reported on by participants such as Marieke.

Throughout the 1970s the squatters’ movement grew andstrengthened. Many more people started to live in squats: most notablystudents, artists and musicians. Squatters’ aims started to shift away from afocus on housing provision towards the need for other forms of space. Squatsbecame places in which artists had studios and musicians had practicerooms.

Marieke: (28, female) is an artist who works in fashion and who haslived and squatted in Arnhem and Amsterdam.
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3.3 The First Generations of Dutch Punk

When punk first arrived in the Netherlands it was as an imported mediumfrom the UK. For those participants who remember the earliest days of punk,their recollections involve first encountering punk through the music media:TV, radio, or magazines. Sem first heard punk in 1976, ‘on the radio. On [thestation] “Nederland 3” there was a radio show with Pete van Bruggen where,I think every Sunday, they played an hour of just punk‘ (Sem). Jonker (2012)notes that in addition to this radio show, a magazine called ‘Oor’22 publishedreviews of early punk records. For Menno it was the magazine ‘Panorama’which first made him aware of punk; ‘I saw a picture in Panorama […] in1976 or so I think. There were two punks in it and a short caption “youngpeople in London” and then I thought “that is good music” I’d never heard it!Very strange!’ (Menno).
When Jan travelled to New York in 1975 on business for the recordshop he worked for he witnessed the burgeoning punk scene there, seeingThe Heartbreakers and Blondie, amongst others. He returned to Amsterdamand said to his colleagues: 'boy oh boy, your whole world is going to turnupside down. [We] might as well stop with the rubbish we're doing – TheEagles or whatever – because it's happened, there's something else coming’(Jan). But it wasn’t until after punk had arrived in the Netherlands by othermeans that Jan would realise his dream: his punk record shop ‘No Fun’ wasopened in 1977.

22 Ear.
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For most participants punk in the Netherlands started when the SexPistols landed in January 1977, although not all were immediately taken in bythem; ‘I think it was January 1977, and I saw the Sex Pistols on […] Dutchtelevision. We had a programme called “Disco Circus”, and they had the SexPistols on. And I could […] see like Johnny Rotten in front, throwing chairsand looking like he was completely on speed or whatever, going crazy, and Iwas just like “what a bunch of idiots”’ (Theo). Suzanne and Jacob also firstencountered punk on British and German television (respectively)23. Eventhose participants who were too young to appreciate punk themselves in1977 mark the Sex Pistols’ arrival as the date punk came to the Netherlands;‘I was literally only like ten years old, […] my daddy was a bit of an oldbeatnik [and] he actually went, here in Groningen, to see the Sex Pistols andThe Ramones and everything and he bought the records’ (Bram).

23 The Netherlands television network features domestic and international stations.

Sem: (52, male) Sem is a computer technician and scene photographerbased in Arnhem.  He runs Rock in Arnhem records and regularlycontributes to 3voor12, an alternative music publication.Jan: (c.61, male) is an artist and publisher who in the 1970s ran the NoFun record shop and label. He was the manager for the Helmettes andMecano.
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At this point, punk in the Netherlands was not the undergroundsubculture that it would later become. It was the latest craze, with famousinternational bands playing sizeable venues; the first Sex Pistols gig inAmsterdam took place at the 1500-capacity Paradiso, a venue initially set upas a squat (Pruijt, 2013). Indeed, the explosion of punk in the Netherlands isseen to have reinvigorated this failing venue, which was given a new lease oflife as the city’s main punk centre (Jonker, 2012). Paradiso looms large inmany participants’ recollections of this time:
A lot of people gathered in Rotterdam and Amsterdam at theweekends, because that was where the concerts were. Of course youcouldn’t always go because you couldn’t afford to travel. When you’reyoung you have to do it from your allowance, or, you know, go on atrain and not pay for the ticket, which we used to do. And to get in wewould stand behind Paradiso, or wait for the vans to come with the

Theo: (47, male) lives in Amsterdam and works in IT. He has played inbands since 1979, most prominently Yawp! which was coming up for its25th anniversary.Suzanne: (40, female) lives in Groningen and works in the car industry.She has played with many bands including NO-ID, Link and Makiladoras.Jacob: (c.41, male) is unemployed and lives in Groningen. He previouslyworked in IT and in Simplon and helps at Café Vera. He has played withMoon Lizards and Indifferent Sun.Bram: (44, male) is a student who lives in Groningen and has played withmany bands including Fleas and Lice, Extreme Noise Error, andMushroom Attack.
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band and help them with their equipment and […] then usually they’dlet you in for free cos you’d helped out (Henk).

In spite of it being a sizeable venue, many of even the first generationof Dutch punk bands played at Paradiso, often supporting internationaltouring bands. There is no consensus on what the first Dutch punk band was.However, Goossens and Vedder (1996) suggest that Ivy Green and Flyin’Spiderz – both of whom were pub rock bands that predated punk – shifted toplaying music that was more ostensibly recognisable as punk during 1977. Inthis way the ‘first’ Dutch punk bands have a similar trajectory to many earlyUK punk bands such as The Stranglers (Jonker, 2012).
Throughout 1977 and 1978 punk became more established in theNetherlands. Whereas throughout 1977 most Dutch punk bands hadswitched to punk from other genres, by 1978 new specifically punk bandsformed. There was an overlap at this time between punk and artistic circlesin the Netherlands, as in the UK, especially in regards to the spaces that theyspent time in. Jonker (2012) points to two important ‘centres’ for Dutch punkduring this period; Rotterdam’s Huize Schoonderloo and Amsterdam’sZebrahuis/Gallerie Anus.
Menno’s band the Rondos started in 1978 and grew out of theirartists’ collective based at Rotterdam’s art college: ‘at some point a teacherasked us [….] “do you have a band?” And [my friend] said, “yes, we do”. Then

Henk: (50, male) is a graphic designer. He has lived in Enschede, Arnhem,and Groningen and made the ‘Aanbeeld’ zine. He plays with The Fuck Ups.
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[the teacher] said, “can you do a gig on Friday?”, “yes”, then [the teacher] said“that's great”. We didn't have [a band] at all, we didn't have any music! Sothen, within a week, we had cobbled together a set of cover songs' (Menno).
Soon after this, the band decided to move in together to a buildingwhere they could have their own studio: Huize Schoonderloo. The tightknitnature of the punk community meant that this house soon became somethingof a punk ‘centre’; ‘a lot of bands also practiced at ours, because there weren'ta lot of practice rooms. […] Under the house [there] was a sort of bombshelter […] so we had a very good practice room. It was really in usethroughout the week by all sorts of bands. Artists came [round] too, and alsoleft wing anarchists, and […] also people from the neighbourhood’ (Menno).
Amsterdam’s punk centre similarly came out of artistic circles basedaround two key figures; the poet Diana Ozon and artist Hugo Kaagman. Theyopened a punk club, DDT 666, (later renamed Gallerie Anus) in their squat,the ‘Zebrahuis’. For Johan, also an artist who had long been involved in hippieand freak culture, it was Gallerie Anus that ‘converted’ him to punk;
Galerie Anus […] in the Sarphatistraat in the ‘Zebrahuis’, that was asquat that was painted all over with zebra stripes,  a beautifulbuilding. And one day I walked in, because they had a gallery there,and there they made and sold the first punk leaflets produced in theNetherlands. I got talking to the people there and they heard who Iwas, because people know my work, and they immediately went like
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'wow'.  I was looking for a place to live, and […] could move in there.That is how [punk] actually started [for me] (Johan).

The Zebrahuis is one example of a squat that had started to focusbeyond just living quarters to also provide practice spaces, studios, bars, andeven gig venues. In 1978 a large office building on the Keizersgracht wassquatted; the Groote Keijser had room for punk gigs. The Groote Keijser andthe proliferation of other large ‘cultural’ squats over the next couple of yearscemented the relationship between squatters and the punk scene. However,at the same time, the government started to lose patience with the squatters’movement (Owens, 2009). Tensions between squatters and the police roseand the Groote Keijser became the powder keg that initiated theradicalisation of the squatters’ movement.
Huize Schoonderloo and the Zebrahuis are examples of theoverlapping worlds of art and punk at an underground level in the growingDutch punk scene. In this sense early Dutch punk had many similarities to theearly UK scene. The spectacular and subversive styles are certainly presentwith Dutch art punks, placing them in a lineage with the Sex Pistols and TheClash (Savage, 1991 and Nehring, 1993). Menno and Henk commented morenoticeably on their stylistic choices than many respondents from latergenerations: ‘[it was] dressing yourself up like a Christmas tree, I guess, it

Johan: (60, male) is a comic strip artist who has drawn artwork for gigposters and Dutch punk bands including NRA and BGK.
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looked completely ridiculous, I mean for the first years of punk everybodylooked ridiculous and that was the point I guess’ (Henk).
There was a tendency amongst these first generations of Dutch punksto follow developments in UK punk. There were garage bands who started toplay punk, following  The Stranglers’ lead, and there were also crossoversbetween art schools and punk. This all suggests elements of ‘peripheral’mimesis of ‘core’ punk scenes (O’Connor, 2004). However, it is important tonote the particular local influences that shaped Dutch punk. The avant-gardehistory of Provo and the Kabouters, and the position of squatting withinthese movements, contributed to a stronger political strand throughoutDutch punk. Indeed, the Rondos considered themselves activists over artistsdespite their art school heritage.
Opinions of these ‘early’ forms of punk were contentious amongstDutch participants. Whilst Menno and Henk found the stylistic and artisticexpressions liberating, others such as Theo and Lotte were less enamoredwith this form of punk. Even in these very early days, when punks’ politicalpotential was debatable, Dutch punks tended to prefer the more politicisedposturings of The Clash or Crass.

Lotte: (42, female) lives in Groningen. She is a journalist, writer andruns punk hangout the Crowbar. She helps at Café Vera and has run aradio show.
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3.4 The Squatters’ Riots

Whereas the mid-1970s had been relatively prosperous for young people inthe Netherlands, especially in comparison to the economic problems in theUK which had fuelled punk, by the late 1970s and into the 1980s the Dutcheconomy was less secure. The impact of this featured in a number ofparticipants’ interviews, including those with Henk, Menno and Jacob.
Youth unemployment was high and this would persist for much of the1980s (Blom and Lamberts, [1999] 2006). Certainly most interviewees whowere young punks in the early 1980s recalled themselves and many of theiracquaintances as being unemployed (see section 6.3). The poor economywould be a major factor in the squatters’ movement and the punk scene,drawing them especially close. With unemployment so high, squatting was awidespread necessity for many young people. It drew many punks (membersof a subculture already predisposed to such life strategies) closer to a moreand more politicised squatting scene, forging links which would shape theDutch and European scenes.
Moreover, Daan recalls how international as well as domestic politicscaused great concern to him: ‘on my fourteenth birthday I was at the anti-cruise missile demonstrations. There were forty-eight American nuclearmissiles to be stationed in the Netherlands, [there were] massivedemonstrations […] I went there with my mum, there were over half a millionpeople’.
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The late 1970s were not an optimistic time for young people in theNetherlands as elsewhere. Threats materialized everywhere. The ColdWar was experiencing heightened tensions; the threat of nuclear warfelt very real, particularly in Western Europe. Nuclear war, however,was only the tip of the iceberg. Environmental devastation, economictroubles, and political inefficacy all combined to create a strong senseof ‘No Future’ for Amsterdam’s young people (Owens, 2009: 92-3).
This unease and unrest formed the backdrop of the period in whichthe Squatters’ Movement reached its height and saw its most violentconfrontations with Dutch authorities.
The Groote Keijser was threatened with eviction in 1979. This cameshortly after a severe police beating of squatters during another eviction.This time the squatters decided that they should fight back. The GrooteKeijser was barricaded and those who did not want to be involved in fightingmoved to other squats to leave only those prepared for a violentconfrontation (Owens, 2008). However the authorities, strategically, left theGroote Keijser alone and targeted a squat on the Vondelstraat instead. Thesquatters there barricaded the whole street in an attempt to save the squatand declared it the ‘Vondel Free State’. They held out for a few days until thegovernment sent in tanks on 3 March 1980.

Daan: (42, male) is a teacher in Amsterdam. He is straight edge andplayed in the Amersfoort scene for years with Profound and Man LiftingBanner.
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Whilst the eviction of the squat on the Vondelstraat was eventuallysuccessful, the government’s actions were contentious. The use of excessiveforce, in particular the use of tanks against civilians, turned public opinionagainst the government as well as serving to further radicalise the movement(Owens, 2009). As Owens writes; ‘[t]he shared experience of radicalizationbrought squatters together, providing the movement a source of power,supplying an identity, a strategy, and an ideology. Radicalizationstrengthened the movement; radicalization secured the movement’ (45).
Furthermore, these events cemented Amsterdam’s position on theinternational squatting scene. Since the days of Amsterdam’s AbstractExpressionist happenings, the city’s squats had provided shelter forinternational counter cultural tourists. This tradition was retained by manypunk and wider cultural squats as well as Huize Schoonderloo, whichdeveloped a reputation as a meeting place for international punks (Menno).The events at the Groote Keijser and the Vondelstraat gained the Dutchsquatters international notoriety and led to invitations to visit squats acrossEurope, particularly in Germany. As Owens writes; ‘[t]he summer of 1980was a busy one for Amsterdam’s squatters. […] Through travel they forgedstronger ties with their German “fellow travellers.” In May and June, theypaid visits to Cologne, Hamburg, and Münster, followed by trips toDarmstadt, West Berlin, and Nürnberg in the months that followed’ (2013:197). The connections that were forged amongst these squatters and punksproved key to the international punk scene. For further discussion of how the
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connections and mobility of Dutch punks are crucial to the scene and howlinks with Germany are especially important, see Chapter 4.
On 30 April 1980 the coronation celebrations for Queen Beatrix wereheld. In line with tradition for such royal events, there would be a paradethrough the streets of Amsterdam. Squatters saw this as a perfectopportunity to gain attention for their cause and the whole of the month ofApril was set aside for a wave of squatting actions. This culminated indemonstrations during the parade itself, under the slogan ‘geen wooning,

geen kroning’ (‘no house, no coronation’). During the parade rioting broke outwith mass violence between protesters and the police, reminiscent of theunrest that had occurred at Beatrix’s wedding in 1966. It was an event thatwould prove a crucial landmark for both the squatters and the punks.Participants in this project would reminisce about being there – or expressthat they wanted to have been there – and reflect upon how important theprotests had been for them: ‘the coronation was imminent, those weremassive riots. […] There was really enormous police violence going onaround us. […] So it really became radicalised very quickly. […] Within notime you were really more [an] activist than [a] musician or [an] artist’(Menno). Just as with the Vondelstraat squat eviction, violence bred a moreradical squatting – and punk – identity.
The ‘coronation riots’ cemented the punks’ commitment to thesquatters’ movement and to political activism, and invigorated the punkscene. They held a special place in the memory of Dutch punks. However,
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some in the squatters’ movement were critical of the violence that had takenplace, aware that what had happened had lost them some public support.These squatters blamed the punks’ involvement in the protests for theviolence, initiating further tension between ‘full-time’ squatters and others(Duivenvoorden, 2000).
Over the following few years, both the Dutch punk scene and thesquatters’ movement were at a height. Clashes with the government oversquat evictions in Amsterdam or further afield occurred every few months. Inreaction to this, squats became bigger and ever more ambitious. Thisculminated in the Wijers complex; a huge squat which had previously beenthe site of a large factory. It had 100 residents in addition to the followingfacilities:
A restaurant, bar, café, cinema, performance spaces, night store, artgallery, convenience store, acupuncture clinic, theatre groups,rehearsal studios for musicians, artist studios, printing press, nursery,skateboard park, theatre, music electronics workplace, wood recyclingcentre, fine wood dealer, two woodworking studios, guitar builder,piano restoration, wind energy workplace, bicycle repair, ceramicsworkplace, audiovisual workplace with a school, taxi collective,delivery service, cargo bicycle rental, silk screening, photographycollective, repair services for electronics and clothing, anenvironmentally friendly store, recycled products store, architecturefirm, press bureau, accounting office, book store and printer, Aikido
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school, tea and herb store, windmill services, first aid services, andinformation offices for environmental and activist groups [as well as aradio station] (Owens, 2009: 136-7).
With the Wijers, the squat scene had not only a cultural centre but acomplex akin to a small village, a model of squatting that persists today withexamples including the ADM in Amsterdam, Køpi in Berlin, and Karlo Rojc inPula, Croatia. There was a deliberate tactic on the part of the squatters tofocus on building up self-sufficient communities for themselves. Mennocommented; ‘when I came to Amsterdam, the squat scene was really a city initself. At that point there was something like five thousand squats. [Some]normal family homes, but also large buildings, and the crazy thing was thatyou could really live completely within the squat scene if you wanted’(Menno). Whilst punk is only part of the Wijers’ history, it is certainlypresent. The practice rooms were important and the venue hosted manypunk nights. However, the size of the premises meant that it was valuable notonly to the squatters. The hotel chain Holiday Inn also wanted the premisesand they were supported in their bid by the government. This prompted atwo year long ‘battle’ for the Wijers from 1982-4, ending in the squatters’defeat.
In 1985 another event shook the squatters’ movement. A mother anddaughter were evicted from their squat after negotiations with theauthorities broke down. This contravened unspoken agreements wherebythe authorities did not evict squats with children in winter. The eviction
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caused protests during which a number of arrests were made. One of thosearrested was Hans Kok, squatter and bassist in the punk band Lol en deEilendelingen. Kok was found dead in his cell the following day; the squattersaccused the police of foul play and there were further waves of protest.
In 1987, following the defeat of the Wijers and the death of Hans Kok,the tensions which had been brewing for years within the squatters’movement bubbled over as factions turned on one another. On one side werethe ‘politicos’ who proposed a more militant and political approach tosquatting, and on the other were the ‘culturellas’: squatters and punks whosaw value in promoting squatting to support the cultural life of the city. Thepoliticos formed the ‘Politieke Vleugel van de Kraakbeweging’24 (PVK) whoproposed eradicating the cultural squats. The PVK made death threatsagainst other squatters, and battles between the cultural and the politicalsquatters were waged both in words and on the streets. At its most extreme,the PVK kidnapped and threatened to torture a ‘cultural’ squatter. Manysquats and squat cafés responded by excluding the PVK from their venues(including the renowned punk venue, Vrankrijk). Eventually the PVK weredefeated and its leaders left Amsterdam (Owens, 2009). The culturellas’model of squatting, in which punks most certainly had a place, was left tobecome dominant in the scene.
These conflicts were discussed by Menno who, in his time playing withThe Ex, felt they had been able to occupy a middle ground between the

24 Political Wing of the Squatters’ movement
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warring factions: ‘squatters sometimes got fed up with the sorts of punkswho were far wilder and more radical [and] harder in the squat-riots too, sothere were definitely conflicts at times. Well, generally speaking the Ex was inboth, sort of a bit in between’ (Menno). The punks thus occupied multiplepositions in this conflict. The political squatters placed them firmly within thecultural camp, however there were tensions between punks and culturalsquatters. Punks’ interactions with the squatting movement had radicalisedthem, but there were some who emphasised partying and chaos abovesquatting.
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3.5 The ‘Death’ of Punk and its (Subsequent) Golden Period

By 1978 punk had been pronounced officially ‘dead’ in Britain. Academicunderstandings of punk had focused on the subversive potential of the style,and as knowledge of punk spread it diminished the possibility of punk toshock and offend. Based on this (and as discussed in Chapter 1), Hebdigeconceptualised a punk hierarchy of ‘original punks’ above ‘hangers on’ (1979:122). When punk hit the mainstream in 1977 its days were numbered.Indeed Savage (1991) claimed the demise of the Sex Pistols as the death ofpunk.
This understanding removes the possibility for punk to exist eitherhistorically or spatially beyond early UK punk, indeed, ‘the great majority ofsubculturalists are inauthenticated and marginalized because they do notmeasure up to this (actually very particular and partial) definition’(Muggleton, 2000: 152). A move away from focusing on early UK punk, topunk’s development in other times and places has allowed for a broadeningof understandings of punk. Clark (2003) claims that ‘punk faked its owndeath’ in the mainstream in order to allow the continuation of undergroundpunk (234).
Whilst the ‘punk is dead’ discourse persists, with the claiming ofsubcultural capital still weighted towards ‘originality’, these subsequentshifts in the discourse of what punk is (see Chapter 1) have enabledconceptualisations in which it becomes possible to view the Dutch scene aspunk with its own specific trajectory.
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In 1978 the punk scene was thriving in the Netherlands. Led by theapproach of the punks who had come out of the Dutch art world, thisgeneration was based firmly within squat culture and the DIY ethos. Theperiod between 1978 and 1980 is marked by Goossens and Vedder (1996) asthe second generation of Dutch punk, and spawned bands such as The Ex andthe Boegies alongside the Rondos. Far from the second generation markingthe ‘death’ of the first, this later stage of Dutch punk had arguably found itsown more local, ‘authentic’ approach, garnering more subcultural capitalthan those first garage bands.
Indeed, this model of the Dutch scene reflects understandings ofpunk’s wider developments. Davies (1996) argued that the politically-emptyfirst wave of UK punk (not wholly applicable to the Dutch context as outlinedabove), paved the way for more political punk post-1978. These later ‘waves’took as inspiration anarcho-punk in Britain led by Crass (Berger, 2008;Glasper, 2006), and hardcore in the United States, first in California and thenacross the country (Moore, 2004; Tsitsos, 1999). In the Netherlands, both ofthese forms were important to the development of Dutch punk, perhapsunsurprisingly given the heightened political aspects of both anarcho-punkand hardcore and the importance of a DIY approach.
In 1980 the Dutch punk scene hit an apex. According to Jonker (2012),this was the year that more underground DIY records were released by Dutchbands than in any other year. However, this golden age brought with ittensions.
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Menno disliked the direction that punk was heading as it became lessan artistic statement and more a fashionable ‘subculture’ (in hisunderstanding). The Rondos disbanded. However, rather than declaring punk‘dead’, he realised instead that it was shifting and no longer a place for him.The possibility of punk to shift and mutate is key to Daan, who points out thatwhilst what punk is may shift, it still, for many people, is. Mark adds: ‘In[19]77 punk really meant something else than in 1981, and then now, [in2011, it’s] completely [different] again’ (Mark) (see Chapter 5).

For those who remained or became involved in punk through the1980s, there were still ‘good’ times to be had. Commenting on when he firstgot involved with punk (in the early 1980s) and was first living in a squatafter leaving home, Jacob said: ‘that was in itself a nice time. Chaotic as well, itwas really one long party – and making a bit of music’ (Jacob). As Berkers(2012) argues, the groundwork had been laid by the squatters’ movement toprovide the ‘infrastructure’ for punk to continue to blossom in theNetherlands. Whilst some involved in the conflicts within the squatters’movement may have become more tied up with the fighting betweenfactions, the strong culture of squatting in the Netherlands meant that moreand more large cultural squats were still being set up, such as the WNC(Wolters-Noordhoff Complex) and the ORKZ (Oude Rooms KatholiekeZiekenhuis) in Groningen.

Mark: (38, male) is from Wormer and has squatted all over theNetherlands. He is a sound technician and DJ who has worked with TheEx, Zea and the Dog Faced Hermans and runs the record label Red Wig.
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Yes, it's absolutely a good thing that squatting exists, and that it'slinked to punk. So in the Netherlands that’s not so surprising, becauseof course in the 1980s punk was at its peak and with the anarchistictendency that it still had, and the political angle of it, it was of coursequickly linked to squatting and they found each other. [...] Obviously itdoesn't have to be something that goes together, squatting and punk,but well, squatting, yes, I'm very positive about it (Jeroen).
Bram: The end of the 1980s was like the period here when you had allthe squats going. There was about 5 different squats in town whereyou could play. Some of the squats were huge [and] they had this thingcalled the WNC complex. […] They had like a concert hall and they hada pub and [… a] café and a record store and a restaurant and they hadlike some feminist womens’ café thingy and a book store and it waslike tons of people living there and it was right slap bang in the middleof the centre.Kirsty: yeah, and you lived there as well?Bram: I didn’t live there but it’s where we practiced, it’s where we puton all the shows and just everything.
But these squats remained insecure. Major protests and a prolongedeviction battle occurred over the WNC. For punks in Groningen this was thedefining moment in their histories, with this conflict featuring in interviewswith both Jacob and Wim, as well as Bram who described it as a ‘huge fucking
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riot, it was a two day riot and something like 150 people – of our side – gotarrested for that and most of them were in jail for a month or more’ (Bram).For Groningen punks this was the key event in their living memory (Mah,2010) that they foregrounded, just as the coronation riots had been the eventfor punks in Amsterdam.

Some other squats avoided the eviction process by becoming‘legalised’. The legalisation process, by which either the squatters themselvespurchased the buildings, or the city council did so on behalf of the squatters,ensured that some of the large cultural squats gained stability.Duivenvoorden (2000) reported that between the early 1980s and 2000some two hundred squats were legalised in Amsterdam alone. In Amsterdamimportant punk venues such as OCCii and Vrankrijk became legalised, and inNijmegen the Grote Broek and Doornroosje did the same. Punk-squat barMolli in Amsterdam, and the anarchist bookshop Het Fort van Sjakoo alsobecame ‘legal’ squats (Pruijt, 2012). This process enabled the punks to haveaccess to more stable underground venues and practice spaces, no longer atrisk of eviction.

Jeroen: (29, male) is from Drachten and now runs De Buze youth club inSteenwijk. He organises punk gigs and is a tour bus driver for manybands.Wim: (c.40s, male) is from Alkmaar though is connected to the Groningenscene. He has played in Extreme Noise Error and Boycot.
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In addition to the physical space that the squats offered punk, was alsothe nonphysical space: the possibilities offered by the freedom, connectionsand mobility. Punks who squatted and did not have work commitments hadmore freedom to travel. Connections with other punks and other squattersinternationally meant that in the 1980s the Dutch punk scene wasexceptionally mobile (see Chapter 4).
Whilst drugs had been present in the punk scene since its early days,in the Dutch context they are particularly associated with the 1980s. Forsome, this was part of what they enjoyed about the 1980s: ‘ah good times youknow, there was a lot of partying, a lot of drinking, an outrageous amount ofdrugs!’ (Bram).
For others the spread of drug use within the scene brought with itnegative changes. The things that were important for them about punk (suchas DIY, politics, and culture) were supplanted by those seeking a hedonisticlifestyle (see Chapter 5 for a greater discussion on the varied meaningsascribed to ‘punk’ by participants).
I just find it a shame that quite a big group in the Netherlands, in myopinion, fucked it up badly. That is, when you squat somewhere I wantto live there and I keep it tidy and I don't turn it into a tip, I want tohave a working front door, I want this and I want that, everythingmust function. [But] there are a lot of people who don't want that, orwant it but don't manage [it], and that is just a pity that it is justwrecked for parties. In a squat it's fine to have a band play but don't
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wreck it and leave it tidy. And that is of course also inherent with thedrink and drug use in the punk scene. Look in the 1980s there was ofcourse a lot of booze and glue sniffing or whatever and that wasbecause, probably, everyone was a bit disillusioned, in those days(Jeroen).
The problem of drugs in the punk scene was not restricted to theNetherlands. In the United States a new scene emerged specifically to counterpervasive drug-use in punk: straight edge. ‘Edgers’ have a variety ofunderstandings of what it means to be straight edge, but generally they donot drink, smoke, take drugs, or have casual sex, and are often vegetarian orvegan (see Haenfler, 2006). The first straight edge scene originated inWashington D.C. as early as 1979. The ‘second’ scene, also known as ‘YouthCrew’, emerged in New York in 1986 (Thompson, 2004). It was this secondwave which proved most influential in the Netherlands. Straight edge caughton in the mid-to-late 1980s with punks such as Daan and his group of friendsin Amersfoort; the bands Profound (later Man Lifting Banner) and Lärm(later Seein Red) also came out of this scene.
Straight edge was not the only new subgenre of punk; it was part of atrend from the mid-1980s, when many new types of punk emerged:
I’ve seen all these generations of punks, like you can actually set dates;1977 to 1980 there was a special group, and then around 1980 ‘til1985 there was also like [another]. I think if you could make a timelineyou’d see all these generations. After 1985 I kind of lost track of it
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because everything got so divided, you got so many completelydifferent kinds of punks. Like before 1985 everybody would go to apunk show, like if there was a punk show everybody would go, but likeif you look at what happened after that, […] if you now have a straightedge concert, only the straight edge kids will go there, and they willnot show up at other punk concerts or whatever. […] You have thatwith a lot of differences, you have the crusties, and you have got theskate kids, and all, it’s all so different’ (Theo).
The lack of cohesion in the punk scene of the late 1980s to early 1990smeant that there was less of a sense of an overarching punk community. Thiscaused further tensions, especially within the very spaces that were integralto punk, and which previous generations of punks and squatters had foughtfor. Participants who helped out in venues saw the extent of this, with bothJacob and Mark complaining how some newer generations of punks had norespect for the venues or the equipment within them. Jacob saw theatmosphere at Simplon in Groningen become unpleasant with punks dealingdrugs, smashing bottles and trashing the venue. Mark complained he hadcaught punks pissing on the PA speakers at Amsterdam’s OCCii. Bothparticipants, when they attempted to challenge this type of behaviour, foundthemselves accused of ‘fascism’ by other punks.
Punk had become fragmented in the Netherlands, as it had doneelsewhere. Liptrot (2014) argues that the greatest divide was betweenpolitical and non-political punks, but divides were far more complex. With
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the emergence of each new subgenre of punk (Thompson, 2004), came newsets of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ ways to do punk, and new tensions.
The developments of new subgenres were just one element of thefragmentation of punk. As highlighted by Theo (above), generation alsoplayed a part. For Mark this was a distinct factor by which he defined himself;‘I was kind of the second generation two years later. […] Obviously you knowI’m terribly old, but still too young to have [seen] the whole beginning, youknow?!’ (Mark). Furthermore, Ruben also used this to categorise himself asdistinct from others from the earlier 1980s who were ‘from the older scene’(Ruben).

Where punks remained involved over a period of years, theirgeneration was often supplanted in punk discourse by a new one (this isparticularly seen in Thompson, 2004). But the older generations and theirforms of punk did not cease to exist, nor were they subsumed within newertrends. Some older punks would get involved with newer forms of punk,others were only involved in their own older forms of punk, and some didboth. Moreover, as will be shown in section 3.8, as more punks joined theranks of the ‘older punk’, practices of nostalgia became present on the punkscene. We see how even within punk subculture, individuals can hold anumber of different positions, or ‘communication interlocks’ (Fine and

Ruben: (34, male) runs a silk screen company in Groningen, runs gigs andplays in various metal and punk bands including Makiladoras.
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Kleinman, 1979, see section 1.6). The multiple subject positions within thepunk scene would occasionally cause tensions, particularly between differentgenerations who might believe ‘their’ punk to be more original or moreauthentic than others. These tensions will be further examined in section 3.9.
Daan related this period’s hedonism and lack of activism within punkto the wider social context at the time: ‘of course in the eighties, there waslittle [in the way of class] struggle. In 1991 I joined the InternationalSocialists and there were maybe two demonstrations a year? The left was indisarray’. The breakup of the Soviet Union caused a crisis amongst left wingmovements in Western Europe (Bull, 1995; Sassoon, 1996). In theNetherlands this was compounded by the squatting movement falling apart.For Daan, this was why punk had become more oriented around parties,drugs and hedonism than around DIY and activism.
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3.6 The 1990s and Beyond: New Generations and New Forms of Punk

The dawn of the 1990s, participants agree, was a ‘low’ period for Dutch punk.The fragmentation of punk styles, the spread of drug use, the lack of respectfor ‘punk spaces’ and the hedonism that supplanted activism all contributedto a smaller, less committed scene. Meanwhile, the economic troubles of the1980s had passed and employment was on the rise. The ‘no future’ sentimentwhich had fuelled youth disaffection in the UK in the 1970s and theNetherlands in the 1980s had waned. These factors all contributed to a ‘lull’in punk in the 1990s.
Daan and Sander both complain of the musical quality of the bandsthat were active at this time; a number of hardcore bands had begunexperimenting with a new, metal-influenced direction. Lotte says that around1993 punk in Groningen ‘started to go backwards’ (Lotte). Bram elaboratedon this, suggesting that the riots following the eviction of the WNC were thecatalyst:
That kind of signalled the start of a really bad time here because thatriot got so out of control and so out of hand like everybody in the cityhere, like the politicians, the cops, the regular citizens they all werelike ‘oh squatting we can’t let that happen, ever again,’ you know! So[…] you couldn’t squat anymore, it was really repressive you know, we[would] basically just walk in the street and you [would] justrandomly get beaten up by some students and stuff. […] Cops theyknew us by name, you know, so a cop car would drive by and they
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would actually just like open the window and shout your name out ofthe window, like ‘oh we’re going to get you’. […] So it was a really badtime actually. At that time I think a lot of people moved away (Bram).

Being a punk at this time in Groningen was difficult; not only werepunks subject to persecution, but many of the spaces in which gigs had takenplace had gone. With the WNC evicted and the atmosphere at Simplon lesswelcoming, the punk scene shifted to Café Vera; never truly a punk hangoutbut certainly a venue where punk bands played regularly.
This dip in the early 1990s was not limited to Groningen, but presentelsewhere too. Luka complained of ‘nothing going on’ in Amsterdam.

Whilst this was a quieter time, the scene was still active: bands werestill forming, playing, recording and touring, and zines were still beingwritten. Owens (2009) discusses this as a phenomenon of ‘decline’ in thecontext of the squatters’ movement, suggesting that ‘[e]ven as the movemententers its decline, activists take refuge in their own activist identity to getthem through the period between movements’ (17). A similar processhappens by which punks continue to bolster the scene even in a low period.

Luka: (37, male) is student. Originally from Belgrade, Serbia he now livesin Amsterdam. He is straight edge and plays with Vitamin X.

Sander: (21, male) is a student from Amsterdam, he plays with GewapendBeton.
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It was not too long, however, before the next generation arose,attracted by the pop punk craze that hit the mainstream in the mid-1990s(Thompson, 2004). The commercial success of bands such as Green Day, TheOffspring and Bad Religion, along with Dutch band de Heideroosjes, put thismusic onto radio stations, television channels and computer games, andmade punk – in this guise – available to a younger generation.
The first bands [I listened to] were […] Nirvana, also Green Day, BadReligion. […] And then discovered some other bands, you know theHeideroosjes? They are a really big band for when you are sixteen,haha! A lot of people nowadays think they are ‘jaah [(negative)] apopular shitty band’, but still when you are sixteen and first listen to aband and feel the energy at the shows – because it’s always a big partyat their shows – it was for me like ‘wooow’ it was cool, I want to do this(Larry).

The rise of pop punk – specifically its commercial success – was notentirely welcomed by other, older generations of punks, who often eitherreject or negate it in their narratives. Jacob remembers a young Green Daytouring Europe and begging for gigs in Groningen so that they could affordthe petrol to the next venue, and the subsequent shock when later the sameyear they signed to a major label and appeared on the MTV awards. Jacob

Larry: (28, male) is political activist in Nijmegen. He is straight edge andused to play with Smash the Statues.
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argued that pop punk ‘is actually more pop music’ (Jacob), whilst Jaapcommented that, ‘all that poppy punk stuff, or hardcore poppy punk stuff: Ithink it’s idiot music’ (Jaap).

Whilst these tensions emerged generationally, they draw on widerdebates over the possibility of punk to be commercial. As such, pop punk hasbecome a key sphere of derision within the punk scene. The discourse thatpop punk isn’t ‘real’ punk, either because it’s too commercial or because themusic is too accessible, has become a common refrain, even amongst thosewho (previously) liked it. Pop punk therefore becomes either a past mistake,excusable only as a ‘gateway’ to ‘real’ punk, or a ‘guilty pleasure’ to beindulged in, mitigated by excuses given in order to avoid losing subculturalcapital (Thornton, 1995). This is highlighted by the way in which Larry,aware of the subcultural context, feels he must defend his musical taste. Thetension(s) that existed between different generations of punks is a themethat will be returned to in section 3.9.
Pop punk was therefore framed as a common entry point to the punkscene by participants in their mid-twenties and early thirties. Many laterbroadened their interests to other genres of punk. Once their interest waspiqued, they sought access to the structures that underpinned the rest of theunderground punk scene. Alongside youth centres, squats were still

Jaap: (55, male) is promoter at Café Vera in Groningen, had played musicand been a tour manager for the Moving Targets amongst others.
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providing spaces for punks to gather, socialise, attend and run gigs, andpractice with their own new bands. In time, this new generation of punkshelped to rejuvenate the Dutch scene. ‘[T]here was this explosion of bandshere, new kids came and […] new places got opened, new squats [and] newshows’ (Luka).
Meanwhile, there were similar resurgences in the hardcore scene.This was particularly notable in the case of straight edge, which enjoyed aparticularly popular period across Europe from the late 1990s to the early2000s: ‘at a certain point […] everybody started playing straight edgehardcore, and then a couple of years later everybody dropped the “edge”’(Larry). Many of those who became aware of punk through pop punk in themid-1990s moved into hardcore. This certainly was the case for Lisa, Larry,Andre, and Bart25.

25 It is worth noting that the foregrounding of the hardcore scene over others (suchas pop punk) in this narrative is in part due to the way in which snowballingrecruitment for participants will give prominence to the particular subgenres inwhich participants are involved.

Lisa: (28, female) is student in Nijmegen, originally from Drachten, shehas also lived in Groningen. She plays with Planet Eyelash and regularlycontributes to 3voor12, an alternative music publication.Andre: (28, male) plays in Antillectual, and is based in Nijmegen.Bart: (28, male) is a truck driver based in Nijmegen. He played in TheMinority and has driven bands on tour around Europe.
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The Dutch straight edge scene shrunk dramatically following its highin the late 1990s. This was part of a global trend caused by a backlash againstthe scene, which had become increasingly rigid in its definitions and militantin maintaining boundaries (Haenfler, 2006). In the Dutch context manyindividuals and bands often remained part of punk but dropped the straightedge label, with many also dropping the practices of abstinence. A fewindividuals, including those four participants (Larry, Luka, Maxim and Daan)who had previously identified as straight edge maintained the lifestyle butdropped ‘straight edge’ as an identity. By the time of my fieldwork there wasconsequently little in the way of a straight edge ‘scene’, more a handful ofindividuals who remained connected through punk.
However, there were new developments in other Dutch punk andhardcore scenes around the dawn of the millennium. Some of the bands whowere prominent in the scene at the time of this research project, and thatwere mentioned by participants as of particular interest, were establishedaround this time. Nijmegen’s Antillectual began playing in 2000 and builttheir fan base throughout the 2000s, and Gewapend Beton formed in 2003.Vitamin X, who started out as a straight edge band in 1997, received cross-over support from the hardcore scene even after straight edge dwindled andthey continued to tour throughout this period.
Gewapend Beton were part of a notable new generation in the mid-2000s Dutch punk scene. When they got involved with the scene they were
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considerably younger than other active punks. They used this to definethemselves as the ‘embryo punk’ generation.
Sander: We we started to listen to punk and started to go to punk pubsit became obvious that we were the very youngest, we were fourteenor fifteen, so that’s certainly quite young. The next youngest werecalled the ‘baby-punks’, [...] we asked ourselves ‘what’s younger than ababy?’ [...] we called our demo tape ‘embryo punk’, and then we wrotea song with ‘embryo punk’ in the chorus, and then we started callingourselves [and] our friendship group [embryo punks]. Actually, wewanted to call our whole generation of punks ‘embryo punks’.Kirsty: In Amsterdam, the Netherlands, or the whole world?Sander: The Netherlands, Europe, it doesn’t matter. If we play a gigand we play the song with ‘embryo punks’ in the chorus, then there isreally the feeling that this is for today’s generation of punks, youknow? Becuase there’s a lot of people who are hung up on what wentbefore, but ‘embryo punk’ is more about what people are doing with[punk] now.
The embryo punks were particularly prominent in the scene betweenlate 2007 and early 2009, when they opened a squat (De Baarmoeder26),notable for hosting many gigs. It was not just members of the ‘embryo’generation who remember this period fondly. Maxim, a few years older andoriginally part of Amsterdam’s straight edge scene in the last 1990s, named

26 The Uterus
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the time spent in this squat as the most important period for his experienceof Dutch punk:
I think really for me personally the peak was when there was a squat,[…] the Baarmoeder which was run by Gewapend Beton. […] Theyreally had a lot of really good shows going on there and they had areally great festival, […] they called it the ‘abortion festival’ when theywere getting kicked out of that squat. That was [a] really really goodscene going on there (Maxim).

Members of the older generations were still around and activethroughout this period. By the late 2000s the Dutch punk scene was made upof multiple intersecting groups, divided as much by generation as bysubgenre. This seemed to be especially true of Groningen, where the scene ismore isolated from the rest of the Netherlands and where there were highlevels of activity amongst older punks. Interviews with Groningen punksindicated that there were distinct generations of punk, each with their ownscene. This theme was reinforced by fieldwork observations, in which ayounger crowd did not seem to have much contact with older punks.Commenting on the younger generation, Bram said, ‘I know some of them,but actually it’s a separate little scene (Bram). However, in other places suchas Amsterdam, generations were more mixed. Ultimately, though, the

Maxim: (30, male) is student in Amsterdam, originally from Moscow,Russia. He is straight edge and plays with Vitamin X.
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fragmentation of punk in terms of both genre and generation had opened upthe potential for members to be part of multiple groups within punk.
Whilst older punks often played in contemporary bands – some ofwhich had existed for a long time (e.g. The Ex and Yawp!), and others ofwhich were new (e.g. Indifferent Suns) – there was a notable trend for punknostalgia at the time of this project. This trend could be seen in the organisingof reunion gigs and the re-releasing of old recordings. Punk nostalgia in theNetherlands is reflective of a wider trend of old ‘greats’ reuniting and re-releasing material, as highlighted by the Sex Pistols tours of 1996, 2002,2003, 2007 and 2008, and the 35th anniversary edition of ‘Never Mind theBollocks, Here’s the Sex Pistols’ in 2012, alongside many other bands’ andindividuals’ practices of ‘punk nostalgia’ (McLoone, 2004).
Man Lifting Banner reunited in 2008, played new gigs and releasedthe double album ‘The Revolution Continues’ in 2012. This featured anumber of new songs as well as re-releases of previous EPs. The sleeve artdraws parallels between their earlier political thought and more recentrevolutionary developments such as the Arab Spring. This placed theirnostalgia in a contemporary continuum, highlighting links between old andnew. The Rondos took a more distinctively retrospective approach, releasingtheir 30th anniversary box set in 2009 accompanied by a bilingual biography,a 226 page photo-booklet, lyrics, and a Red Rat comic strip in which the maincharacter revisits the squat lifestyle of the Rondos in the 1970s.
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The punk nostalgia trend was boosted by the growth of social media.One participant described Facebook as the catalyst for a large reunion ofGroningen punks which took place in May 2011. Excitement and anticipationfor this event was present during my time in Groningen.
There is now also one of these reunions of a bunch of people. […] Lastyear I had a girlfriend and she wanted to know – on Facebook – 'showus some photos with [you when you had] hair'. So I post a few andthen a couple of people saw that and [also] put old pictures up, andthen somebody went ‘great, we should do a reunion'. […] I am not somuch one to look back but […] I find it fun because I'll be seeing a lotof people I haven't seen in ages and that's always nice, people who livein France now or something (Jacob).
When the fieldwork for this project was conducted in 2010-2011, thescene, according to many participants, was again ‘quiet’. They stressed thatDutch punk was not as active as it had been. Lotte commented that, ‘the scenehas shrunk’, and Sander expanded on this: ‘it isn't that you see something onevery street corner or that something is being organised everyday by thepeople, yes, it's quite small, that's for sure’ (Sander).
However this, again, certainly did not mean that there was not anactive scene. Gigs happened regularly (there were many punk gigs per weeklisted across the Netherlands), and those I went to were well-attended. Therewere many active musicians, bands, promoters, activists, and others whohelped support the scene in multiple ways. Indeed, there were complaints
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that there were ‘too many’ gigs, with multiple events occasionally run withintravelling distance of one another either within a city, or a few hours’ travelaway (this phenomenon is further discussed in Chapter 4). This highlightedthe manner in which scene participants (especially) in ‘quiet’ periods arewilling to travel further to attend a gig. Moreover, a higher proportion ofthose who are part of a ‘quiet’ punk scene are ‘active’ within the scene,putting on gigs and/or playing gigs. Just as in the other intervening ‘quiet’times between ‘golden’ periods, the scene continued to exist and develop,with a core of people invested in it.
A few participants discussed a more general cultural shift that affectsthe strength of young people’s subcultural identifications today. ‘Young kidsare […] more open minded, they think less in ‘hokjes’27 we call it in Dutch’(Ruben). However this concept of ‘hokjes’ as related to age is complicated byolder participants’ who also invoke ‘thinking outside hokjes’ when describingthe widening of their own subcultural interests over time. Indeed, Haenfler(2006) also talks about older members ‘refusing to be compartmentalizedinto a tidy stylistic or ideological box’ (160) as they age. The process bywhich people move beyond or reject ‘hokjes’ reflects shifts outlined inChapter 1 towards postmodern, fluid, subcultural identities. There was aworry amongst some participants that this would impact the continuation ofthe Dutch punk scene, as there were less invested individuals willing toparticipate heavily.

27 Boxes. ‘Hokje’ is both used to represent ‘thinking outside the box’, or as a synonymfor ‘being pigeonholed’.
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A few participants, however, found positive aspects in the diminishingpunk scene. They suggested that after earlier fragmentation, differentfactions were reuniting in an effort to keep things going. Lotte observed thathistoric rivalries between different subcultures had been set aside, and Bramconfirmed this:
Well if you go to the bars here where we hang out, or the gigs, you[now] get a lot of different people you know. It’s not just [the] punks,it’s also […] the metal guys, and rock and roll, rockabilly, […] even theproper normal looking people, middle age[d] people. […] It’s notalways like that but it has been perhaps for the last ten to fifteenyears. And I like that. It’s also because the subcultures are gettingsmaller so it mixes a bit more (Bram).
For most, the contemporaneous ‘lull’ was seen as temporary, as allpast lulls had been. Jeroen was quietly optimistic that in thecontemporaneous context of a poor economy and state repression ofsquatting that a change would soon come. ‘I think we're now at a point, in theNetherlands anyway, that things will go downhill [… but] then somethingnew may come along’ (Jeroen).
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3.7 Squatting and the Activist Scene: 1990s to 2000s

Whilst the Dutch punk scene went through ups and downs in the 1990s and2000s, the squatting movement similarly saw highs and lows. After the‘defeat’ of the PVK at the hands of the now dominant ‘culturellas’, the sceneshifted towards the Wijers model of squatting. As Owens (2009) notes:‘During the 1990s, squatting became associated more with large-scale squatsthat served the cultural needs of the community and less with pitched battlesagainst the police’ (229). Poldervaart (2002) argues that this shift cementedthe squats as the location for 1990s ‘utopian’ political projects to take place;with the battles won, the squatters were able to focus on something otherthan the movement itself as its own political end.
Van Strokrom (2002) discusses the many different aspects of the‘radical action movement’ that grew out of the Dutch squats from the 1990sonwards, including the anti-globalisation movement which targeted theWorld Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the European Union.Moreover, the squatters’ movement continued to build on the trans-European connections fostered throughout the 1980s that had proven socrucial to international connectivity in punk. One such initiative was the‘European caravan’: a travelling ‘info shop’ that set out from Leiden in 1991and passed through twelve other countries in Europe. The concerns of thesquatters’ movement became global, with squatters and activists from theglobal south recruiting those in Europe and the Netherlands to take part inthe Global Days of Action and Zapatista solidarity. One participant, Wouter,
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recruited the embryo punks to run fundraisers that provided financialsupport to protesters travelling to Scotland for the G8 summit in 2005.

In 1998, Amsterdam’s mayor realised that squats could be a valuableasset to Amsterdam’s burgeoning tourism economy. Many of those seeking toexperience the ‘real’ Amsterdam would visit the large public squats for thelatest artistic and cultural innovations. Owens (2008) notes that: ‘[MayorPatijn’s slogan] “No culture without subculture” became a catchphrase of thenew Breeding Grounds Policy, the product of an apparent convergence of thegoals of the city council, the squatters’ movement, and tourists. Begun in late1998, the program was intended to maintain and recreate the culturalfunctions previously performed by large squats’ (54). Whilst the ‘BreedingGrounds’ policy was controversial amongst squatters – with many suspiciousof the state’s attempts to co-opt them – a number of squats benefitted,including OT301 which had an art studio, cinema, bar and restaurant, and alarge gig venue.
During this time older generations of punks who had lived in squatsduring the 1980s started to drift away from squatting for various reasons,such as health problems or the desire to bring up children in more secureenvironments. Younger generations did continue the tradition, includingLuka, who lived in squats in the 1990s, and Sander and Tom who set up new

Wouter: (25, male) is a rock climber, a nurse, a punk, and a squattingactivist based in Amsterdam and originally from Vlaardingen.
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squats in the 2000s. Predominantly, however, the squatting scene and thepunk scene came to be less entwined during this period. This was partly dueto shifts in the structural position of young people in the Netherlands,especially compared with the 1980s. Unemployment had dropped, and –even – punks were expected to work (see sections 3.7 and 6.3). Access tounemployment support was restricted, and squatting became more difficultthan it had been in the 1980s, requiring a greater commitment from thosewho did chose to squat.

The 1990s also brought with it a new underground techno scene,which benefitted from squatting in the same ways that punk had before it.From the 1990s onwards the subculture most often associated with squattingbecame techno rather than punk: ‘I mean you’ve got a lot of young kids whoare really active at squatting and then they are into techno and stuff but punknot so much, back in the days it was squatting and punk [… that went] handin hand’ (Ruben). This did not, however, mean that punk was pushed out. Thelarge cultural squats and the many hundreds of smaller squats presented adiverse range of opportunities both cultural and political for punks andothers to get involved. Punk was still considered part of the variouspolitical/cultural aspects of the squat even though the links were less strongthan in the past:

Tom: (31, male) is a squatter and punk from Leeuwaarden.
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Lots of contacts also developed internationally and that's why sincethe nineties people talk about ‘The’ movement consisting of a networkof all kinds of diverse (left-radical) protest groups who collaborated.This doesn't quite include the punk movement [… But] at the sametime punks and squatters are so much intertwined that, nevertheless,you can consider punks to be part of ‘The’ movement (Poldervaart,2002: 23).
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3.8 1 October 2010

On 1 October 2010 the law on squatting in the Netherlands changed.Previously there was no punishment for occupying a building that had lainempty for at least one year (as per a change in the law in 1994). Now,squatting any building became illegal, carrying with it a two year prisonsentence. Whilst the squatting movement had been largely peaceablethroughout the 1990s and 2000s, the passage of this law saw a period ofheightened protest from squatters. Evictions were resisted and violencebroke out at protests. Pruijt (2013) suggests that the ban, coming afterdecades of tolerance for squatters, was part of a wider attack on left-wingideals led by right-wing populists such as Geert Wilders.
Some participants were planning to continue to fight against the ban;Mark was searching for legal loopholes to save his squat and Tom wasorganising with other squatters in order to ‘fight’, with direct actionstrategies. Jeroen, Mark, Marieke, and Tom all agreed that times ahead wouldbe more difficult. Marieke reported that by November there had already beenarguments between the 2000 squatters left in Amsterdam over whetherthere should be a more militant approach or not, echoing the problems of the1980s. She suggested that those who lived, worked, and created art in squatswould likely end up having to find alternative spaces, whilst the movementwould become dominated by those willing to invest their time into squattingas political activism. Menno, pessimistically, suggested that ‘maybe it isindeed the end, something else has to happen’ (Menno).
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3.9 Relations between Generations in the Contemporaneous Scene

At the time of my research, the Dutch punk scene was made up of multiplegroups of people of all ages. The interactions between generations, and insome cases the lack thereof, have shaped the development of the scenehistorically. These relationships characterise a distinct facet of the punkscene as it was at the time of my fieldwork, leading to both solidarity andtensions between various groups in the scene.
Whilst punk is often still framed in academic debates as an example ofa ‘youth subculture’, there has been a move towards addressing thisinaccuracy (as discussed in section 1.6). A number of recent studies havediscussed various aspects of aging as a member of a subculture, including thecommitments that come with mainstream adulthood and embodied aspectsof aging. Bennett (2012) investigates those who both maintained and built acareer alongside participation in the electronic dance music scene andHodkinson (2011, 2012) discusses goth parents dealing with the demands ofchildcare. Fogarty (2012) focuses on the way in which older bodies restrictthe physical demands of subcultural involvement, whilst Haenfler (2102) andHodkinson (2011, 2012) both explore the way in which subcultural stylealters with age. Davis (2006) frames different approaches to aging as a punkas either successful, or unsuccessful.
In most discussions older cohorts are examined in isolation from therest of their respective scenes. However, Fogarty (2012) and Schilt andGiffort (2012) take a broader approach by framing the experiences of older
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members alongside their relationships with younger members, specifically inthe form of instances of sharing knowledge. The final section of this chapterwill unpick how relationships between generations have played out in theDutch punk scene.
Tensions

As discussed above, the relocation of punk to the Netherlands removed theconnection between the discourse of authenticity and the first generation ofpunk. However, age and generation are still used as tools for claiming scenehierarchy within Dutch punk. Tom experienced older generations claimingtheir right to subcultural capital over him with the phrase ‘I was a punkbefore you were a punk’ (Tom).
This is reflected by other criticisms between generations. From their‘misguided’ interest in pop punk to a more general ignorance of youth,participants from older generations often criticised those who came to punklater (than them). However, this criticism can be laced with a fondness andan understanding, as with Bram’s account, which is based upon his ownpersonal trajectory. ‘[S]ome of these young [kids], like with the mohicans andall the fucking studs and stuff – not all of them, but some – when they firstcame in[to the scene] like a year [or] two years ago, they were all like reallyignorant. Which I suppose is okay – we all started out ignorant!’ (Bram).
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Ruben also criticised his younger self for only hanging out with hisown generation; ‘[I was] very naïve with a lot of things and I wouldn’t do itlike that these days. Yeah. I was young, I couldn’t blame myself. [... I]f you onlyhang out with the same kind of people you hear the same kind of ideas all thetime’ (Ruben). Bram and Ruben’s criticisms of younger punks fits with thosenoted by Haenfler (2006) who discusses tensions between straight edgegenerations.
Both Bram and Ruben believed that if younger generations remaininvolved for long enough, perhaps mixing with older (‘wiser’) generations,they will turn out okay. It is on this basis that Bram’s stronger criticisms arereserved for those who would not stay involved: ‘you still see that withAmerican bands coming over. It’s just basically young kids fucking [around]between going to high school and going to college or something. They takelike a year off to ‘be punk rock’ or something! And then they go on to havecareers and make a load of money and stuff’ (Bram).
Some tensions were exacerbated by judgements around whichgenerations had faced more obstacles. For example, Theo was resentful ofhow much easier it had become to acquire musical equipment. Thedevelopment of cheaper instruments, perhaps coupled with greater parentalsupport, meant that;
bands now they just, […] they can get a backline quite easily, […] abunch of youngsters and all of a sudden they’ve got three guitars and abig Marshall amp or something. But I had to work like for almost two
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years to be able to buy my first guitar. […] We used an upside-downtrash bin for drum kits, and I smashed all my Kiss records: used themas cymbals! [… And] I would plug my guitar into my stereo, and it hada low gain microphone input so it would like get a distorted soundthrough that, and I had some old electric guitar, just like theframework of an electric guitar and we put some bass strings on it andwe had a bass guitar! (Theo).
A few participants mentioned that ‘being punk’ is less risky now that itis no longer as new or as ‘shocking’:
It’s completely different nowadays, which I think is a good thingthough. I’m not jealous or whatever, I’m not envying them, it’s justlike, I think there’s a difference between how you can be a punk [nowand …] in the old days [when] you’d be beaten up on the street, peoplewould look at you.  […] Like here in Holland we had problem with[the] ‘discos’ especially. I think in England it was mainly skinheads –we had some problems with skinheads but not as much as the ‘discos’– they were after us and would like beat us up, and if they could catchyou they would throw you in the canal. Yeah, well it was their fun,their way of fun, it was kind of stupid. […] It was like that in thosedays, actually being a punk, demands something from you (Theo).
Some discussions brought up the alienating qualities of the Internet asa challenge to the punk scene. It was viewed as a double-edged sword for thecontemporaneous scene. Whilst punks were enabled to make and maintain
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relationships and develop mobility (see Chapter 4), the Internet also shiftednon-gig engagements off the streets and into bedrooms, changing thesolidarity amongst punks, altering the nature of the scene and exacerbatingits fragmentation.
Wim:  That’s also the thing; yeah I mean it’s not as easy any more. Ithink there’s still like a lot of people but most are sitting now behindthe computer […] that’s probably also a problem of this time.Bram: Well I think you had it as well in the past like in every strangecity that you came into you just saw some guy with a Mohican on thestreet you just walked up to him and say, ‘hey man I come from hereand here and here, do you know where the punks hang out?’ And theywould just tell you where the punks would be hanging out, you know,and that’s where you would go, and you would always have a place tosleep. And that is obvious now you can walk in major fucking citiesand never even meet anybody that’s into punk […] because they’re allsitting at home.
Wim and Bram also discussed a number of structural societal changesthat they saw as affecting younger generations of punks:
Wim: Without sounding too like an old fart or something, but theycan’t be young in a way that we were young. […] I see it with my ownkids you know?Bram: Well they have a lot more responsibilities now, they can’t fuckoff like we did.
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Wim: Like if I want to shave a Mohawk, I shave a Mohawk, for me itwas available when I was ten years old like it was possible to have aMohawk.Bram: No, but that’s another big difference is that when we wereyoung we could just like drop out of school, go to the squats whatever,do that kind of thing, whatever. They can’t do that now, like they onlyget student grants for a couple of years.Wim: They are much more trapped in the system now then we were!Bram: They don’t get like social security or anything like when theyare out of school you know. We used to get it all. Most of us alreadywere on the dole since we were like sixteen [or] seventeen, whatever.But all these kids now they all have to work, they all have to find jobs[…] they still have to be responsible.
Changes to social welfare and societal expectations of young peopleaffect the way in which they might be able to engage with punk. This hasaltered the make-up of the modern scene, with even the young punks havingto balance their commitments. Most of the younger punks in this study werestudying, working, or both, a sharp contrast to the 1980s whereunemployment dominated the scene.
Therefore, whilst older punks critiqued younger punks, this was oftenthrough a lens of hindsight and understanding: innocence is excused andexternal reasons for changes to the scene are sought. These levels ofacceptance only break in the face of ‘fake’ punks who don’t have the
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commitment to stay in the scene beyond a brief period of teenage rebellion(such as the American punks Bram criticises). In this we see older punksreifying long term commitment as a necessary attribute of a ‘real’ punk, asnoted by Widdicombe and Wooffitt (1990).
Relationships

Whilst there are multiple divisions within the Dutch punk scene, and many ofthese are along generational lines, there are also examples of cross-generational relationships.
One of the key sites in which different age groups come together toform close relationships is within bands. Some bands, like Gewapened Betonand their wider embryo punk group, formed initially through school-basedfriendship and thus have retained a membership with a close age range.However, many more punk bands form through the scene itself, and as suchage divisions need not be as much of a factor.
Vitamin X’s current line-up came about through Amsterdam’s straightedge scene of the late 1990s; when a member left the band in 1999, Maximwas invited from the younger generation of punk kids to join the band.Similarly Yawp! have been through a number of line-up changes with newmembers often being younger than those they replace.
Bram discusses how this has occurred throughout Dutch punk’shistory. When he was younger he played in bands with older members: ‘I was
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always playing with the people who were a lot older than me. […] I wasseventeen and I suppose the one who was closest to my age was [mybandmate] who was about twenty then or something, but all the rest werealready near thirty at that time you know, so they were like old bastards! AndI was the little kid bastard!’ (Bram). Now, Bram finds that this has reversed;‘I’m the oldest [(forty-four)], and then you get there’s a guitar player that’sabout ten years younger than me, and then we got a bass player [who] is like[in their] early twenties’ (Bram). This practice is particularly prevalent inplaces with small, cohesive scenes. This was also noted by Pilkington et al.(2014) where the tight-knit punk scene in Vorkuta, Russia, had a greatnumber of bands with overlapping and cross-generational membership.
Gig-going often becomes a less regular occurrence as participants age(Haenfler, 2006; Hodkinson, 2011), with participants having to prioritisework or children over their leisure pursuits. Gigs are still attended by olderpunks, however, and thus they do still form a point of contact betweendifferent generations.
Oh yeah, definitely I mean we hang around [with] those kids. […] Thepeople from [… the Gewapened Beton] crew, the embryo punkgeneration you know, like they’re still around at every show, [or atleast] most of the shows. [There are] even some younger kids [aswell]. It’s a small scene here and they all know each other and we allgoing to the same shows, so it’s not like really, ‘I’m like fifteen years
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older than them so I don’t care what those kids are doing’. It’s notawkward. It’s all together (Luka).
Some participants view the punk scene as cohesive with sub-groupsthat are more age-based; others recognise a degree of mixing, but perhapswould not see younger punks as ‘close’ friends. Theo says: ‘I also hang aroundwith these guys, well not hang around with – it’s not [that] we visit each otherregularly – but I mean, it’s like I do hang around with [a member of]Gewapened Beton, for example. I don’t really care about age’ (Theo). In thissense, despite some mixing between the generations, age does remain afactor in dividing the punk scene into smaller groups.

Sharing knowledge between generations

Schilt and Giffort (2012) and Fogarty (2012) both discuss the importance ofintergenerational relationships for subculture in terms of opportunitiesprovided for sharing knowledge. Schilt and Giffort (2012) discuss formalised‘rock camps’ for new generations of girls to learn from old riot grrrls, whilstFogarty explores informal mentoring relationships in B-Boy culture. Thisform of mentoring is viewed as of both subcultural and political importance:‘the phrase “each one teach one” means that if you have had the opportunityto learn, you are obliged to teach another what you have learned’ (Fogarty,
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2012: 58)28. The sharing of knowledge is therefore positioned in a positivelight for subcultures as a whole.
Relationships between generations may serve the purpose ofreinforcing practices related to subcultural capital, as discussed in Chapter 1in terms of the intersubjective creation of punk meaning and identityformation. Daan discusses the way in which older members ‘fostered’ himand taught him the difference between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ punk: ‘I was broughtup by [his friends, members of the band] Lärm and [another member...]. Theyreally tried hard to get me off The Exploited’ (Daan). Both Daan and hisfriends share the assumption that one should aim to listen only to ‘good’punk. Whilst initially they differ on the specifics of what that might be(namely, The Exploited), Daan ultimately shares the understanding that forgreater subcultural capital he should avoid (or avoid mentioning) TheExploited.
For others, subcultural sharing was knowledge as well as artefacts;
I’ve known [Menno] forever. I didn’t really know him, [but] when Iwas eighteen years old and my house got burnt down [by Nazi punks]and my whole record and book collection was gone, I didn’t know himpersonally then but [through mutual friends] he let me have] […] a bigbox of amazing books and records […] Because he was really [affected][…] by the fact that somebody had that happen. So after that I’vealways been a bit in awe! […] I’m quite eager about certain things and

28 See Chapter 6 for a further discussion of the political importance of education.
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he’s always trying to teach me, so I really see him as my occult master.[…] It’s just kind of funny that he’s in mid-fifties or something and Ifeel like a kid, because I still act like a kid but I know I’m no longer akid (Mark, now 38).
Both Mark and Daan, then, have benefitted from inter-generationalrelationships in ways similar to those outlined by Fogarty (2012), Haenfler(2006), Pilkington et al. (2014) and Schilt and Giffort (2012). The sharing ofknowledge remains a key element by which older punks have ‘assumed therole of informal educators, filling the gaps in younger punks’ knowledge’(Bennett, 2006: 229).
In some cases younger punks have been left disappointed when oldergenerations have not been forthcoming with guidance. ‘If the younger punks[…] have a question for the old punks anyway [they’re sometimes told] “it’syour turn now”, you know. […] They forget themselves where they startedoff’ (Tom). The younger punks referred to by Tom specifically look to their‘elders’ for advice, but in this instance the older punks take a more hands offapproach than any of the punks that Daan and Mark knew, or those whocritique younger generations (as above, and also in Haenfler (2006) andPilkington et al. (2014)).
A lack of guidance and the desire on the part of younger punks toemulate their ‘elders’ could cause further tensions between generationswhen it was felt that younger punks were internalising the more negativeaspects of punk history. Jeroen complained about the way in which some of
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the youngest punks were attempting to emulate the drug problems of the1980s:
It's nearly become fashionable […] at punk gigs I see boys of sixteentaking speed and then I think 'yeah what is this really all about?' Thatis a fashion that's crept in and, unfortunately is difficult to shake, butthat ruins it a lot.  […] Speed, drugs, alcohol and punks – what do Iknow – the destructiveness, yeah that's a shame. Yes everything isfucked, but [then] you might as well just give up and scream 'cunt,cunt, cunt, cunt’ (Jeroen).
The sharing of knowledge between generations can therefore haveboth positive and negative effects upon both individuals and the scene,bringing back problems which caused fragmentation in the 1980s. Themixing of different generations and informal ‘tutoring’, as well as the tensionsand divides between generational groups, has certainly affected thedevelopment of the Dutch punk scene.
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Conclusion

This chapter has traced the development of Dutch punk from the culturalgroups that preceded it to the contemporaneous scene that formed the basisfor this research project. It has described various active groups within thescene and foregrounded the importance of Dutch squatting history to thedevelopment of Dutch punk.
Punk has continued to transform and mutate as new generationsbecome involved. Each new generation brought new ideas and new forms ofpunk, whilst also learning from interactions with older generations indifferent communication interlocks. The persistent involvement of some ofthe oldest punks in the Dutch scene, both alongside younger generations andin their own separate spheres, contributed to the character of the scene at thetime of my research.
This chapter has also examined the manner in which the Dutch punkscene has gone through better and worse times, and explored the systemsthat underpinned the activities of the scene, even during a ‘lull’. In particularthe squatting scene provided physical space and (international) connectionsfor all kinds of cultural experimentation.
When the fieldwork for this project ended in early April 2011, it wasunclear how the squatting ban would affect the future of the punk scene, thefuture of other creative scenes in the Netherlands, and the future of thesquatters’ movement itself. However, many participants were optimistic.
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Those who had talked about the history of Dutch punk in terms of cycles orwaves with highs and lows, and all of those who had presented thecontemporary scene as rather ‘quiet’ all looked forward to the next upswing:all expected the next upswing.
With the economy thrown into disarray, and a new wave of staterepression of squats (much like in the 1980s), Jeroen hoped that a newgeneration would be radicalised. Participants such as Johan look to the futurewith excitement; ‘I think something new will come along, it won’t be as big,but punk is certainly not dead anyway. Maybe at the moment it’s comatose,and has been for a while, but it’s not dead, it’s starting again, starting torecover, a little’ (Johan).
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Mobility and Connections:

In and Beyond the Dutch Punk Scene

Introduction

The Dutch punk scene is characterised by connectivity and mobility withinand beyond artificial national borders. As we saw in chapter 3, from themoment that punk began Dutch punks have been drawing their influencesfrom elsewhere; the UK, the United States, and Germany in particular.  Whenthe Netherlands started to produce its own bands, fanzines, and establishedits own punk centres, these forms of culture began to feed into the now global‘rhizomic’ flows of punk. This chapter will extend the historical mapping ofthe Dutch scene (Chapter 3) by situating it spatially.
The legacy of the Dutch punk and squatting scenes’ historicalconnections around the world will be developed in this chapter, as punkparticipants’ mobility is unpicked as a facet and instrument of global culturalflow. Mobility will be discussed in the context of day-to-day travelling forscene activities, of bands’ touring practices, and of participants’ resettlementboth within the country and internationally. The structural factors which
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both enable and constrain this mobility and the power dynamics at play willbe uncovered through these discussions.
The chapter will set out with the understanding that the Dutch sceneis ‘peripheral’ to the ‘core’ original punk scenes of the UK and the UnitedStates. However it will further develop the multiple levels at which core-peripheral relationships work. On a national level a core-periphery hierarchyhas developed between the cities in the well connected central region and themore distant cities of the north. Furthermore, within the ‘peripheral’ north, acity such as Groningen is positioned as central to other smaller conurbations.On an international level the Dutch scene is situated as part of a privilegedNorth West European scene, which enjoys heightened connectivity incomparison to more ‘peripheral’ South and Eastern European scenes.
Moreover, the importance of personal relationships in making andmaintaining the connections that help to enable mobility will be uncovered,with reference in particular to touring practices between the Netherlandsand the United States.
Processes of mobility and connections feed into participants’ ownspatial conceptualisations of their scene. This chapter uncovers howheightened mobility might erase the idea of a local scene for some Dutchpunk participants, whilst for others a core-periphery hierarchy can reinforcea sense of pride in a local scene.
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The chapter will begin by discussing theories of cultural flow,particularly in relation to mobility. It suggests a model of rhizomicconnectedness shaped by centre-periphery inequalities. These concepts willbe applied to the discussions of mobility highlighted by Dutch punkparticipants and my own experiences of fieldwork in the scene.
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4.1 Cultural Flow: Mobility and Connections

In Chapter 1 we saw how subcultural research has focused on interactionsbetween the ‘global’ and the ‘local’, and that this has given rise to a number ofconceptual frameworks including ‘glocal’ (Mitchell, 1998; Pilkington, 2004)and ‘translocal’ (Bennett and Peterson, 2004; Hodkinson, 2004). However, inorder to reground approaches to the geographical mapping of a scene, I willinstead highlight how individuals’ relationships to mobility and space createa sense of place. This chapter will therefore follow Crossley (2008) andMassey’s (1993) lead in highlighting individual instances of mobility andpersonal connections as important to understanding the transmission ofsubcultural practices and the construction of the spatial. The flow of cultureis, here, embodied (Casey, 1996) by these individuals and their movements,highlighting the way in which culture flows in a rhizomic manner (Deleuzeand Guattari, [1987] 2003), but cannot be extricated from hierarchies ofpower in multi-levelled core-peripheral relationships (Hannerz, 1992;Massey, 1993; O’Connor, 2004).
The importance of mobility to shaping cultural flow in a globalisedworld was discussed in section 1.4. Appadurai (1996) highlights the role ofmigration, whilst Massey (1993) widens this to include everyday instances ofmobility. This chapter will discuss both of these aspects in respect toparticipants’ mobility. Kennedy (2010) highlighted the multifaceted way inwhich local lives function in relation to globalised cultural flows. He arguesthat globalisation debates have not placed enough emphasis on the role of the
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local in affecting individuals’ interaction with the global, nor how this thenimpacts global flows. Individuals need to be recognised as micro-actors inboth constructing and understanding their place in a local and in a globalworld. This chapter will therefore embed individuals’ ‘subcultural’ mobilitywithin, and not as distinct from, wider ‘mainstream’ mobility (Pilkington etal., 2014: 210).
In arguing against the core-periphery idea of global cultural flow,Deleuze and Guattari ([1987] 2003) offer a concept based on connectedness(Smart, 2007, see 1.4). They suggest a model of ‘rhizomes’, which ‘ceaselessly[establish] connections between semiotic chains, organizations of power, andcircumstances relative to the arts, sciences, and social struggles’ (Deleuze andGuattari, [1987] 2003: 7). They argue that if we view culture as a rhizomicstructure, based on biological rootstocks, then we are able to break withlinear, hierarchical understandings of the progression of influence.  Thismodel can be understood on varying levels: allowing flow between differentcultures, different forms of culture, and different understandings of one formof culture. There may be high levels of interrelatedness, whilst retaining thepossibility of multiple individual iterations: ‘[t]he wisdom of the plants: evenwhen they have roots, there is always an outside where they form a rhizomewith something else’ (11). A rhizomic model allows for an in-depthunderstanding of the complexity of cultural interactions. However, thischapter suggests that breaking completely from the core-periphery modelproblematically erases inequality in the ‘flow’ and production of culture(Massey, 1993; Pries, 2005, see also 1.4). As such this chapter will draw out
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the rhizomic connectedness of individuals and explore how this shapescultural flow, but will also highlight the ways in which core-peripheryinequalities remain and are maintained through these processes.
This understanding of cultural flow is particularly pertinent to theways in which inequalities of mobility contribute to participants’understandings of their scene as either local, or not. Shields (1991) wrote ofhow a sense of place is constructed by individuals, depending on the ways inwhich they interact with a location. Myths of place may build up over timethrough discourses of individualised senses. These discourses then shape theconstruction of the space and the sense of community. Massey (1993)considers this in the context of mobility. She argues that space is not onlymoved through, but is constructed by these movements and each individual’srelationship to the sense of place. ‘The uniqueness of a place, or a locality […]is constructed out of particular interactions and mutual articulations of socialrelations, social processes, experiences and understandings. […] Instead then,of thinking of places as areas with boundaries around, they can be imaginedas articulated moments in networks of social relations and understandings’(66). The multiplicity of individuals’ construction of space will be highlightedthroughout this chapter.
An important element of subcultural mobility, especially in regard totouring practices (see section 4.3), is that of individual personal connectionsand relationships. Crossley (2008) has done some important workconnecting this to mobility and the transmission of cultural practice.  He
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attributed the development of the ‘post/punk’ scene in Manchester toconnections formed between individuals in London and Manchester. The firstimportant moment came when Howard Devoto and Peter McNeish decided totravel from Manchester to London to check out a band (the Sex Pistols) theyhad read about in the New Musical Express paper. In London they metMalcolm McLaren and promised to organise for the Sex Pistols to play inManchester. The resulting two gigs at the Lesser Free Trade Hall have a placein Manchester’s punk folklore for being where a ‘critical mass’ of interestedparties met, leading to the formation of the Manchester post-punk scene.Bands such as the Buzzcocks, Joy Division, and The Fall formed soon afterthese events. Crossley’s work highlights the importance of personalconnections within a scene, demonstrating that these can be formed betweenlocalities and that individuals’ mobility can be key in the transmission anddevelopment of culture. This point was alluded to in Chapter 3 and will bedrawn on in this chapter.
Crossley suggested that both of his network analyses of British punk(2008, 2009) provide crucial sociological understandings of the developmentof subcultural practices. He argued that networks of individuals are the basison which the mechanisms which resulted in punk (and post-punk) operated(2008). Whilst this is valuable work towards grounding the production ofculture in human interaction, the formulation of relationships into networkanalysis oversimplified what are inherently messy and individual instances ofconnection. His reliance on a limited selection of histories of the scene, withan overrepresentation of books centred on either the Sex Pistols (Sabin,
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1999) or The Clash results in a perpetuation of these histories and theerasure of other key players in early punk29 (Namaste, 2000). WhilstCrossley’s work does illustrate cultural flow based on individuals’movements and social relations, it doesn’t interrogate the power relations inplace/created by these processes, and moreover reinforces these powernarratives within academia, unchecked. I therefore shall not adopt a networkanalysis, but instead draw attention to the moments at which personalrelationships have had particularly important effects on participants’mobility and the global flow of culture.

29 Particularly women, queer people and people of colour.
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4.2 Mobility and Locality in the Dutch Punk Scene

Structural aspects of mobility

Before discussing specific examples of how scene participants’ mobility mayaffect the spread and development of punk, it is pertinent to consider thewider societal structures that enable this mobility. A specific location cangreatly affect the scene that grows around it, as shown in work on Bristol triphop (Webb, 2007) and also in S. Cohen’s (2007) discussion of the productionof place through music (and music through place) in Liverpool. This sectionwill highlight a number of factors that have had an effect on Dutch punk, butit does by no means constitute an exhaustive list. Instead it represents factorswhich have been raised as important by participants.
The Netherlands’ punk scene has been affected by the geography ofthe country. Its small size and the short distances between neighbouringcities enable easy overlap between punks and bands from different locales.This is particularly true of the densely populated ‘Randstad’ central-westernarea of the country where the ‘big four’ cities (Amsterdam, Utrecht, theHague and Rotterdam) all lie around (or under) one hour’s travel from eachother. Gregor commented that this increased the regularity with which bandswould meet up with each other: ‘any band who also play reasonably oftenand who are on tour a lot you're bound to know because you always bumpinto each other […] but of course The Netherlands is really small’ (Gregor).This feeds into other structural factors, which leads to a blurring of theboundaries of the ‘local’.
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The Netherlands is an affluent Western European country.  At a state-level this has allowed for a well-integrated public transport system. Also ofnote is the country’s exceptionally flat landscape and excellent nationalnetwork of cycle paths. In other words, the day-to-day possibilities forparticipants to be geographically mobile are high in the Netherlands. Theease of mobility around the country was a common theme amongparticipants. Comments included the regularity of travelling by trainsbetween large cities (facilitated by trains running throughout the night), inaddition to which participants would cycle long distances or drive to gigselsewhere. Utrecht, already in a central position, is a major rail network hub.The ease of travelling elsewhere from Utrecht is one reason Gregor chose tolive there. Similarly, Bart chose Nijmegen as a home because it is only 45minutes by train from Eindhoven, and under 90 minutes from Amsterdam.
The mobility of the Dutch punk scene further extends beyond theborders of the Netherlands. This is facilitated by the country’s membership ofthe European Union, and its participation in the Schengen Agreement.Residents of countries in the Schengen Area are able to travel freely acrossnational boundaries, as there are no passport controls at their commonborders. This enables much less complication for bands’ touring, as well as

Gregor: (23, male) is a student in Utrecht who plays with This Routine isHell and has toured with other bands including Sweet Empire.
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for scene participants to attend gigs and experience punk outside theNetherlands.
In the late twentieth century the Netherlands was a populardestination for migrant workers and their families, and for asylum seekers.The 1950s onwards saw successive waves of immigration particularly fromformer Dutch colonies, Mediterranean countries and former Socialist states(Siegel and de Neubourg, 2011). As will be highlighted in section 4.4, this hasresulted in a number of punk participants with backgrounds and sceneconnections in other countries. This affects their own experiences of punkbut has also shaped punk itself both in the Netherlands and abroad (Lohman,2013).
These various geographical and socio-political structures inform theway in which participants relate to the spatial, thereby affecting the mannerin which they create a sense of space, or myth of place (Shields, 1991). Mostnotably this can be seen in how different locations in the Netherlands havedifferent levels of access to processes of mobility, affecting the way in whichparticipants understand the existence of a local punk scene. In the hyper-connected ‘core’ cities the ease of mobility has led to a breaking down of localboundaries as participants understand the space of their scene to be wideand porous. In the more distant north participants’ lower levels of mobilitycreate a local identity in which they understand themselves as peripheral tothe rest of the country. These findings will be further elaborated below.
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A notable additional feature of today’s hyper-connected world is theInternet. Whilst this resource is drawn on extensively by Dutch punks, it didnot overly feature in discussions of either their mobility or connectivity. Itwas occasionally mentioned as a facilitator for easier long distancecommunication, especially in regards to organising tours. However, in thisregard it has replaced, or added to, communication by phone or post. In thissense the Internet has not facilitated a change in either the forms thatmobility take nor the way in which punks thereby construct their sense ofplace. As this chapter focuses on forms of mobility, the Internet will notfeature as a point of discussion.
Travelling participants

The structural factors outlined above shape not only participants’ sense ofplace, but also the very nature of the ‘Dutch’ punk scene. The ease of mobilityin a small and well-connected country has resulted in a great deal ofmovement between various locations for ‘scene interactions’ which will beoutlined below.
A number of participants talk of travelling regularly in order to attendgigs. On the Saturday prior to being interviewed, Theo had travelled from hishome in Amsterdam to see TSOL play in Eindhoven. Sander also lives inAmsterdam, but will go to, ‘Nijmegen, Utrecht, Tilburg, if it's a really big band,then we'll hop in the car or on the train, no problem’. Lotte also says that she
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will regularly travel for a gig. Indeed this was a practice in which Iparticipated during fieldwork.
Just as participants are willing to travel beyond their local area inorder to attend a show, they will also on occasion travel to another country tosee bands play. Although, ‘then it has to be something quite special,sometimes we'll go to Antwerp, or Oberhausen or something’ (Sander).Jasper was at the time considering a gig trip to Hamburg, and Bart anovernight trip to Berlin to follow a favourite band on tour.

Travelling outside one’s local town in order to attend a gig issomething which seems commonplace. However, it holds significance fortheorisation on the nature of subcultural development. Traditional, locallybounded studies tend either to ignore this phenomenon or play it down, butsuch frequent gig trips play an active part in affecting the development of thescene, and furthermore contribute to the disintegration of the ‘local’.
The role of travelling is discussed by Hodkinson (2002) with regard toUK goth. Travel to other places in the UK30 happened primarily for big clubnights. Goth gigs are a less frequent occurrence than is the case within punk,although when they do occur they also attract ‘translocal’ crowds. Theculmination of this is the annual Whitby Gothic Weekend: an event which is a

30 Hodkinson (2002) does not discuss international travel, although he does mentionBritish goth nights that are popular with visitors from abroad.

Jasper: (23, male) is a student in Groningen who plays with KensingtonArms.
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key meeting place for goths from all over the UK (and abroad). Thesetranslocal goths are mobile in a different way to the Dutch punks for whomtravel is more part of their regular subcultural activity. ‘Regular club nights[…] tended to attract a minority of travelling goths, but mostly from withintheir region. [… M]ore goths travelled greater distance for less-frequentevents’ (101-2). By contrast, even the smallest Dutch punk events may drawtheir audience from a variety of locations.
The mobility of the Dutch punk scene can further be seen in the waythat some bands are able to draw members from across the Netherlands, or,indeed, beyond.  When Planet Eyelash were formed, they were initially basedin Groningen: three of the four members lived there, with one travelling torehearsals from nearby Leeuwarden. But the members of the band all leftGroningen and by the time they sought a fifth member, being from Groningenno longer mattered. They could instead concentrate on finding the rightperson for the band.
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Figure 1: ‘Everyone has their own train’ (Lisa).Map showing the locations of the members of Planet Eyelash.Map edited by author (Nations Online Project, no date).
Bart and Gregor’s bands have similarly been ‘national’ groups. Barttravelled an hour from Nijemegen to Diemen for his band practices. WhenGregor’s band began all of the members were based in Wageningen; theythen spread out to Nijmegen, Utrecht and Amersfoort, before finally allsettling in Utrecht together. Vitamin X, considered one of the bigger and moresuccessful ‘Dutch’ hardcore bands of the moment, has members who live inboth the Netherlands and Germany.
Mobility changes the makeup of the audience at a gig, which bringsinto question the very notion of what constitutes the ‘local’. Bart talks of the
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overlap in people who attend gigs in Eindhoven and Nijmegen: ‘[inEindhoven] you actually bump into the same people as you meet in Nijmegen,well, the Netherlands are small, aren't they?’ When asked about the scene inUtrecht, Gregor questioned the very notion of an Utrecht punk scene; ‘oh well,there are of course a few places where there is the occasional gig but in anycase, you always get the same people coming and often […] people fromNijmegen turn up and from Amsterdam and there is a sort of a solid base ofpeople coming to the shows’ (Gregor). For these participants it does notmake much sense to talk of a local scene beyond the physical venues in whichparticipation may take place.
The internal connectivity of the Dutch punk scene manifests itself,therefore, in a lack of identification with ideas of the ‘local’. The lack of ‘local’scenes creates a greater homogeneity in punk on a national level. This putsthe Dutch scene in contrast with the way in which punk has developed inlarger, less well-connected countries such as the United States or Russia. Inthese places, there is much greater diversity between punk from differentregions or even cities. The Unites States has, historically, produced manyvariations of punk, with very distinct forms of hardcore emerging inCalifornia (a first wave of stripped down, political, masculine music), in the(white) suburbs of Washington D.C. (where collective and DIY approacheswere foregrounded and straight edge first emerged), and in New York (whereWashington D.C.’s brand of straight edge hardcore was combined with metal)(Thompson, 2004). In Russia far flung cities have bred very different scenes.Vorkuta (an ex-Gulag mining city in the Arctic north with rapid
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deindustrialisation and depopulation) has a small scene notable for the highlevels of crossover between alternative scenes. St. Petersburg (theeconomically strong ex-capital) has many vibrant ‘subscenes’ where variousgenres and activisms intersect. Krasnodar (a city in the south with a strongagricultural and tourism based economy) has a large alternative scene whichhas been strongly influenced by punk (Pilkington, 2014b).
There is recognition amongst participants that this mobility is notalways a positive feature of the scene. Mobility, coupled with highly activepromoters, produces a number of drawbacks: ‘if you want to there’s morethan enough shows to go to, I just can’t make all of them – unfortunately – […]every night that you go out you spend money on the entrance and then afterthat you spend money on drinks and I can’t afford it’ (Theo). I regularly heardthe complaint (coupled with the recognition of this as an inherentlyprivileged ‘problem’) of there being ‘too many gigs’. ‘[S]ometimes there is a[gig] in Amsterdam and in Nijmegen, [and one in] Utrecht and then […] allthose people who normally go to everything then have to choose and you'llend up having a lot of gigs with twenty [people] watching’ (Gregor). The ‘toomany gigs’ phenomenon is particularly problematic during a scene’s ‘lull’ (seeChapter 3). More of those involved with punk at such a time are running andplaying at the gigs themselves, leaving attendance scarce: particularly whenattendees have so many options of gigs within travelling distance. This setsthe scene in the geographically compact and well connected Netherlands asrather different to many other places where there is a greater tendencytowards local shows attended by local punks (Thompson, 2004).
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Peripheral locality

As noted by Massey (1993) and Pries (2005) mobility is not evenlydistributed. Instead mobility privileges the most connected cities, such asthose in the centre of the Netherlands. This creates a phenomenon by which,there still exist ‘core’ and ‘peripheral’ cities within a rhizomic Dutch scene. Itwas notable that in Groningen, which is two to three hours’ travel from manyother ‘core’ Dutch cities, there was a distinct feeling of isolation from the restof the Netherlands. Whilst Groningen may be ‘peripheral’ to other Dutchcities, it also held a ‘core’ position within the northern region of theNetherlands, with punks from nearby Leeuwarden positioning Groningen astheir centre.
Lisa had lived in and participated in the punk scenes of both Nijmegenand Groningen and was able to compare how their locations within thecountry affected the scene. ‘Groningen is a bit more … isolated. […] I have theimpression that for instance during the week there are not so many bandsplaying, just in the weekend. Here in Nijmegen there are a lot more, that'sbecause you can travel here so easily from Arnhem or Utrecht or wherever’(Lisa).
This isolation has had a complex impact on Groningen; indeed, there isevidence that its peripherality has bred a greater sense of locality. It was theonly place where I conducted fieldwork that participants felt there was adistinctly different scene from the rest of the country. Ruben, Lotte and Kostaall mentioned a distinct ‘Northern’, or ‘Groningense’ scene, with Bram
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commenting ‘I think everyone here will tell you the same, [the] Groningenpunk scene is nothing like the rest of Holland’ (Bram). (For a discussion ofNorthern peripherality affecting locality in punk, see Pilkington (2014c) inrelation to punks in Vorkuta, Russia).

Whilst it did not seem that participants based in Groningen were any
less connected than those based elsewhere, their connections tended to bewith others beyond – rather than within – the Netherlands (see section 4.3).Moreover it was the only place where there seemed to be a much strongerday-to-day community based around punk (although my fieldwork period inGroningen was particularly short, see section 2.5). This community wasbased around the punk and rock bar Crowbar (the crowd had only recentlysettled here, having moved from Simplon in the 1980s-1990s, to Café Veraand then to Crowbar), where punks would meet many times a week.Participation seemed higher here than elsewhere in the Netherlands. InGroningen, a number of punks discussed the importance of supporting their
local scene. In Groningen, therefore, there was a distinct sense of place(Shields, 1991) in which locality – and pride in that locality – wasemphasised.

Kosta: (44, male) is an art and music curator, who has played in bandsincluding Revolt and the Refugees, and written zines. He grew up inSerbia and is now based in Amsterdam. He has also lived in Groningen(where he worked at Simplon and Café Vera) and Berlin, Germany.
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Mobility therefore creates rhizomic networks nationally across thecountry. However, hierarchies between ‘core’ and ‘peripheral’ locationsremain. Moreover, mobility affects participants’ constructions of ‘locally’bounded scenes, actively erasing the sense of the local where mobility is high,and contributing to a stronger ‘local’ scene where it is not.
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4.3 Touring and the Building of Relationships

The mobility of punks is reflected in the touring practices of Dutch bands.This form of mobility is often founded upon personal translocal ortransnational connections with other punks around the country, continent, orglobe. These practices form wider rhizomic connections through whichparticular cultural practices may be intersubjectively developed. Hodkinson(2002) suggests that just as ‘travelling participants [(of UK goth)] were allliable to influence and be influenced by their counterparts in other areas ofthe country. […] The national and sometimes international tours of evensmall goth bands provided further translocal influence’ (106-7). Touring istherefore a key facet to cultural flow.
This section will describe international touring practices of Dutchbands. It will first highlight how structural similarities between scenes inNorth West Europe foster greater connectivity and mobility. It then unpickshow this feeds into and perpetuates a core-periphery hierarchy that extends

across Europe. A discussion of how touring practices extend beyond Europewill focus on the crucial aspect of personal global relationships betweenpunks in order to facilitate tours, and consider the implications for a Dutchscene that has such a globally connected position.
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Touring in Europe

Touring bands in the Netherlands often find themselves playing outside thecountry very rapidly. This is partly due to the small nature of both the sceneand the country; ‘Holland is too small [to do shows every weekend]’ (Theo).Larry charts the rapidity with which his band played further and furtherafield: ‘[a]fter the first demo we started playing outside of our own town. Andthen after our first album we started playing all over the country andeventually we went to other countries’; ‘our first gig abroad was in Belgiumin Oostende and we really did a lot of gigs in Belgium’; ‘we went to England,well we had some shows in France, […] But we also went to Germany,Austria, Slovenia, Italy, Switzerland, Hungary, Poland, Romania [for] one gig,Slovakia, Norway and Sweden’ (Larry). Larry’s band started off playing a few‘nearby’ international gigs before very quickly expanding to play gigs across alarge portion of Europe.
The historical connections and communication between punks, rootedin the squatting scene’s networks (see Chapter 3) mean that it is easy forpunks to travel (Owens, 2013) and for a ‘young’ band to get gigs abroad: ‘wehad an attitude of “yeah lets first focus on where we already have a base”,mainly Benelux and Germany’ (Sander).  The sharing of internationalconnections means that an overwhelming majority of the bands that featurein this project have toured at least in North West Europe. Even a small, short-lived band such as Jolanda’s first group, who never recorded their music,toured ‘once five days in the Netherlands and Belgium, and once we went to
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Germany for two days’ (Jolanda). For some bands, dates played abroad weresuch a regular occurrence that they weren’t seen as anything special. ‘We doodd days here and there too, but I don’t really count those!’ (Gregor).

Whilst Groningen is somewhat disconnected in the Dutch punkcontext, it is not disconnected from international networks. The scene inGroningen maintains especially close ties with Oldenburg in Germany, dueboth to historical connections and its proximity31. This foothold in Germanyaffects Groningen bands’ touring opportunities. Compared to other Dutchbands, Groningen punks tend to tour internationally in Germany before theyhave toured much in the Netherlands itself: ‘you can compare [Groningen] alot more with the German punk scene, which is not that weird because we’remore or less on the border. […] None of our bands played a lot in Hollandeither, we always went over the border straight away’ (Bram). Not only doesBram note how proximity affects touring chances, but also how this affectsGroningen punks’ sense of place: as closer in identity as well as in distance toGermany’s punks. Local identity and transnational connections both affectthe rhizomic network. Bram’s observation was backed up by the regularitywith which participants discussed touring in Germany and other
31 130km from Groningen to Oldenburg, compared to 180km between Groningenand Amsterdam.

Jolanda: (28, female) is a social worker in Groningen. She has played witha number of bands including Human Corrosion and Noodweer.
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neighbouring countries (Suzanne, Maarten, Jacob, Ruben, Jaap, Henk, Bram,Wim).

Andre pointed out the importance of structural factors that helpsupport punk and which also work to facilitate communication andhomogeneity. He identifies a number of countries in North West Europe withsimilar traditions in regards to culture and live music: Germany, Austria,Switzerland, the Netherlands and Belgium. These countries, all of whichAndre and his band have toured extensively, share similar traditions ofgovernment-subsidised art, culture, and youth centres. These youth centresare often run by young volunteers and regularly put on shows, giving newgenerations the skills needed to run events well. Moreover, the countries alsoshare similar (Dutch, see Chapter 3) models of large cultural squats that arecentral to the punk scene in terms of providing living space and gig venues,and enabling the mobility and connectivity that comes with touring.
The centrality of squats for live music and culture has also played arole in driving up the quality of non-squat facilities, which need to providesimilar amenities in order to compete. Andre explains that: ‘Most venues [inGermany] also have somewhere to sleep, they have a backstage and theymake sure you have free beer backstage and there is a kitchen’ (Andre). Thismeans that it is relatively easy for promoters to run events cheaply,

Maarten: (50, male) works at Café Vera in Groningen. He has played andtoured with a number of bands including Jammah Tammah.
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something that is important in a subculture that has a complicatedrelationship with commercialism (Dale, 2012; O’Hara, 1999) and where highticket prices are frowned upon. Andre describes the squat history and statesponsored youth centres as the ‘two legs’ which hold up the scene. Themobility of participants and bands throughout the Benelux and Germaniccountries of North West Europe, coupled with some structural similaritieshas led to a well-integrated and well-connected scene in which new bandsare able to very quickly become ‘international touring bands’.
Andre notes the differences between the structures available topromoters in North West Europe compared with elsewhere in the continent.A less developed squatting movement, along with fewer subsidies to supportculture, affects the punk scene. In France or Italy it is common for a smallpunk band to play in a bar as tailored venues are too expensive. The use ofbars often means that whilst the promoter doesn’t always have to pay for thegig space, the lack of extra facilities (such as bedrooms and kitchen space)leads to other costs for running events. This increases the financial risk ofpromoting punk events, ultimately impacting on the scene.
A number of research participants discussed their experiences oftouring beyond affluent North West Europe. Andre noted the markeddifference between gigs in Northern and Southern Italy in similar terms tothe way a few participants (Gregor, Larry) talked about Eastern Europe: asthe area was poorer, it was harder for a promoter to make money enough to
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pay bands to cover their travel cost. As a result, Dutch bands don’t tour thereas often.
This inequality does not just affect North Western bands’ touringprospects, but also impacts the bands which come out of these scenes. Forbands from Eastern Europe, where the average income is significantly lowerthan in the Netherlands, it is harder to cover the costs of touring even inNorth West Europe. During fieldwork I did not see a single band from EasternEurope. Conversely, I saw a number of bands from other Benelux andGermanic countries, as well as from Scandinavia.
These structural inequalities set up another hierarchical relationshipbetween an affluent ‘core’ in North Western Europe with a goodinfrastructure to support the scene, and the ‘peripheral’ rest of Europe whosescenes do not have access to these resources. ‘For it does seem that mobilityand control over mobility both reflect and reinforce power. It is not simply aquestion of unequal distribution, that some people move more than others,some have more control than others. It is that the mobility and control ofsome groups can actively weaken other people’ (Massey, 1993: 62). Unevencultural flow actively affects both ‘core’ and ‘peripheral’ countries.
Conversely Dutch bands who did tour Eastern Europe tended to enjoythese gigs above others. The lower instance of gigs (especially featuringtouring bands) meant that attendees were more likely to make a particulareffort to enjoy their evening. Bands often received warm responses from thecrowd; Maxim described the audience in Russia as ‘wild’ and ‘enthusiastic’.
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For some participants this was reason enough to tour further afield, despitethe financial losses. Larry commented, ‘you'll make a loss but you will reallyhave a great time. People also really appreciate you take the trouble to come’(Larry).
Menno describes two illegal gigs with The Ex in Socialist EasternEurope in the 1980s (at a time when punk was banned) as the best in his life;the energy surpassed anything he’d ever experience before or since. Thecrowd’s enjoyment and his experience of meeting people living in theCommunist Bloc was perhaps particularly influential for Menno, who hadpreviously labelled the Rondos’ politics as ‘communist’ (see Lohman, 2013).We see therefore how cultural flow affects not just subculture but also otherfacets of life, such as political engagement (see Chapter 6).

Touring beyond Europe

Touring beyond mainland Europe is more complicated due to the necessaryextra preparations. Although bands tour more distant countries lessfrequently, this still forms an important moment in the life of a band. TheUnited States, in particular, is a draw for many of those involved in the Dutchpunk scene. This may be due to the way that American punk has dominatedthe global scene for many years with various waves of hardcore and theirdominance of pop punk. With such a mythological status, the United States
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becomes a highly desirable place to tour, therefore reinforcing its status as a‘core’ punk scene.
The Groningen scene has well-established links with the Americas.Connections have been made, particularly with the United States, byGroningen-based individuals. One particular relationship has shaped both thetouring opportunities for later generations of punks, and particular musicalforms that punk has taken in Groningen.
A connection with Portland’s Dead Moon originated when those whoworked at Groningen’s Café Vera decided to bring them over for a special gig.In order to celebrate the city’s 925th Anniversary, money had been providedfor cultural endeavours, giving those at Café Vera the freedom to indulgethemselves with gigs that they would ordinarily not be able to afford to puton.

We flew in Dead Moon, our most favourite unknown band, fromPortland, Oregon [for the release gig]. They came to Europe for one gigonly, and that was here. And since then they played about twenty times.[…] They always started the[ir] tour[s] in the cellar bar with like [a] freesecret gig, but of course all the people… knew [about] it. It was alwayspacked and sweaty and they [would] play for two and a half hours. Andthe last gig of the tour was [always] in the main hall. [… ]They playedlike thirteen times in the main hall and about maybe nine times in thedownstairs (Jaap).
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It was this musical connection that resulted in a transatlanticfriendship between members of Dead Moon, the rest of Portland’s ‘punkhearted’ ‘rock and roll’ scene (Jaap), and individuals in Groningen. Itfacilitated visits and tours in both directions; and thereby enabled thecreation of yet further networks of contacts.
In 1992 Jacob and Jaap travelled to America to play at their friends’(Fred and Toody from Dead Moon) 25th Wedding Anniversary party. Theythen toured the USA’s West Coast. Wim and Bram also discussed Americanconnections stemming from a joint tour undertaken by Fleas and Lice and theBoycot in 1998. They started in Canada and travelled down America’s EastCoast before finishing the tour in Mexico.
The personal relationships that have flourished with theseconnections have further shaped the Groningen punk scene. The interest inDead Moon’s style of punk rock ‘n’ roll in Groningen meant that Café Veraalso booked bands such as The Gun Club, who are mentioned by threeparticipants as particularly influential to both their tastes and those in thewider local scene (Lotte). This heightened interest in rock ‘n’ roll influencedpunk was something that was particular to the Groningen scene whencompared to the rest of the Netherlands. Indeed, this musical differentiationfrom the rest of the country was one of the markers by which Kosta noted theGroningen scene as particularly local. Its embeddedness in global culturalflows and the specificity of important personal relationships helps to defineGroningen’s sense of locality. Moreover, we see an instance of how punk’s
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meaning can shift by intersubjective sharing through differentcommunication interlocks.
The contested importance of locality within globalized musicalpractices, and the relationship between a city and the production of andpromotion of its ‘sound’, has been discussed in depth by S. Cohen in relationto Liverpool (2007). These themes have been further explored in Lashua etal.’s (2014) book, Sounds and the City which recognises that these localitiesaffect global practice just as globality affects the local: ‘the increasingmobility of individuals, cultural practice, and ideas, and the emergence ofglobal networks such as the Internet, made popular music places morecommon and yet more diverse. In this century, popular music has become aleisure form that seems to transcend borders and it has reshaped thepostmodern city’ (5).
Touring mobility becomes a form of rhizomic cultural flow in whichGroningen’s local punk is shared globally, and punk from elsewhere shapesthe Groningen scene in turn. Moreover, these historical connections impactlater generations’ touring opportunities. Whereas non-Groningen basedAndre commented that, ‘America is really hard to go to for a tour’ (Andre),Jolanda reports that (for the Groningen bands that she knows), ‘there arevery many bands who go on tour to America really quickly’ (Jolanda).
Practices of touring are based on the intersection of structural factorsthat constrain and allow touring, and the personal connections betweenindividuals. As highlighted by the example of Groningen and the United
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States, opportunities to play abroad are often based on contacts that thescene has. These build up over time. Menno describes how, when he playedwith the Rondos in the 1970s the Dutch scene was relatively isolated fromthe rest of the world, mediated only by the (punk) travellers that did passthrough, letters to foreign bands, and imported LPs and fanzines. The Rondosplayed the majority of their gigs in the Netherlands. By the time Mennoplayed with The Ex between 1985 and 1987, however, he only performed
outside the Netherlands. He describes how the punk scene had become betterconnected throughout the world. This ‘community’ came into its own throughlooking after bands and putting on performances for bands worldwide. Itseems therefore that global punk touring practices emerged after the ‘first’wave of punk was over, and as punk became more rooted in squatting cultureand DIY practices.

Processes of reciprocation feed into touring practices and thepersonal relationships and connections that develop. Many of theparticipants of this research not only are in bands that have toured abroad,but also have acted as promoters who have brought foreign bands to play inthe Netherlands. ‘'I think there are also a lot of bands […] from Nijmegen whotour abroad, so in that way they also make contacts. And then they set up agig for a foreign band in the hope they can play somewhere else through [thatconnection]' (Lisa). Erik similarly took a very pragmatic approach to this:
If people help me out then I’ll help them out even if they aren’t friendsof mine. So if they do a show for [my band] Kensington Arms, I do a
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show for them, that’s my policy. And of course when you are on tourwith bands and you come back home you get a lot of emails frombands that you met on tour […] and then it depends if I see the value init. [If] they can do shows for me then I’ll do it […] but I have to getsomething from that too cos I want to have cos I want to let my ownband grow too, that’s the that’s why I do it (Erik).

Processes of reciprocation are therefore important in the punk scene,particularly amongst DIY networks. This can also be seen in Ventsel’s (2008)work on reciprocation in the alternative punk economy in Germany.
Whilst accounts from my participants focused largely on the normalityof travelling to events such as gigs, the travelling process of bands touring ismore embedded in subcultural and social practices of affect. Hollows andMilestone (1998) discuss the way in which the Northern Soul scene in the UKis based around travel, with participants gathering infrequently for events atparticular locations. This constructs the process of travelling as part ofsubcultural practice and the building of affective bonds between members.
This is further reflected in the number of participants who wouldspend extra time on tour with other bands, usually friends’ bands, going alongin any capacity in which they could. Gregor and Bart have gone on otherbands’ tours to help with the driving. Lotte toured for 10 years with Zeke and

Erik: (29, male) lives in Leeuwarden. He runs a record label and acts as apromoter and plays in Kensington Arms and The Forrester Soundtrack.
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Motörhead selling merchandise and acting as band manager: ‘yeah, it’s a goodlife’ (Lotte). And Jeroen will fulfil whatever a touring band needs: ‘It depends;tour manager, driver, merch. It really depends on which band, that's maybemy “thing”  in punk. […] MDC or GBH are bands with whom I have toured aswell [...] you get to see all aspects of it’ (Jeroen).
Some, such as Jeroen, enjoyed touring in order to see as many sides ofpunk and as many places as possible. Indeed many participants, when askedabout where they had toured, would reel off a list of countries they had‘collected’, ‘I think I’ve had every country [in Europe], except Ireland’(Jeroen).
Primarily however, touring is about building relationships. Thesociability was remarked upon, as was the opportunity to spend time withother ‘like-minded people’ (Jacob). Mark noted how much he enjoyed gettingto the bottom of how ‘punk’ can be understood differently and why this was(see Chapter 5). Lotte described how important it was for her to have friendsall over the world, borne out of connections from the Groningen punk scene.
That's the nice thing about the punk scene here, there are a lot ofconnections with England, Ireland, Scotland, a lot of people who knoweach other. [...] Many friends and from all over the place, also Americaand Germany. That's the nice thing about the punk scene; if someonedrops by like ‘I am a friend of such and such and I need somewehereto stay’ - yeah it's a really nice scene (Lotte).
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Certainly these experiences suggest that in this sense the Dutch sceneis similar to those in Russia where ‘[f]riendship is central to punk belonging;arguably it is the primary affective bond on scenes’ (Pilkington et al., 2014:200). Moreover, there’s the potential of all the bonds that you have not yetmade: the knowledge that punks you haven’t yet met are also your friends.
Touring and travelling for gigs, both nationally and internationally,forms an important part of subcultural activity for those involved in punk inthe Netherlands. High levels of mobility are supported by a variety of factors,including the size and wealth of the country and its good transportconnections. This feeds into the connections that are made on a personallevel between participants in various locations. These relationships help aidfurther mobility, and thus affect the manner in which cultural practicesspread and are shared across distances. Influences are drawn from an everwider array of people and places, altering the nature of punk. Differencesbetween ‘centres’ and ‘peripheries’ in some instances become lesspronounced through the connectivity and mobility of the participants;however, structural inequalities can also foster greater divides.
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4.4 Resettlement

An important part of mobility in a globalised world, beyond more mundaneor everyday travelling practices, are processes of – and opportunities for –migration and resettlement. As discussed in Chapter 1, for Appadurai (1996)this was a key aspect to modern forms of globalisation. Whereas people’smigration and the role of this in transporting and spreading cultural formswas nothing new, Appadurai argued that the level of it was. Much has beenwritten on the effects of immigration on culture (Hall, 1990; Hannerz, 1992;Appadurai, 1996), however this has often focused on music (or other culturalforms) that reinforce migrant or diasporic identities, particularly in a newlocale. For example, Hebdige (1979) discusses Rastafarian culture in the UK,and Dudrah (2002) focuses on British Bhangra.
Little research focuses on migrants who don’t participate in culturalforms related to their heritage. However, a few exceptions show that this is acrucial area for further research.  Miller (2010) studied migrants’ adoption ofblue jeans as a marker of a ‘post-identity’ expression of ordinariness ratherthan a staking out of their difference. Hall (1990) noted that cultural identityis rooted in past, present, and future. Shared cultural roots may form oneaspect of cultural identity (in the case of his study, that of the black diaspora),but crucial intersections with new positions and future possibilities placethese migrant identities as open to change. Hall and Miller offer theopportunity to understand migrants’ cultural identity as in flux and therebyopen up the possibility of the adoption or adaptation of new cultural markers
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– or non-markers – after resettling. Migrants need not participate in culturalforms related to their heritage in order to bring new cultural understandingsto bear on their new social worlds.
In further unpicking the role of migration and other forms ofmovement, it is crucial to understand the importance of the individual andtheir body to cultural formation. ‘To be located, culture also has to be

embodied’ (Casey, 1996: 34). Culture is thus located as inextricably linked tothe body. We therefore need to interrogate how these bodies move and carryculture between locations, shaping those locations as they enter them. Anindividual who was involved in punk in one country and relocates will bringwith them alternative understandings of what punk can be, shifting andbroadening the possibilities for punk intersubjectively with their new punkcontacts. Moreover, if the individual in question retains links andrelationships with those still residing in their former locations, that culturalflow may move in more than one direction (Lohman, 2013). This section willuncover how processes of international and national resettlement haveaffected the Dutch punk scene.
Within the Netherlands

One of the most common reasons for resettlement amongst participants wasin order to study. Discussion of this was especially prevalent amongst thoseparticipants who were in their mid-to-late twenties. The majority of
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participants of this age group had either been to – or were currently studyingat – university. This reserves this form of mobility for those who tend to befrom a privileged background (see Chapters 2 and 6). For most this involvedmoving to their chosen university city. Indeed, many of the key locations forthis research were also university towns. Andre discussed the impact of theuniversity on Nijmegen’s punk scene: ‘one way or another, because there is auniversity, lots of young people come here and that’s good for a scene and areason that people remain settled here’ (Andre). The importance of the punkscene in their university town was mentioned by a few of the researchparticipants. Some, as Andre predicts, get involved and remain in the city forthe scene. For others it is the scene itself that affects university choice.
Lisa had applied for her PhD study in three cities, but said ‘I did thinkbeforehand, “Nijmegen, that has a lot of cool punk bands”, and also becauseNijmegen is politically far left I thought, “that’s surely a town where I will feelat home”’ (Lisa). This was even more of an important factor in Lotte’sdecision; ‘I really came to Groningen for the music scene, for the city. Twentyyears ago […] I really wanted to study journalism but you couldn't [studythat] in Groningen. But I really wanted to go to Groningen so I came touniversity here and studied Dutch language and linguistics [instead]’ (Lotte).Andre, after studying in Maastricht, moved to Nijmegen due to bandcommitments. Basing these choices on punk highlights the commitment onthe part of the participant to the scene, contributing to their authenticity,according to the markers developed by Widdicombe and Wooffitt (1990) (see
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section 1.6). These decisions would impact the scene due to the newrelationships and connections that would be created after each resettlement.
Those participants who were or had been part of the squatting scenewere also particularly mobile. Squatting comes with a low level of housingsecurity; even when squatting was legal in the Netherlands squats often had ashort life span. The more permanent squats had revolving doors in terms ofresidents. As a result of this instability, squatters would relocate regularly.Whilst this was often within the same city, a lack of ties rooted in their choiceto squat afforded individuals many more opportunities to relocate nationallyor internationally. Luka, Wouter and Sander have lived in squats across theNetherlands. Marieke talks of the ease of moving to Amsterdam when shewas already connected to the squat scene in Arnhem: ‘I just [hitchhiked] tothe biggest squat in Amsterdam […] and asked “have you got room?” Haha! Iknew people indirectly; someone had said “well if you ask if so-and-so is athome then it'll be okay”’ (Marieke). Similarly to Lotte, above, Marieke wasable to rely on an extended friendship network of squatters and punks.
For Johan and Mark, their experiences of living abroad were tied upwith their positions in the squat scenes. Johan had spent most of his adult lifemoving between squats, both throughout the Netherlands, and beyond.Initially he was involved in the hippy counter culture, before becoming a‘freak’ in the 1970s. Just before discovering punk he was living in an artists’commune in Italy, keeping in contact with the Dutch cultural world via radio,newspapers and books. Mark also spent most of his life moving between
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squats, within the Netherlands, across Europe and also in America. In theearly 1990s he spent two and a half years living in New York. During thistime he was able to form many new connections, keen to learn from otherparticipants how squatting and punk were differently interpreted in differentplaces. ‘[It’s always intrigued me that] all these things happen but they’re allslightly different and people go about them differently. The codes in punkrock were slightly different [in different places] – and the aesthetics. In someplaces it’s perfectly fine for the goths to hang out with the punks and in othercities that’s unthinkable’ (Mark). Punk had emerged differently within thesedifferent communication interlocks. However, in being mobile and able toresettle, these punks are able to forge embodied (Casey, 1996) connectionsbetween scenes, becoming an added node through which intersubjectivesubcultural understandings emerge. They influence the cultural contexts ineach new location they go to as new experiences interact with the old.
International resettlement

The ease of resettlement within the European Union, as well as a welcomingimmigration policies for much of the twentieth century, meant that a numberof participants had experiences of living in other countries for extendedperiods of time. Some, such as Johan and Mark, were Dutch citizens livingabroad; others resettled to the Netherlands. Each of these participants havehad their experience and understanding of (punk) culture altered by these
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new influences, bringing new dimensions to their participation in theNetherlands.
For a couple of participants, the opportunity to live abroad was as partof their university studies. Lisa resided in Ghent, Belgium for six months,marking the occasion by organising her first punk gig as a leaving party. Daantalks about his study trip to Russia in 1991-1992 in terms of the way in whichhe felt his straight edge identity and politics were challenged (Lohman,2013). He returned home and told his bandmate (of the straight edge,communist band, Man Lifting Banner) that ‘straight edge is dead’. Daan feltthat such identity politics were fruitless in the face of real poverty and needin the former Soviet Union. Thus the shape of punk in the Netherlands wassubtly altered by Daan’s experience abroad.
Lotte’s experience of living abroad came through her involvement inpunk. After booking a tour for English punk band The X-Rays, she fell in love,and began a relationship with a member of the band, moving to Nottinghamas a result. During this time she got involved in the UK punk scene andsolidified some of the links between Groningen and the UK.
Lisa, Daan, Lotte, Johan and Mark all talk of their time living abroad ashaving important influences on their lives. By reconnecting with the scene inthe Netherlands on their return, these international influences permeate theDutch scene.
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There are also examples of individuals who have relocated to theNetherlands whose life trajectories have influenced their punk participation.As highlighted earlier, much has been written on the effects of immigrationon culture, but little attention has been focused on subcultural participation.
Maxim’s formative experiences were in Russia, but he moved at theage of thirteen so his teenage years were spent in Amsterdam. He attended aschool for the children of migrants from all over the world to learn Dutch,and it was through this international group of friends that Maxim firstdiscovered punk. As a group they became involved with the local Amsterdamscene.
Luka moved to Amsterdam during the break-up of Yugoslavia. He wasnineteen when he moved, and had first discovered and become involved withpunk seven years earlier in his home town of Belgrade. Thus, when hebecame involved in Dutch punk, he was drawing on years of experience inparticipating, organising gigs and making fanzines. He talks of beingdisappointed to discover that when he first moved to Amsterdam there wasrelatively little going on compared both to Belgrade and to his expectations.
I kind of thought ‘oo Amsterdam, BGK and all those old bands werefrom here and with all the squats it must be like a lot of thingshappening, a lot of shows, a lot of people going on in this music’. WhenI moved here there was like nothing going on, there was a few peopledoing a few things, a few people from the older generations you know.Very few younger kids (Luka).
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However, within a few years he was part of a young and highly activepunk scene in Amsterdam. Vitamin X, the band he formed with Maxim, hasbecome one of the Netherlands’ foremost straight edge hardcore bands.
Kosta, like Luka, was a little older when he left Serbia in 1991. He hadbeen involved in punk in Serbia for twelve years before he left for a short stayin Berlin, followed by ten years in Groningen. He had been in Amsterdam foralmost ten years again when this research was conducted. He also describedencountering very different forms of punk upon moving to the Netherlands.The scene in Serbia in the 1980s was characterized by a wider state socialistcontext in which openly displaying a ‘punk identity’ (or indeed anysubcultural affiliation) carried with it a heightened risk that was not part ofthe Western punk scene. The threat of trouble with the authorities required agreater dedication on the part of those who were involved.
Nico first got involved with punk in Portugal. He moved to theNetherlands at the age of twenty-eight, ten years prior to the interview. Hecontinues to apply a punk ethic to every aspect of his life (see Chapter 6).

For these participants, punk played a significant role in helping themintegrate into their new community. For Maxim it was through his identity asa migrant learning the local language that he discovered punk, and throughpunk that he got to know others with similar experiences, along with many

Nico: (38, male) runs a ‘punk’ bike shop in Amsterdam. He is originallyfrom Portugal.
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others of all backgrounds. For Luka, Kosta and Nico punk formed a constantin a time of upheaval, although all talk of marked differences between theirexperiences of punk in their countries of origin and their experiences of punkin the Netherlands. Having already acquired knowledge of ‘how to be a punk’,and therefore already possessing subcultural capital (Thornton, 1995), theywere quickly accepted into new social groups. These participants all becameinvolved in the Dutch punk scene, bringing to it their own understanding ofwhat punk is. This illustrates Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1987] 2003) argumentthat cultural rhizomes allow for individually specific iterations of punk whilstdrawing on a common ‘root structure’.
The continued contact that participants maintained with people whoremained in Russia, Serbia and Portugal adds yet another level of culturalconnectedness. These contacts enabled Vitamin X’s tours in Russia.Meanwhile, Kosta now regularly organises cultural exchanges betweenSerbia and the Netherlands, and has used his connections to promotetransnational music and art events for the Anti War Action Foundation forFormer Yugoslavia.
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Conclusion

This chapter has argued for a more nuanced understanding of the ways inwhich cultural influence may ‘flow’ in a subculture such as punk. By drawingboth on Hannerz’s (1992) understanding of a centre/periphery, and Deleuzeand Guattari’s ([1987] 2003) ‘rhizome’ model we are able to gain a betterunderstanding of the complexity by which cultural practices areintersubjectively shared, whilst maintaining a view of the inherent inequalityof the system.
The Dutch punk scene is situated as part of a global subculture inwhich mobility, connections and relationships are important to thecommunication and spread of punk ideas and influences. Mobility has beendiscussed in various formats, from the day-to-day movements of participantsfor scene interactions, to the more exceptional experiences of touring, topractices of resettlement. It has argued that the mobility of participants is aparticular characteristic of the Dutch punk scene due to its geographicalposition, and that historical connections developed through squatting as wellas punk networks have further aided this mobility. All elements of mobilityhave been investigated in terms of the structures that allow or constrainthem as well as the impacts that  movement has on the Dutch punk scene.
The chapter also investigated how this mobility works to shapeparticipants’ understanding of the space that is ‘their’ punk scene: whetherthat is a porous, nationally connected core scene, or a local, northernperipheral scene. It has further placed the Dutch scene as a whole in a
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‘central’, privileged position in comparison to southern and eastern Europeancountries. However, it maintains that whilst core-peripheral relationships areinherently unequal and power imbalances are consistently reinforced, theseare far from one-way relationships and that culture may also flow fromperiphery to core.
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Punk Is…

Introduction

Two questions were posed to nearly every participant in this researchproject: ‘what is punk?’ and ‘are you a punk?’  Whilst it may seem paradoxicalthat an individual involved in the Dutch punk scene might have difficulty witheither of those questions, many did.
Punks, and those writing about punk, have always struggled withdefining what punk is, perhaps more so than defining what it isn’t. Countlesszines have debated it, and academics continue to suggest newconceptualisations. This chapter seeks not to define punk, per se, but toprovide an overview of the myriad of ways in which punks themselvesunderstand what punk may be. In doing so it will suggest that punk is not one

thing that can easily be defined, but is far more nebulous; definitions of punkshift over time, space, between scenes, and, crucially, between individuals.The attempt to impose a finite definition of punk is therefore in itselfproblematic.
This chapter will set out by providing an overview of the ways inwhich academic research on punk has grappled with understanding its own
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boundaries, before grouping punks’ own understandings into five categories:punk as music, the social position of punk, punk as social practice, punk as anideology, and punk as individual practice. ‘Punk is music’ is the leastcontentious of punks’ claims, although issues of what punk music is andwhether punk is more than music provoke more debate. Some punksattempted to understand what punk might be by trying to locate their placewithin – or outside of – wider society; in doing so they set out theirperspective on the ‘subculture debate’ (Chapter 1). The final three sectionscontain other definitions of punk, punk as a set of social practices includingpartying and fighting, punk as an ideology including, for example, anarchism,or punk as an individual practice in which punks seek to set themselves outas ‘different’. All have precedence within punk literature.
Avoiding the question

Before I was able to elicit an answer to the question ‘what is punk?’ mostparticipants would attempt to evade it.  Many of them found this achallenging question and expressed their frustration to me, perhaps in orderto give themselves time to think: ‘that’s an awkward question’ (Tom), ‘that’sdefinitely not a clear-cut matter’ (Lotte). Others tried to sidestep thequestion: ‘umm … you could write a whole essay on that!’ (Andre). Whilstthese Dutch punks were happy to talk around the subject of punk, defining itwas another matter.
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Participants certainly alluded to the nebulousness of punk: ‘punk? Ifind it difficult to put my finger on what that exactly is’ (Jeroen). Manysuggested that there was no one definition of punk; it was entirely possiblethat each individual would have their own ideas of what punk is. ‘It issomething different for everyone, but, well, I don’t know’ (Andre).Furthermore it was accepted that punk need not have a set of rules thatshould be applicable to all: the multiplicity of punk possibilities is part ofpunk. Theo said there are ‘different scenes, all different groups, all differentviews on what punk really is. I don’t think there’s a definition of punkpossible anyways!’(Theo). Mark suggested that this posed problems whenpunks with different ideas try to communicate or work together. When hewent to New York he found that ‘all the details didn’t mean the same things,people didn’t go about it in the same way, and there was endless confusion,talking using the same words but feeling that the [meanings] don’t connect’(Mark). Different locales further contribute to the multiplicity of punk.
For some, their own personal definitions had shifted over time. Bramanswered the question with: ‘I don’t know. You know, with punk rock Ialways – over the years – I had a lot of different definitions for it’ (Bram).Mark said that whilst perhaps he could once have defined punk, ‘[now,] Idunno anymore’ (Mark). As a younger punk he had more precise views ofwhat did and did not count as punk, but now that was far more open.
Whilst on the one hand, avoiding the question was a deflectionpractice to give respondents time to come up with an answer, on the other
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hand it fitted into wider punk practices. Resisting being defined is a part ofpunk traditions, as punks attempt to set themselves apart from wider societyand from one another (Steinholt, 2012).
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5.1 Existing Definitions of Punk

Punk has evolved, mutated, fragmented and shifted over the last fourdecades. Meanwhile, academic interest in subcultural activities has remainedstrong. Successive generations of academics continue to search for aworkable definition with which to demarcate their field of study, In a similarway, the shifting nature of punk has meant that the academy has struggled topin down what it is. Moreover, certain academic discourses (e.g. thepredominance of work addressing the early punk scene) have persisted,affecting the way in which punk continues to be understood today.
This section will serve as a brief reminder of the development of thefield of ‘punk studies’ first outlined in Chapter 1, highlighting how academicdefinitions of punk have changed in an attempt to keep up with the practicesand understandings of punks themselves.
Academic work focused on punk can be divided into (at the very least)two main ‘waves’. The first, spearheaded by Hebdige (1979), focusedparticularly on the stylistic practices of punks. This was based on a semioticanalysis of punk’s clothing and attitude, a method also followed by Laing(1985). These two works took punk to mean the subculture based aroundLondon in the mid-1970s, encapsulated particularly by the Sex Pistols andThe Clash. Three further important texts followed that maintained the focuson early UK punk, and in particular on the Sex Pistols’ art school avant-gardelineage; Marcus (1989), Nehring (1993) and Savage (1991).
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A second ‘wave’ was focused more on punk practices, and tendedtowards ethnographic methods. These studies recognise punk in a variety oflocations and guises, and often search to understand what binds the manydifferent forms that punk has taken. Within this group were those whopresented punk as bound by an ideology (Clark, 2003; O’Hara, 1999), oftenfocusing particularly on how this manifested itself in DIY and anti-capitalistor anti-corporate economic practices (Dale, 2012; Gosling, 2004; Moore,2004, 2010; O’Connor, 2008; Thompson, 2004). Other researchers focused onthe social practices of punk (Gololobov et al., 2014; Haenfler, 2006; Leblanc,1999; O’Connor, 2002, 2003, 2004; Wallach, 2008).
There has also been some work on the idea of punk as an identitycategory (Widdicombe and Wooffitt, 1990), a discourse that will bedeveloped throughout this chapter. There is a tension between viewing punkas a set of social practices and punk in terms of an individual identity.However, as will be demonstrated below, often when punks talk aboutidentity formation, they draw on (group) markers by which differentiationfrom (mainstream) society is sought (Shank, 1994). Through finding ‘their’group they are able to express the difference they feel from ‘others’(Haenfler, 2006; Leblanc, 1999; Williams, 2011).
We see there has been a plethora of understandings of what punkmight be: art, identity, ideology, cultural or social practice. We turn now tohow participants of Dutch punk themselves attach meaning to ‘punk’.
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5.2 Punk is Music

When attempting to articulate their own definition of punk, manyparticipants started with the music: ‘punk is a musical genre’ (Sander). Nicodefined punk in terms of his own connection to it: punk is ‘my […] favouritemusic’ (Nico). For a few participants the music was the key to punk: ‘it’sprimarily the music’ (Lotte). Music was prioritised as either the only, or themost important element for defining punk. For Larry punk is ‘just music andhaving fun’ (Larry), and for Ruben ‘punk is just a genre - just a music genre’(Ruben). Whilst most participants would have disagreed with Ruben,bringing in many other strands of what punk could ‘be’, the foregrounding ofmusic justifies a discussion of how participants understand it and why theyattach so much meaning to it.
Participants used a variety of adjectives in their attempts to explainwhat made punk, punk. ‘Hard’, ‘loud’, ‘heavy’, ‘fast’, all featured prominently.As did ‘angry’, ‘violent’ and ‘aggressive’, although Andre wished toproblematize the ‘aggression’ in punk: ‘I find “aggression” such a negativeword, I think “energy” sounds better. At least, it sounds a bit more positive’(Andre). Others agreed that ‘energy’ was the key to the music; ‘in hardcoreit’s all about raw energy’ (Sem).
Other adjectives highlight that there is a great deal of variation withinpunk; Sander thinks of punk as ‘just really catchy’ (Sander), and Daandefends the ‘poppy’ Descendents’ right to be seen as punk: ‘if someone says
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to me that Descendents aren’t a punk or hardcore band then I think “you’vegot a screw loose”’ (Daan).
Gregor, amongst others, points out the degree to which punk acts asan umbrella term for many types of music: ‘in punk there are of course a lotof sub-genres […] like alongside punk you also have hardcore, beatdown,mosh, power violence, you've got a lot of these categories and yet more thatemerge’ (Gregor). Contemporaneous to this research, ‘in Amsterdam you’vegot the “embryo punks”, the “baby punks”, the “beer punks”, the “politicalpunks”, etcetera etcetera’ (Marieke). Certainly in the case of the specificallyDutch ‘embryo’ and ‘baby’ groups this tendency towards creating furthersubgenres can be read both as an attempt to differentiate themselves fromothers in a search for identity (Shank, 1994), and as an ‘evasion’ of thepredetermined categories that carry with them ideals to live up to (Steinholt,2012).
Gregor stresses, however, that punk should not be distilled down to itssubgenres; there is an element that holds them together as punk: ‘in any caseI think it shouldn’t just be [viewed as] the sub-genres’ (Gregor). Jacobsuggests that; ‘as far as I’m concerned punk is just really direct, energeticmusic and it can be that in all kinds of ways, I mean it can stretch from super-fast to really trashy, or whatever’ (Jacob). Both Gregor and Jacob thereforesearch for a musical quality that binds the sub-genres of punk.
A few participants are drawn to the ‘simplicity’ of punk, both to listento and to play. Ruben’s first band started off playing punk, after discovering
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that metal was too difficult. Sander thinks it is ‘pure genius in its simplicity,that you can play just three notes and find it’s very catchy’ (Sander).
The difference between punk and mainstream music is anotherattraction for many. ‘It was simply completely different from what we heardon radio. And I thought that was really cool’ (Lotte). Again, we see evidence ofpunks differentiating themselves from the ‘other’. This theme will bedeveloped throughout this chapter.
Some participants expressed some rather more individual reasons fortheir liking of punk music. For Lotte punk music has a particular quality to itthat she describes as ‘sexy’. ‘I find the music [...] simply incredibly sexy music,[...] in particular garage-punk’ (Lotte). For Andre the music – particularlybecause he discovered it through skateboarding – gave him an adrenalinerush that he likened to taking drugs.
Yes, drugs immediately sounds so heavy, I know, [but] if there wassome cool music on, it always made me ‘go’ easier when skating. Andthat stimulated me to listen [to punk] and [even] if you weren’tskating, then listening to the music then you [still] got this energy. […]I don't know if that is a Pavlov reflex but […] yes when I cycled toschool I put it on as well and that then worked as well and when Iwalked through the school I also had it on (Andre).
However, whilst there was all this emphasis on the music from themajority of respondents, there was also a general consensus that the music
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was just one facet of punk. For Jeroen, the importance of the music was dueto its position as a ‘gateway’ to the rest of what constitutes punk, with which‘you engage, of course, through the music’ (Jeroen).
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5.3 Social Position of Punks

As discussed in Chapter 1, academic discourses about punk have dealt withthe position of punks in relation to wider society by terming punk a
subculture. These discussions are (in some cases) based on the socialpractices of those involved with punk, but don’t necessarily take into accountthe way in which those involved would position themselves in relation towider society (Hebdige, 1979, in particular). Whilst the ‘subculture debate’may seem firmly rooted in academia and a world away from punk lives, there
is some discussion of these issues amongst punks themselves.

A number of punks made references to whether or not theirunderstanding of punk fitted within notions of what a subculture may be. Forsome, punk is definitely a subculture: ‘I like the idea of creating a subculturewithin the bigger culture that we live in and [in] creating a place for yourown’ (Jasper). In this understanding subculture is not a lesser entity, butinstead a smaller group within the rest of society. This can be compared tothe CCCS’s conceptualisation of subculture (J. Clarke et al., [1975] 2006);Jasper’s description of punk as a means to ‘create’ a space, can be read asresistant to normative cultural practices (see Chapters 1 and 6). Howeverthere is disagreement over the structural position of subculture. Jasperclaims that punk is equal but separate from wider culture whereas the CCCSwould position subculture as subordinate to ‘parent’ culture.
Jasper’s reading of subculture is also reflected in Bram’s comment onthe solidarity between different groups in order to support alternative
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spaces. ‘It’s also because the subcultures are getting smaller so it mixes a bitmore. You can’t run a pub with just 10 fucking metalheads showing up, youknow, you need to get all the other people in as well!’(Bram). Henk suggeststhat punks’ fragmented subgenres form further, yet smaller, subcultures inthemselves: ‘it’s very tunnelled, you know all the little subcultures have theirown little subcultures’ (Henk). Again, this tendency towards fragmentationboth from society and within a subculture itself can be read as a need fordifferentiation from others (Shank, 1994). The smaller numbers of punks hasled to greater connectedness with other subcultural groups.
Some participants have a more critical understanding of what denotessubculture, and how this may – or may not – be part of what punk is. For Jaap,Tom, Henk and Menno, ‘subcultures’ are fashionable trends based aroundconsumer-driven and normative social practices. This reading of subculturerelies heavily on early understandings of punk based around stylisticpractices (Hebdige, 1979).
Punk may now have become ‘possible’ without ‘style’, however punksmay still slip into the ‘error’ of feeling that they must dress and act in certainways in order to be read as punk. Henk criticises contemporary young punksfor wearing expensive skate clothing. For him, punk clothing is more aboutDIY practices: ‘[d]on’t make other people rich by buying your subcultureelsewhere, just make [it] yourself. Make your own stuff. Listen to music thatyou can make yourself. Don’t idolise musicians cos they’re not worthit!’(Henk). Jaap further develops this critique of ‘fashionable’ punk bands by
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discussing Café Vera’s booking policy as in opposition to this: ‘the idea wehad as a club is [that] we should go for good music and not for subculture orsomething’ (Jaap, emphasis added). For Menno a punk ‘subculture’ was anoxymoron.
At that time [(the late 1970s)] beautiful things developed withoutpeople realising it and at some point people become aware and then itturns into a sort of subculture and that really is something else I think.Then it is some kind of folklore, were people just do certain things, inthe weekend they go to a gig, they adopt a certain look and say certainthings and then it is really all cast in stone and that I really didn't findthat interesting anymore (Menno).
Henk explained his thoughts on subculture by discussing differingclass structures between the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. For him,the theorising of punk as a subculture was distinctly linked to early UKpunk’s origins in working class (sub)cultures. In this understanding hemirrors the way in which Hebdige (1979) discussed early punk32. For Henk,the lack of a British-style class structure in the Netherlands negates thepossibility of Dutch punk being understood as a subculture:

In England you had all these subcultures. No, in Holland […] youknow it wasn’t really a subculture, not something that theyconsidered a subculture. […] I think because for one [thing] we
32 The complex relationship between punk and UK class positions has now beenfurther dissected (Laing, 1985).
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didn’t have much of a working class in Holland, we didn’t even – westill don’t – have the class system like you have in England so you, nosense in projecting that on[to] subculture in Holland (Henk).
Other participants also discussed the way in which theyconceptualised punk’s position in relation to wider society. Bram and Mennoboth saw themselves as explicitly not part of general social structures andthis was, for them, inherently part of punk. Whereas Menno, above, describespunk as ending when it became ‘subcultural’ (fashionable), punk did existwhen it was a ‘tegencultur’; an ‘anti-culture’. Punk is, in thisconceptualisation, not a subgroup of wider society as Jasper proposed, butset in opposition to wider society. For Bram this is integral to his punkidentity and has real everyday implications for him. Bram is a punk becausehe is outside of societal and cultural norms.

I kind of tried [… to] find like a job and [to] fill in my tax forms andstuff and I just found out I was completely clueless. I did not knowhow to do any of that. I fucking like [went] straight from living withmy parents […] into the punk scene, [and was] already at that timetouring with bands, [I] never fucking had a job, [I] never had to doany official shit, you know? [I] lived completely more or less outsideof society. [And] so at some point you try to get a little bit back intothat, out of necessity, because the rules have gotten a lot stricterthan they used to be. And you find out that you’re absolutelyclueless, you don’t know how to handle yourself in that [world] at
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all, you know? You’ve been so used to being outside the wholefucking system and it’s still like that so that’s why I would say I’mstill a punk, I’m always going to be a punk! I just find it way too hardto cope in the real world! (Bram).
These discourses of oppositionality and outsider status are foundmore widely amongst the participants in this research. For Lotte thisapproach to punk is based on maintaining her (and others punks’) individualidentity. A main requirement of being punk is ‘you shouldn't conform toomuch, that is important as well, that you can keep on doing your own thing’(Lotte). This discourse of individuality within punk will be further examinedin section 5.6.
For Luka and Kosta punk was necessarily confrontational towardswider society in the manner of its opposition to normative cultural trends.‘[I]t was a little bit of a provocative thing’ (Luka). For Kosta this was specificto his upbringing in communist Serbia.

Kosta: my father was a communist and when I went to play with myband, he knew the lyrics and he was praying to god that I wouldcome back home alive.Kirsty: So it was dangerous?Kosta: it was very dangerous.Kirsty: …fights?Kosta: No, no it was the lyrics because you’re singing against thegovernment, against the cops. Because in a communist country, it
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was a risky business because they can arrest you, they can arrestyour family, you’re putting yourself how you say, in a verydangerous position. But we loved it – dreadful!
As we see, Dutch punks critically engage with ideas surroundingsubcultural identity and their own place in relation to wider society; theyvariously position themselves as embedded within wider society, or asoutside it. On the face of it this might seem to pose a challenge toconceptualisations of such individuals being embedded in communicationinterlocks that include wider society. However, we see that even Bram – whounderstands himself as completely outside of wider society – does so bypositioning himself in relation to it. Based on his understanding of – andcommunications with – others his sense of himself as an outsider isintersubjectively created through negotiation and shared assumptions withthe ‘other’, as much as with the ‘punks’ and/or others he identifies with.
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5.4 Punk as Social Practices

For many, an important aspect of punk was its sociability. Meeting otherpunks, playing music together, going to gigs, having political discussions, andhanging about with other punks were all key punk practices. This section willdiscuss social activities that participants discuss (this is of course notexhaustive of punk in more general terms) as being an important part ofpunk or as constituting punk in itself. I will then go on to discuss how punk isorganised socially and how this shapes what punk might be.
Many participants talked not just about their punk social activities, butalso in terms of how these intersect with their definitions of punk. Punk is, forsome, about having fun; partying, drinking, etc. It is ‘about having lots of funand making fucking loads of noise with your mates’ (Bram).  Mark discussespunk as having a ‘sort of party element’ (Mark). And for Marieke, it is thiselement of punk that she applies to herself: ‘you party hard, and, well, a lot ofbooze as well, and drugs and that sort of thing’ (Marieke). Jan describes howhis punk record shop became more a place where people came for the socialaspect than to buy records. ‘[A]t one point it just became a social centre,people just came to drink beer’ (Jan).
However, as we saw in Chapter 3, this partying aspect of punk was notwelcomed by all. Some participants felt it made the scene less welcoming andthat it was a contributing factor to the fragmentation of punk. ‘Plus that italways involves a lot of alcohol […] and the next day I have another hangoverand that, well, let's say I don't want that’ (Wouter). So whilst for some punk is
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defined by partying and hedonism, for others it is not. ‘It hasn't got to do witheither drink or drugs […] as far as I'm concerned’ (Lotte).
Beyond partying, participants mention other social activities that theyunderstood as being part of punk. As discussed extensively in Chapter 3, theDutch punk scene’s proximity to the squatting scene is key to thedevelopment and nature of punk in the Netherlands. Whilst notinterchangeable, it is important to consider the social nature of squattingpractices in discussions of punk social practices. ‘To me the old punk rockmentality and the DIY squatting mentality were very similar and so to megrowing up, those two together seemed really natural’ (Mark).  The highlyorganised social side of squatting (weekly ‘kraakspreekuur’33, VoKus andsquatters bars or cafés open daily) all form meeting points for punks andsquatters alike; squatting as a sociable activity has helped shape and definepunk in the Netherlands (Uitermark, 2004, see also Chapter 3).
Punk has a long history of violence, most notably in terms of fightingpractices between punks and other subcultural groups. In the Dutch scenethis seems largely historical, with many older punks recounting fightingstories from, especially, the 1980s and 1990s, whereas few of the youngerpunks had similar tales. Punks’ rivals in the Netherlands have included: ‘farmkids’, gabba34 fans, football hooligans, skinheads and discos. Dutch punksposition themselves as always under attack and never the aggressor, similarto some of the Russian punks discussed by Steinholt et al. (2014) and

33 Squatters’ ‘surgery’; organisational meetings that take place usually weekly.34 Dutch hardcore techno, a style that emerged in the early 1990s.
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Pilkington (2014a). Theo discussed the extra risks posed by fights inAmsterdam alongside canals, and Jacob talked about fights with the Z-sidegroup of football hooligans in Groningen (see Perasović, 2012 for adiscussion of the complex relationship between punk and football fans).These experiences could often help foster punk solidarity and strengthen thegroup’s affectual bonds, as demonstrated by Bram:
We’d be in the squat with like a hundred people waiting for them toshow up, [and] they would, every fucking Friday and Saturday night.Like two [or] three hundred people would show up in front of thesquats and try to fucking fight us you know? Throw rocks at us andwhatever and yeah that [was] mainly kind of led by hooligans andskinheads but most of the kids were just drunken farm kids who wentalong for the fun you know, and we had to always fight them. And youget this weird kind of like Asterix and Obelix situations you knowwhere basically you get a huge mob attacking the squat, and then all ofa sudden the door of the squat opens and like fifty of us would comerunning out with fucking baseball bats and like motorcycle helmets onand homemade fucking shields made with traffic signs […] that you […modify with the] inner tube of a bicycle so you keep it in front of yourface and just fucking go after them! And it was always like that here,you know. It was a bit of a rough life but in a good way cos also reallycemented the scene. That’s one [good] thing at that point cos you hada really clear common enemy (Bram).
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For Luka, fighting formed part of his experience of punk as anoppositional identity. Being a punk in Serbia resulted in lots of bullying,fighting, and being kicked out of many schools. In punk he found a ‘groupwhere […] I could belong’ (Luka). Being punk, being a target of violence, andhaving a group to fight back with are all tied up in many participants’experiences. In Dutch punks’ fighting practices, solidarity seems to beattained through fighting side-by-side against other groups (Pilkington,2014a).
The importance of sociability in participants’ discussions of punkexperiences, results both in and from the way that punk is organised. Anumber of participants discuss the existence of a ‘punk network’, which mayoperate on a local, national, or global level (see Chapter 4). For Daan, punk isa ‘world-wide network’. In this network punks are able to provide and shareresources, knowledge, and solidarity amongst themselves.
These networks shape the experiences of punk for many of thoseinvolved. Larry comments that punk is ‘the atmosphere within the audience, Ialways experienced it as the same - there is kind of a solidarity’ (Larry). ForWouter the unity and solidarity of the local punk and squat networkempowered him, personally and politically:
The first time I squatted I was only fifteen […]. It was a completefailure. I did it with a friend and we got […] three days [of] solitaryconfinement. We were caught red-handed and we sort of let the policetalk us out of it [(the squat)]. And I said to them like: 'you know, dear
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policeman, this time you nick me', but I did promise that I'd come backwith my fifty punk friends and just stir up a lot of shit. And the secondtime, that's what I did. I invited fifty punks from Rotterdam at the
kraakspreekuur and then we set up a squat and that was unheard of inVlaardingen. Such a dull, really Christian village, suddenly you've gotfifty weirdos on the doorstep. So we were laughing our heads off, ofcourse. […] Let's say it gives you a sense of power, especially whenyou're fifteen, to manage to get such a crowd of people together whenyou organise something (Wouter).
For Wim and Bram, global punk solidarity allowed them to travelmore easily, using the connections and relationships discussed in Chapters 3and 4. Even in a strange city they knew they could ask directions fromanyone who looked like a punk to the nearest pub or squat where they mightbe able to stay.
However, for Mark, the social practices of punk had their negatives. Hefound that, especially amongst younger punks, social practices bred a cliqueyatmosphere of conformity. He felt that there were ‘more conservativerestrictions of what is punk rock and what isn’t and why’ (Mark), and that thescene became dominated by ‘a bunch of drunken idiots who completelydictate the atmosphere for too long so other people don’t want to go thereanymore’ (Mark). Punks’ tendency to delineate between insiders andoutsiders, as discussed above, sometimes led to more rigid and sometimes
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militant enforcing of conformity to punk; an issue also experienced instraight edge (Haenfler, 2006).
Furthermore, complaints came from participants that punk was, andcontinued to be, male dominated. This was especially a problem in the ‘social’sphere of punk: the drinking and fighting practices and the gig spaces. Larryand Luka both described punk as ‘a man’s world’ (Larry) and ‘a maledominated scene’ (Luka). And Lisa, Lotte, and Jolanda discussed how thisimpacted them as some of the few women in the scene. Lotte said that beingmarked out for her gender ‘feels kut’35, and described how she’s been termedas ‘not punk’ because she’s female. Lisa has had experiences of her – allfemale – band being mistaken for groupies when backstage at a gig. Jolandagave up playing in all female bands as she was sick of being treateddifferently from other bands. These experiences reinforce many of thedifficulties that Leblanc (1999) terms a ‘double-bind’ for women in asubculture that is structurally coded as masculine.

35 ‘Cunt’. Its use here was more akin to ‘like fucking shit’, although that loses thegendered aspect of the expletive.
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Image 2: ‘Yes, we are the band’ (Lisa).Photo taken by author, 17 September 2010.
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5.5 Punk as an Ideology

A significant strand of research into punk has focused on defining punk interms of a guiding, or binding ideology (see section 5.1). Many Dutch punkswould agree, it seems. The discourse of punk being an ideology or a set ofmoral or political rules was prevalent amongst participants in this research.However, opinions on what punk ideology could be varied greatly. Mostagreed that politics have a definite role within punk, but there was variationon how important the relationship was; some argued that it couldn’t be punkwithout politics, others said that punk was simply a gateway to politics,whilst yet more believed that punk could exist outside politics. Variousspecific ideological positions were also displayed in relation to punkpractices (i.e. DIY approaches), or ideals (e.g. anarchism). Whilst Chapter 6will discuss the prevalence of politics in many punks’ lives, this section willfocus on how politics is part of punk itself.
For many participants a hugely important aspect of punk was thepolitical opportunity it afforded them. When asked about punk, Daan oftensteered the conversation to politics. Bram commented that: ‘when I first gotinto punk rock, I really just thought it was just about the politics you know’(Bram). And for Andre being punk is being inherently political: ‘[y]ou viewthings critically, I think that is a bit of a punk attitude, sort of, that you'recritical towards your surroundings and what happens and not just acceptthings from others, take things for granted. […] I think that is the mostcomprehensive summary of being punk’ (Andre).
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However, for most respondents, politics was simply one of manyaspects of punk. Indeed, Andre immediately goes on to say: ‘for me it’s[politics], [but] for others it just means getting hammered at the weekendand not to have to think too much about work or something. But that's nothow I define it or […] how I imagine punk to be’ (Andre). Others such asMarieke talk of the ‘political side’ of punk. Larry says that whilst it is politicalfor him, punk ‘doesn’t have to be [political]’ (Larry). Opinions on how farpunk and politics are related vary.
Wouter recognises that there are apolitical punks and criticises this asa modern trend in punk. He believes that punk has become less political andeven those who do wish to effect change might get lost in a movement that nolonger prioritises political action. ‘What I do think is a fact is that punk hasbecome very apolitical. Yes. And that has always bothered me enormously inpunk, […] or at least after a few years it really bothered me enormously. Thatactually they talk an enormous amount but in the end do very little, andparties are more important than […] say, doing things’ (Wouter). For Wouterpunk should be about more than political posturing.
However when Jeroen mentions ‘apolitical punks’, he does so in a waythat suggests he believes the ‘a’ to be more akin to ‘anti-political’, andtherefore, by extension, political: ‘the political punks, or the apolitical punks,whatever you want to call it…’ (Jeroen). In this sense his view can becompared to those of Tsitsos (1999) and Phillipov (2006) who discussapolitical punks (or ‘drunk punks’) as engaged in inherently political
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practices of rebellion by dint of being punk. All view apolitical punks aspolitical.
Some discuss punk’s ideology in even broader terms, evoking ‘ideas’,‘ideals’, ‘theories’, or the Dutch term ‘boodschap’, which broadly translates toa ‘message’ or a ‘mission’. The idea that punk is based around such sets ofideas can be integral to how individuals relate to punk: ‘I do like punk rock, Ido like a lot of the ideals behind [it]’ (Nico), and ‘yeah, I’m a punkrockeractually, yeah for sure! I still live on those principles’ (Kosta).
‘Boodschap’ was used most often in conjunction with the music ratherthan the subculture as a whole. Boodschap is most easily expressed lyricallyand therefore is an important realm in which punk musicians may expresstheir wider politics. For Bart having a ‘boodschap’ defines punk music: ‘[punkis] primarily music with a boodschap’ (Bart). Something could be similarmusically, but without a message he wouldn’t consider it punk. In the form oflyrics with a message we see one of the ways that punks’ political ideas maybe expressed. Gregor says that bands having a clear message is important forspreading political ideas: ‘you spread a boodschap as well of course andhopefully you can inspire people, at least you can vent your opinion’(Gregor). In Chapter 6 I discuss the political importance of suchdissemination of political ideas.  Many participants agree that lyrics are themost important (or for some, the only) way that doing punk can be political.However, others argue that underground and DIY approaches to punk arealso political, thereby reinforcing Dale’s (2012) arguments.
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When discussing DIY we see, again, how important this is toparticipants in the strong links they make between punk and undergroundculture. ‘If you say the word punk I immediately have this reference to [the]underground’ (Erik). ‘[Compared to metal,] punk is much more based on DIYethics’ (Ruben). The DIY aspect is also a reason that some participantsparticularly like punk: ‘for me the most fun was really the DIY culture ofdoing it yourself’ (Suzanne).
The political importance of punk practices run along DIY principlesties into anti-commercial and anti-capitalist ideologies: ‘yeah about DIY Ithink it's also very important that you can remain […] independent, creatingyour own culture within a bigger culture. Then it's important that you canremain autonomous and do your own thing and then you don't have to givein to commercial demands’ (Jasper). DIY allows Jasper and others such asErik to position themselves as ideologically opposed to mainstreamcommerce. Moreover, this is a move in the creation of autonomoussubcultural space as a political strategy (see Chapter 6).

Contested areas of ideology

The importance of DIY underpins the ever-raging debate in punk circlesabout whether or not punks can (or should) be engaged in any commercialactivities and what constitutes ‘selling out’, thereby possibly taking away the
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‘right’ to be considered punk (Dunn, 2012). Again, this is seen by some as amarker by which punk can be defined:
Kirsty: can punk ever be commercial?Johan: By definition - actually not, really?
Those who argue most vehemently against the possibility ofsomething being commercial and punk draw on discourses of DIY andindependence (Dale, 2012; O’Hara, 1999): ‘I think some people may disagreewith me but I think those bands like Green Day, are for me not punk, that'sfor me nearly pop music actually. No that's not on, it must remainindependent, it must stay small’ (Lotte). For Lotte, Green Day are not punkexplicitly because they are no longer independent. Mark extends this debatebeyond music and bands to critique those who would use commercialinternet services such as Myspace (at the time still a popular socialnetworking site, owned by News Corp): ‘If you take any idea of punk and DIYseriously, what are you doing with Myspace? I mean, […] “don’t trust a punkwith a Myspace account!”’ (Mark). Mark believes that punks should notinteract with such products of global corporations.
The majority of respondents for this research take a less hard-lineapproach to the debate. Whilst many would prefer punk and commercialityto remain separate worlds, most do allow for the idea that punk bands canbecome ‘successful’ beyond the underground, and – crucially – remain punk.For most participants, the most pertinent issue is not whether the bandmakes money from selling records but rather that the music and the ideals
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remain the same as when the band was ‘underground’. ‘Say a band like RiseAgainst. Yes, they are quite commercial but, if you look at the lyrics not somuch has changed since when they started’ (Bart). Some even expressadmiration for those who are able to make a living from punk as long as theycan do so without losing their ideological ‘roots’:
I am not a guy who is gonna yell ‘sell out’ at a band because they signwith a major label. It has more to do with how you act after that, isyour message changing? Because if you were in punk bands all yourlife and you still are, that’s your thing, and if you are able to makemoney out of it, if you can live from your band, well kudos to youbecause deep in most of the punkers hearts it is like, ‘I want that too, Iwant to do my music and nothing else’ (Larry).
Other respondents critique this debate by questioning theassumptions on which it is founded. ‘I don’t really think that commercialpunk is not punk, but what’s not commercial anymore? It’s very hard,nowadays it’s very hard: is a band selling their own t-shirts beingcommercial?’ (Theo). Sander adds that sometimes a band doesn’t necessarilyhave control over their popularity, and dealing with larger commercialenterprises can come out of necessity. ‘If a punk band for instance just makesthis awesome music, that a lot of people like, and it just sells and the gigs sellout, yes that is of course fine […] I don't think that's a contradiction oranything’ (Sander). Johan draws attention to the futility of the debate; if punk
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should change the world it must communicate this widely, but instead thereis an ‘elitist’ attitude in favour of staying underground.
But that is then always an awkward dilemma really, because on theone hand you'd want everyone, […] lots of people to start thinkingabout it, but when that happens it will again turn commercial, that isalways the same, the same difficulty, because what's the point inwanting to change the world but that it has to remain elitist, that's ofcourse a bit of nonsense (Johan).
This debate’s existence and the rehearsal of various aspects of it byparticipants in the research project illustrates how punk practices can bebased on political beliefs. This is connected to – but dinstinct from – themanner in that there are ideological foundations to individualised aspects of

being punk that will be discussed in section 5.6.
In the Dutch punk scene, another key debate centres on the issue of‘protest’, or ‘resistance’ (see section 1.6). Whilst some claim that ‘punk is het

verzet,’ (‘punk is the resistance’), others counter that ‘punk is niet het verzet,’(‘punk is not the resistance’). As a ‘catchphrase’ this draws explicitly on (andis used as often as) ‘punk is dead’/’punk is not dead’ is in English. Gregor,Menno, and Tom all use this phrase in defining what punk means. For Gregorthis aspect is important: ‘punk originated primarily as a kind of verzetmovement’ (Gregor). For Menno this marked out what made early punk punk,whilst later ‘punk’ lost the way. ‘We thought punk was in a way a kind of
verzet, a sort of anti-culture. Whereas in the 1980s part [of the scene] got into
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heroin and part [of it] turned commercial’ (Menno). Tom attempted to usethe phrase in order to avoid coming up with his own definition (seeintroduction): ‘punk is verzet! Right? That's what they say! Don’t they?!’ Hequickly followed up that he did, indeed, agree with the sentiment.
However, there are those, within the punk scene, who argue that punkis not ‘verzet’. For Daan, the phrase was used by punks as empty posturingand often not backed up by resistant action: ‘I said something like “this iswhat you sing – but why don’t you do something?” They said “punk is the

verzet”, but punk is not verzet if you ask me’ (Daan). For Daan, the‘ideological’ underpinning of punk served as ‘aanzet’ rather than ‘verzet’:initiation into resistance rather than resistance in itself.
Wouter, as we have seen, agrees that many punks engage in ‘empty’posturing rather than actual political engagement, however he argues thatthe subculture is ‘useful’ insofar as more politically engaged people (such as,in his opinion, in the squatters’ movement), can raise money for their causesthrough allowing punks the use of their spaces: ‘if we just charge foradmission, [and] with a lot of their money [spent on our] beer […then] wecan sponsor lots of things. [...] You can make a lot of money with these kindsof gigs’ (Wouter). In this sense wider political organisations sometimesmobilise the punks rather than the other way around (as discussed inWorley, 2012).
A further contested area is whether or not punk – or punks – can beright wing. This brought up strong feelings amongst some respondents, the
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vast majority of whom identified themselves as left wing36. Lotte becamevery angry with the question of whether Nazi punks existed in Groningen,arguing that they did not and could not exist: ‘I think […] you can't be rightwing if you're punk, that's not on, you have to be left […]. No, Nazi punks,that's unthinkable. Yes, “Nazi punks fuck off”. […] To me that is not punk,absolutely not, they are just trouble makers ([spoken angrily]). I think thatthat, maybe that punk comes from the English, maybe? No I think that's verywrong, really wrong’ (Lotte, emphasis in original).
Jeroen, whilst also being critical of right wing beliefs, does not negatethe possibility of punks being right wing. He recognises this as a similarlyextreme – but opposite – approach to his own politics. He argues that insteadof attacking right wing punks or denying their existence, talking to them totry and convince them otherwise would be more productive: ‘they just thinkcompletely differently about certain things, maybe I am also very extremeabout some things, like they are - you always have an opposite and that's apity, that that is the case, and it absolutely shouldn't be. But, yes, they arethere and I'd rather not have them, but shutting them out doesn't help either’(Jeroen).

36 The overwhelming majority of those involved in the Dutch punk scene were firmlyleft wing (see Lohman, 2013). They usually identified as far left, although at leastone respondent understood themselves as more centre-left (see Chapter 6). This isbroadly characteristic of the Dutch punk scene as a whole but was also due tomethods of snowballing for participants (see Chapter 2). A number of respondentsclaimed that I could have spoken to right wing punks had I found a way to extend myresearch to Rotterdam.
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Lotte and Jeroen hereby tap into a long tradition of debate withinpunk circlues over the place of right wing politics within punk. Worley(2012) discusses how the National Front attempted to co-opt disaffected UKpunks to the far right and Ward (1996) claims that individuals with rightwing beliefs have only a spurious claim to be punk. However, Pilkington(2014d) shows how it is perfectly possible for right wing beliefs to sitalongside punk practices in particular contexts.
A number of specific viewpoints were also brought up by participantsin discussions of punk politics. Nico suggested links betweenenvironmentalism and punk, which for him culminates in a passion forrecycling and bicycles (see Chapter 6). Marieke and Gregor both brought up‘nihilism’ as part of punk; for Gregor this was what separated early punk (asmore nihilist) from contemporary punk, whereas for Marieke the trend wasstill part of what she knew of punk at the time. Menno and Theo bothsuggested that an ‘anti-establishment’ position was important for punk:‘punk is very anti-establishment’ (Theo, emphasis added). Maarten broughtup the importance of anarchism and also discussed anti-authority, anti-consumerism and anti-(normative) society approaches. Kosta and Erik bothdefined punk as a form of protest. ‘[Punk rock is] a natural human reaction toovercome oppression’ (Kosta). Sem, Andre and Bram all talked about punk as‘about being critical about society’ (Bram).
Whilst we see that ideology is important to Dutch punks, the specificforms that this might take remains heavily contested, as suggested by O’Hara
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(1999) amongst others. The manner in which these debates have impactedindividuals’ lives in the Dutch punk scene will be further discussed in Chapter6.
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5.6 Punk as Individual Practice

This section elaborates on themes of punk as an individual practice,occasionally in contrast to ideas of punk as a social practice. Widdicombe andWooffitt (1990) discuss the way in which punk can be an identity to beclaimed, rather than a set of social practices. Whilst I do not reject punk as aset of practices, the evidence in this section will suggest that for someparticipants punk can be an identity. First I will turn to discourses of beingpunk and what this entails. For many participants the role of being a punkwas key to their individual identity and I include examples of individuals’relationships to punk. Punk will be positioned as an expression ofindividuality, and there will follow a discussion of the personality traits thatparticipants identify as necessary to being punk. The section ends with aselection of responses to the question ‘are you a punk?’
Being punk

A number of participants responded to the question, ‘what is punk?’ not(only) with discussions of the music, social practices, and/or ideologiesassociated with punk, but with ideas of punk as an identity or a socialcategory. ‘[Punk is] who you are, it’s your way of expressing how you feel’(Erik). Assertions of what it meant to be (a) punk and what was – or was not– involved in punk identity were common. For some, this included having a
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taste for the music and the politics; however, many brought up personalqualities or personality traits that they associate with being punk.
A great number of respondents suggested that having a punk ‘attitude’was crucial to a punk identity. ‘Mostly, [punk] is an attitude’ (Jasper). Andre,Maarten, Kosta, Jeroen and Luka also bring up punk ‘attitude’ as part of theirdefinition. Whilst often the specifics of this attitude were left unelaborated,some respondents gave further clues as to what a ‘punk attitude’ meant forthem. For Jeroen, a ‘fuck off attitude’ bound the hardcore and punk scenesaround the Steenwijk area. Luka suggested that a punk attitude entails aproclivity for ‘provocation’, especially in his home town of Belgrade. Markeven ‘exemplified’ this attitude during his interview, when discussing hisstraight-forward approach to work as a sound technician (and in reference toa falling out with The Ex): ‘people don’t want to work with me, that’s fine.They can’t fuck me around, no bullshitting me, don’t do it!’ (Mark).
Kosta suggests that attitude is the crucial element to defining punk.Whereas the outward elements such as style, music and political practices,may shift over time or from place to place, attitude will designate whethersomeone (or something) can be defined as punk. ‘The music has changed butthe attitude is the same. Punkrocker is punkrock is the attitude. Yeah it’s allabout the attitude, how you approach [and] how you perceive and how youdeal with it. That is punkrock!’ (Kosta). Goshert (2000) also suggests thatpunk is an ‘attitude’, although the focus on this attitude is in terms of being asite for radical politics.
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Mark believes that a certain element of ‘roughness’ is required to bepunk: ‘it’s got a sort of low-life element’. In addition, he also looks for a highdegree of passion in order for him to consider something as ‘interesting’punk. He looks for people to be ‘personally engaged, and they’re trying to findout more [about] it and they’re trying to really bring the message across andthat they care and why they care’ (Mark). ‘[I]f people really have an ideaabout something and they’re passionately engaged it helps, it doesn’tnecessarily have to be something I really agree with’ (Mark). Whilst Markdoesn’t designate the ideological stance that a punk must take, he asks thatthey do so passionately in order to be taken seriously. In this sense attitude isseen as more important than content.
There is another personality trait that a number of participants link tobeing punk which also follows from the need for passion. The idea of being‘bewust’, (being ‘conscious’), was raised by Marieke, Gregor, and Andreamongst others. This is largely used to describe a person’s approach to howthey live their lives; being ‘conscious’ and ‘understanding’ the consequencesof the choices they make, and being aware that they can make choices that goagainst social norms. Andre talked about this in terms of questioning one’ssurrounding, while Gregor described being ‘bewust’ as inherently a part ofbeing punk: ‘consciousness and also critically reflecting and that sort of thing,those are things I would associate strongly with punk’. This form ofconsciousness is therefore linked to practices of resistance.
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Such ‘consciousness’ results in a number of individualised practices ofresistance that punks may take part in, and that some participants includedin their explanations of what ‘punk’ meant to them. Squatting was thereforeoften linked to definitions of punk, especially given the historical context ofthe Dutch punk scene (see Chapter 3). Daan joked that leaving home at ayoung age – implicitly associated with rebellion against parents or guardians– is a ‘punk’ cliché: ‘I left home on my fifteenth [birthday], very punk!’ (Daan).This shows a recognition of one’s own actions as a self-aware, ironic parodyof punk norms (see Pilkington et al., 2014).
Marieke discusses how being ‘bewust’ has been important in guidingher decisions; from her youth, when she sought to live ascetically, to morerecent years where she has allowed a relaxation of her rules.
I think, say, for me it's been a tendency […] since I was seventeen orso, of first looking for the extremes of what do, [what] I stand for andhow do I want to live, [doing] that in an extreme fashion like, [to] livewithout gas, water, or electricity, and also that year I also only atefrom dumpsters and that sort of thing. And then really as I grew older,I found out […] yes it isn't really all black and white.  I also think thatthe people who all lived much more extreme[ly] than I, much more sexand drugs and rock 'n’ roll, and far more political activities and – reallyalso things that can put you inside [prison] for a year – […] that formany people […] in the end it's very much about your own freedom[…] – freedom is not really the right word, but […] your own choices or
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something – and as long as you make these consciously, then it's reallyokay (Marieke).
In this way, being ‘bewust’ has underpinned Marieke’s approach toliving life in a way that she understands as ‘punk’. Marieke used thisdefinition of punk to say that she considered some squatters to be far more

punk than some of the ‘punks’ she knows. Punk, therefore, can be consideredan individual approach and ideology.
This desire for consciousness in approaches to living choice hasresulted in many participants bringing up particular ‘lifestyles’ as part ofwhat it means to be punk. ‘And if I would define punk? A lifestyle, a lifestyleindeed’ (Maarten). ‘[A] lot of punks [have] an alternative lifestyle, anoutrageous outfit is already seen as an act of revolt – which of course it is. Imean, on a personal level you don't conform, you revolt against conventions’(Daan). Jacob expands on what these ‘norms’ are: ‘people who listen to thiskind of music, […] don’t go for the “9-5 job and 2.4 children” but are a bitmore bohemian’ (Jacob). These Dutch punks therefore do indeed seek to

resist normative culture (see Chapter 1).
We see in these participants’ discussions that punk can be understoodas an identity. The claiming of this identity is rooted in a variety ofindividualised practices, such as an attitude or an approach to life that isunderpinned by punk ideologies. By committing to a punk identity, andexpressing this through a number of practices, punks claim subculturalcapital (Thornton, 1995) and authenticity (see Chapter 1).
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Being an ‘active’ punk

Many participants, when discussing their ‘punk careers’, made a distinctionbetween becoming involved with punk, and becoming an active punk. Thisdesignation was occasionally also applied to others. This suggests that forsome, the assignation of ‘punk’ has various hierarchical levels. ‘Activity’ waslinked to a number of practices with which the individual might get involved.These often involved musical practices, such as attending or running gigs, orbecoming more involved with political actions.
Daan’s ‘activity’ started with him becoming more involved, socially,with other punks: hanging out and sharing music. ‘From then on I've reallybeen active, nearly everyday I went to the squat where the people in Lärmtogether with some [other] friends ran a sort of punk cafe and there welistened to music’ (Daan). For Ruben, activity is ascribed by going regularly tounderground gigs: ‘in Groningen we saw a complete scene going on here, wewere amazed how many – all – people were actively busy here and how muchpeople were going to the shows here’ (Ruben).
Luka saw going to shows as part of what ‘active’ meant, along with thepolitical, organisational and creative aspects of punk. ‘I started getting intomore political aspects, you know and environmental aspects of music youknow. Like getting more active, and [I] started doing [a] fanzine you know,going to every single show, and organising shows’ (Luka). Tom also discussesbeing busy with running shows and festivals as part of what comes with amore active position in punk.
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Nico suggests that simply going to gigs, and even taking part in further‘lifestyle’ elements of punk, didn’t make him feel like he was an activemember of the punk scene compared to others who were more involved inactive roles. ‘I mean it's not like I was involved, I went to shows and I knewpeople who played in bands and organised shows but I was not really activein the scene other than going and seeing shows and supporting a certainlifestyle’ (Nico).
For some being ‘active’ was being punk. For others, being an ‘active’punk was used to delineate a punk with more subcultural capital (Thornton,1995) from other punks. Some therefore identified with being an ‘active’punk, whereas others didn’t. We see here echoes of the discussion in Chapter2 in regards to the complexity of participants’ own understandings of theirinsider/outsider status (Kempson, 2015).

Punk individuality

The desire amongst punks to resist social norms, and to seek the freedom tomake ‘bewust’ choices, feeds into another prevalent discourse amongstparticipants. Many talked of the links between punk and individuality. Punkprovides the social space for individuals to experiment with their identity;
being punk is about being individual. This was discussed in a number ofdifferent ways: being punk is that ‘you don’t just conform’ (Lotte), that youcan ‘think for yourself’ (Bart), and that you are able to ‘develop what you
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think about your own identity’ (Jasper).  Marieke talked about theimportance of finding her own path, and how this was an important quality inher friends.
I [had] the feeling I had to find out more for myself – or wanted to –how consciously I could live my life. And I think that's always beensomewhat attractive to me from when I was fifteen or so, I also alwayshad – well not really punk punk – but always friends who very muchmade their own choices. So not the well-trodden, normal paths –whatever you can call normal, because I don't think you can callanything really normal – but anyway [people] who were always verymuch looking for a sort of bewust life (Marieke).
In seeking out individuality, Ruben likes always to maintain a sense ofdifference: ‘if I’m in a metal crowd I always call myself a punk, if I’m in a punkrock crowd I always call myself a metalhead. Yeah!’ (Ruben). Ruben’s identityis not fixed and is produced contextually on the basis of the crowd he is with.However, rather than being a process of belonging to the group, he finds inidentity construction an opportunity to highlight his individuality; anotherexample of ‘genre evasion’ (Steinholt, 2012).
Conversely, ‘difference’ was not always a sought after choice. Forinstance, Luka describes himself as having always felt like a ‘black sheep inevery school that I was [in]’ (Luka). For him, punk therefore offered theopportunity of meeting others who similarly felt rejected by mainstreamsociety: ‘I was looking for – probably unconsciously – a group’ (Luka). Here
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we see the strong relationship between individuality, difference andbelonging, which as Shank (1994) argued, is crucial to any scene. Individualsmay seek to differentiate themselves from normative society, and fromothers within their own subculture, but will do so on the basis that enoughties them to punk to create a sense of belonging.
Individual relationship to punk

In discussions of what punk ‘is’, participants sometimes reflected on whatpunk meant specifically to them. Just as Luka valued group solidarity withother punks, others found similarly individualised reasons for theirattachment to punk.
For Larry the attraction of punk could be found in the coalescing ofmusical qualities and the particular life-stage at which he discovered them.‘What is punk? […] Especially when you are a teenager it’s really an outlet touse, that’s why you start [as] a little teenager, you are fed up with everythingand you have this music that is loud and aggressive and you can really let itgo out, go to a gig and go nuts really have a fun time’ (Larry). Erik found asimilar outlet in punk:
[Punk is] your way of expressing how you feel in a passive[ly]aggressive way. I don’t go out drinking myself to the ground andpunch a guy in the face or something. Punk is the outlet for things thatare not really well, if you have a really hard week it’s really relieving
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that you can go out to a punk show and just enjoy the moshing and thedancing and the singing along. And unity is a really important issue inthat matter, that the unity feeling makes you forget the week beforeand the feeling, hardcore punk is the feeling for me, yeah (Erik).
Both Larry and Erik positioned the embodied social practices at gigs -the aggressive dancing and music - as a cathartic escape from the tribulationsof daily life. This is similar to the energy boost that Andre received from themusic, as discussed in section 5.2.
Lotte also discussed having a particularly emotional connection to themusic: ‘it's really, something that your whole life, [it’s] what is in your heart,with which you are in love. It is a kind of love for the music for me, theattitude and the being-in-love and everything that comes with it’ (Lotte).
Whilst these rationales for involvement with punk are rather morespecific to individuals, they open up the possiblity to recognise the embodied,physical (Riches, 2011; Tsitsos, 1999), and emotional, affective responsesthat music and subculture can initiate.

Are you now, or have you ever been, a punk?

Punks have an often contentious relationship with claims to individuality.Individuals’ search for differentiation is usually aimed at a normative other(Shank, 1994), meaning that aligning oneself broadly within a punk group ispossible. However, as Steinholt (2012) notes, punk tendencies towards
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‘genre evasion’ highlight the complex relationship between punk and self-categorisation. For bands, Steinholt argues, punk authenticity derives frommaintaining an ‘authentic voice’ based on ‘consistently resist[ing] andundermin[ing] any outside attempt at defining what you do’ (269); byextension resisting definition of who you are. This section contains a varietyof answers given in response to my question ‘are you a punk?’ No-oneanswered in a straight-forward manner. Those who allowed the ‘imposition’of such a definition did so only with elaboration:
Kirsty: Are you a punk?Lotte: YesKirsty: Yes?Lotte: I am, no wait, I’m a punk-rocker!Kirsty You’re a punk-rocker? What is the difference?Lotte: The difference is maybe [the] interpretation you give it in Dutchlanguage? [...] I think I associate the word ‘punk’ a little bit more withalso the clothes and a little bit more, you know, like Sex Pistols –boring - for me. I am a punk-rocker, thats more a way of life, more like,yeah, I see that, it’s a better word, really, [... I’m] definitely a punk-rocker.
For Lotte, punk is not an identity, but punk rock is a lifestyle to whichshe adheres. ‘Punk’, for Lotte, retains the stigma of being attached to early UKpunk, as understood by the first wave of punk theorists (see 5.1), and led by
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the Sex Pistols and their stylistic practices. To differentiate herself from this(‘boring’) punk, the marker is altered to ‘punk-rock’.
Some felt that punk, as a label, was something associated with theiryouth (such as Sem and Bram, below). ‘Old age’ has tempered the attitude –notably one of ‘rebellion’ – that Sem would have once termed ‘punk’:
Kirsty: Are you punk?Sem: No, I no longer am.Kirsty: But were you before?Sem: Yes, I did rebel against a couple of things in those days, so in thatsense I was a punk but nowadays I am just a good boy as far as that isconcerned.
Sem has dropped the ‘label’ as well as some of the practices, amodifcation of the behaviour described by Haenfler (2006), who discussesolder straight edgers who drop the label yet remain committed through thelifestyle. However, Sem has not dropped punk entirely, remaining involved inthe scene through his record label, photography and writing.
Bram similarly understood punk as an identity that was linked withhis youth, drawing in particular on the social practices involved, thuspositioning his understanding as closer to later conceptualisations of punk(see section 5.1). However, after a brief spell rejecting the label in an attemptto better stake out his own individuality, he has now come back round toembrace being a punk:
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Kirsty: Are you a punk?Bram: Yeah!Kirsty: Yeah?Bram: [I] always have been, [I] always will be.Kirsty: Why?Bram: Umm, well that’s a difficult one! Well yeah actually, at somepoint I always […] identified as a punk because I loved the music and Iwas looking the part and it was the politics and stuff. And at somepoint I was like ‘ah I’m not punk, I’m just me’, you know? And then Ithought later on I was like, ‘no, fuck it, I’m just a punk’.
Other participants rejected ‘punk’ as a label applicable to them. ForLarry this is due to a perceived lack in his own subcultural capital (Thornton,1995); he is not ‘insider’ enough (Kempson, 2015) to claim punk as anidentity. Similarly to Lotte and early punk theorists he views punk in terms ofits stylistic practice, in which he doesn’t partake:
Kirsty: Are you a punk?Larry: Jesus! Umm, am I punk?’ […] No, I never had a Mohawk, I neverdyed my hair, have no piercings, no tattoos, no, just regular hair. […]No I can’t say I am like ‘the punk guy’.
Jacob, like Bram above, preferred to assert his individuality, certainlyin the face of categorisation by a researcher:
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Kirsty: Are you punk?Jacob: No. I’m [Jacob].
Similarly, Gregor also rejects punk as a label. In doing so he bothepitomises Steinholt’s (2012) ‘genre evasion’, and recognises the irony(Pilkington et al., 2014) in his own response:
Kirsty: Are you punk?Gregor: No, I don’t think so.Kirsty: Why not?Gregor: Yes, I don't know. I don't see myself like that, but in any case Idon't see the point in those labels. But saying that is of course verypunk [laughs]. That's a bit of a vicious circle [laughs]!
We see in this section – and throughout the chapter – howmultifarious ‘punk’ is, and the many different meanings participants haveattached to it. Mark therefore feels that the only conclusion to draw from allof this is that ‘punk’ has become meaningless:
Kirsty: Would you call yourself a punk?Mark: I guess, yes.Kirsty: why?Mark: Because it’s really fun and it doesn’t mean anything anymore.
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Conclusion

Is punk meaningless, as Mark would have us believe? Penny Rimbaud (ofCrass) certainly agrees: ‘I’ve got the answer to [the question] what is punk?And it’s very simple. It isn’t’ (Rimbaud, 2011).
However, whilst punk may be ‘a notoriously amorphous concept'(Sabin, 1999: 2), there remain countless individuals around the Netherlands(indeed, the world) who continue to claim punk as theirs: as their subculture,as what they do, and/or as who they are. Punk may be meaningless if we tryto grasp it as one thing (as in Mark or Rimbaud’s understanding) andcertainly the many contradictory definitions in this chapter prove this. Butpunk persists as a set of practices (be they social, or individual), and a looseideology, thereby continuing to mean something to those involved.
In this chapter we have seen how some participants conceptualisepunk as a set of social practices, whereas for others the emphasis is on theindividuality that punk offers (for some it is both, and yet for more it isneither). Research into punk has tended to focus on the former, in part due toits more observable nature, although some studies have examined punk asidentity work. This chapter (section 5.6) has drawn out four particularstrands of individuality in punk: being punk, being an ‘active’ punk, punkindividuality, and individual relationships to punk. The first strandencompasses a number of ways in which wider personality traits orapproaches to life can be read as punk, often drawing upon themes ofresistance. The notion of ‘activity’ suggests that participants understand a
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hierarchy in punk identities; that one can be a punk with minimal interactionwith the scene, but greater involvement will bring with it the status of ‘active’punk. The section on ‘punk individuality’ brings to the fore the tensionbetween punk as an outsider status in which individuals seek to resistnormative culture, and punk as an insider group of other such ‘outcasts’. Thefinal section concludes with a discussion of individualised reactions to punk,and the question ‘are you a punk?’ Evidence presented in section 5.6 showsthat individual practices of punk are linked with group practices, therebysuggesting that in order to fully understand the meanings attached to ‘punk’it is important to retain a lens on the individual as well as the social.
This chapter as a whole has shown the complexity and variety inDutch participants’ understandings of what punk is to them. In doing so itdestabilises the narrow definitions of punk that have persisted in academia,directing the reader instead to a looser understanding. Punks may haveagreed on the fact that music was central to punk, but they agreed on littleelse. Punk as an identity, punk and sociability, or punk as individuality: allwere more or less contentious claims, advocated by some and opposed byothers. Equally, there were a few that argued against the idea that punk is anideology, or that it draws on a set of political beliefs. However, given thepredominance of those who argued that politics are important to punk, andthe many detailed discussions held with participants about their ‘extra-curricular’ political activities, the next chapter will consider the differentways that politics have impacted on punk’s lives.
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Punks’ Wider Lives:

Punks and their Politics

Introduction

There is a hotly contested battle over what counts as political engagement.From understandings of ‘traditional Politics’, through to the ‘New SocialMovements’ of the 1960s-1980s, to the introduction of life politics (Giddens,1994), or sub-politics (Beck, 1994), and the subsequent rejection of these(Furedi, 2005), the field of the ‘political’ is under constant negotiation. Thischapter draws on debates over definitions of politics in the wake of theoriesof individualisation (see section 1.4). It continues to argue the importance ofembedding the individual and their whole lives in complex social structures.
This chapter will start with a discussion of differingconceptualisations of politics, before proposing that a wider definition isrequired in order to encapsulate a variety of political engagements. Itrecommends that we do not attempt to replace understandings of ‘traditionalpolitical activity’ with ‘new engagement’. Instead we should understand thatindividuals may, and always have, enacted politics in multiple ways.
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‘Political activity’ was a theme that was raised in every one of theinterviews for this project. It was a topic I was interested in and thereforeasked about; however, participants often raised the subject of their ownpolitical engagements before I did. They understood these politicalengagements to be a part of their punk identity; if I was asking about punk,many expected that I was also interested in politics. Whilst there is anextensive discussion to be had regarding the ways in which punk and politicsare linked, and the potential for the music or subculture itself to be political(Goshert, 2000; O’Hara, 1999; Phillipov, 2006; Street, 2012), this chapterinstead focuses on punks’ engagements in politics: that is, the way in whichindividuals are involved with politics beyond the scope of the subculture. Thechapter takes as given that the punk scene is populated by many politicallyactive individuals (although of course not all punks are political, nor do theyagree on the form that political engagement should take, see Chapter 5, Ward(1996) and Worley (2012)). It seeks to understand how punk can influenceother engagements, and how these engagements might in turn both shape theindividuals concerned, and be reabsorbed into the scene.
The variety of political engagements included in the discussion of thischapter reflects those brought up as political by participants. It is on the basisof this empirical evidence that I argue that previous theoretical frameworksfor defining politics are too narrow. Participants in this project engage with avariety of ‘traditional’ political activities, including party membership, andtrade union activism, as well as other forms of politics including grassrootsawareness-raising projects and politically informed life choices such as
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squatting or veganism. Whilst individuals’ particular reasons for their chosenform(s) of political engagement may vary, their understandings of theseactivities are as political involvement.
There will be five empirical sections to this chapter which includediscussions of education, resistance and practices of consumption,demonstrations, as well as more ‘traditional’ political engagement. The firstempirical section (6.2) proposes that the act of educating oneself or anotheris inherently political. There is a long tradition of political discussion groups,anarchist bookshops and other peer educative initiatives that exist to spreadand to increase political engagement; however, the academicconceptualisation of these acts as political is underdeveloped. Furthermore, Ipropose that just as the act of educating another is political, the act ofeducating oneself is political. A number of my participants were engaged ingrassroots activities in which they sought to educate one another onparticular matters. There are also examples of participants’ self-education,and their eagerness to engage in political debate to demonstrate this. Thissection will discuss these various forms of engagement and why it isimportant to include ‘education’ as a category of political action. In doing so itbrings together ideas of both individualised (Giddens, 1994) and connected(Smart, 2007) modes of education as political.
Sections 6.3 and 6.4 will discuss politically informed life decisions thatparticipants have made, for example around work or consumption. I positthat these choices are symptomatic of the politically active subculture in
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which these individuals are embedded, and these choices are utilised asindividual expressions of political conviction. Such choices are often made bythose who are politically active in other ways, therefore counteringarguments that ‘individual’ acts are stripped of political potential. I insteadargue that these acts contribute to homologous political identities for theindividuals concerned. Moreover, these individual choices are framed asexpressions that participants are capable of making even where otheravenues of action may be closed to them.
The final two empirical sections will introduce examples ofparticipants’ engagements with more traditional forms of protest andpolitics: demonstrations, democratic party politics and trade union activism. Ihighlight how these forms of political engagement exist alongside otherforms, and thereby critique the model that suggests that these have been‘replaced’ by ‘newer’ activisms. Moreover, these sections will present theways in which ‘traditional’ politics are interconnected with participants’understandings of their other political engagements, suggesting thatseparating out trends of ‘old’ and ‘new’ politics draws us away from the‘connectedness’ of social life (see Chapter 1).
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6.1 What is Politics?

The 1990s saw a shift in the theorisation of what constitutes political activity.This was in the context of theories of late modernism and individualisation(see Chapter 1). With the proliferation of choice in individuals’ lives (Giddens,1994, 2000) there comes a widening of the political implications of thesechoices, and therefore also an accompanying encroachment of politics intomany more spheres of individual life. Giddens (1994) posits this as ‘lifepolitics’; ‘[l]ife politics, and the disputes and struggles connected with it, areabout how we should live in a world where everything that used to be natural(or traditional) now has in some sense to be chosen, or decided about’ (90-1).
Giddens’ (1994) ‘life politics’ encompasses ‘quite orthodox areas ofpolitical involvement – for example, work and economic activity’ (91) – but ismuch broader than this, being a ‘politics of identity as well as of choice’ (91).In this regard his work is a productive move towards recognising thenecessity of widening theorisations around what constitutes politics, whichthis chapter will build upon.
Beck (1994) also addresses how individualisation has impacted onpolitical participation.  He argues that ‘citizen-initiative groups have takenpower politically’ (18), forming a new mode of political participation.According to Beck, politics is no longer the preserve of the political elite, butopen to all citizens who choose to engage. He understands these modes ofactivity as ‘sub-politics’, distinguishing between ‘official, labelled politics (ofthe political system) and sub-politics (in the sense of autonomous
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subsystemic politics)’ (35). ‘Sub-politics’ focuses on group mobilisation inorder to effect societal change through alternative means to those offered by‘the system’. However, both Giddens’ and Becks’ understandings of thesephenomena as twentieth century developments are problematic in terms oftheir ahistoricism (Smart, 2007, see section 1.4).
Other theorists’ work has taken a more nuanced historical view.Norris (2002) recognises that the supposed ‘modern’ forms of politicalengagement are ‘newer’, rather than ‘new’; having achieved a prominence inmainstream politics in the late twentieth century: ‘[p]rotest politics did notdisappear with afghan bags, patchouli oil, and tie-dyed T-shirts in the sixties;instead it has moved from margin to mainstream. Now social movements,transnational policy networks, and internet activism offer alternativeavenues of engagement’ (4). She suggests that attempts to divide the ‘social’from the ‘political’ are problematized by identity and lifestyle politics.Activities that are ‘commonly understood as broadly “political”’ (192-3)‘include volunteer work at recycling cooperatives, helping at batteredwomen’s shelters, and fund raising for a local hospital, as well asdemonstrating at sites for timber logging or airport runway expansions, andprotesting [against] the use of animals in medical research’ (192).  Norristherefore allows for a wide range of activities to be understood as political.
However, the shift towards identity and/or lifestyles politics is notwithout its critics. Some critiques came from the Left, with theorists such asHobsbawm (1996) lamenting the fragmentation of oppositional politics into
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minority interest groups. Others, such as Crenshaw (1991) critique themovement from within. She argues that it carried with it problematicpractices in which some voices were privileged over others. ‘The problemwith identity politics is […] that it frequently conflates or ignores intragroupdifferences. […] [I]gnoring difference within groups contributes to tension
among groups’ (1242).  She used the critique to recommend a more‘intersectional’ approach to identity politics.

Furedi (2005), on the other hand, rejects any understanding of thesenew modes of engagement as political. He argues that unless new modes ofengagement can constitute a practical alternative to representativedemocracy, they should not be understood as political challenges. Indeed, hestates that they form an obstacle to political change by pacifying those whomight alternatively challenge the political hegemony. ‘There is nothingobjectionable about individuals participating in organizations in order tobecome members of an emotional community. However, when the pursuit ofself-discovery becomes a principle objective of involvement it is likely to turninto merely another form of disengagement’ (46, emphasis added).
A definition of politics as necessarily based on engagement with – orreplacement of – representative democracy shows a misunderstanding of thecontemporary political landscape. In a globalised world, it is not always thestate that has utmost power in a situation. As Norris (2002) highlights,‘privatization, marketization, and deregulation means that decision makinghas flowed away from public bodies and official government agencies that
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were directly accountable to elected representatives, devolving to a complexvariety of nonprofit and private agencies operating at local, national, andinternational levels’ (193). As such, ‘protest politics’ shows a necessary shiftfrom democratic politics in order to target the relevant authoritative bodiesin today’s globalised world.
Moreover, Furedi’s (2005) argument is characteristic of those whobelieve that Politics might be open to anyone or everyone. As Collins ([1991]2000) argues, in reference to black women in a North American context, thisis not the case. Structural obstacles will always prevent marginalised groupsfrom participating in Politics, which invariably privileges the activisms ofwhite men. Privileging Politics over other forms of activity erases the politicalimportance of the activities undertaken by large swathes of the population.Collins therefore argues for the inclusion of individualised instances ofresistance in understandings of political activism; for many, their greatestpolitical achievements will be centred on personal strategies for resistanceand survival. These arguments are applicable beyond the realm of blackwomen’s activism for many who do not have the opportunity to engage in‘traditional’ forms of politics. For social scientists to negate these activities as‘not political enough’ erases centuries of activism.
Collins’ proposal to recognise the struggle for survival can also befound in some CCCS work on the politics of subcultures (Corrigan and Frith,[1975] 2006). The creation and maintenance of a cultural space in whichworking class young people may thrive is viewed as having political potential.
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[A]ny political judgement of youth culture must be based on treating itfirst as a working class culture, secondly as a cultural response to a
combination of institutions, and thirdly as a response which is ascreative as it is determined. Our own, unsystematic, judgement is thateven if youth culture is not political in the sense of being part of aclass-conscious struggle for State power, it nevertheless, does providea necessary pre-condition of such a struggle. Given the structuralpowerlessness of working class kids and given the amount of statepressure they have to absorb, we can only marvel at the fun and thestrength of the culture that supports their survival as any sort ofgroup at all (Corrigan and Frith, [1975] 2006: 201, emphasis inoriginal).
Whilst this chapter does not delve into the realms of how far punk initself may be a political act, it is important to recognise that the creation ofalternative cultural spaces is one strategy for the survival of groups that donot necessarily have access to traditional forms of politics. Furthermore,these alternative cultural spaces enabled the development of new culturalnorms that challenge wider societal expectations. ‘What [punk,] zines, andunderground culture writ large offer is a safe place in which to test out newideas and to imagine a different way of ordering things’ (Duncombe, [1997]2008: 186). Subcultures provide autonomous spaces in which individualsmeet, share political ideas and gain support from each other.
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This chapter draws on broad theorisations of ‘politics’ in order toallow for an acknowledgement of individuals’ agency where it is due. It takeson board Giddens’ suggestion that politics includes those choices made aboutindividuals’ everyday lives. It utilises Beck’s arguments for understandinggrassroots activities that challenge ‘the system’ as political, but does notpropose that these activities are subpolitical, instead positioning them as analternative form of political expression. It learns from Collins not to erase thepolitical potential of those who cannot or do not engage in ‘traditional’(privileged) forms of politics, and instead affords agency to those who oppose‘the system’ in individualised forms of everyday resistance. Finally, it doesthis whilst highlighting Smart’s model of individuals’ connectedness: toothers who share (or reject) their politics, to changing sensibilities andnorms within both the punk scene and ‘normal’ society, to their ownbiographical histories, and to the societal structures which constrain them, inspite of their best attempts to resist.
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6.2 Educative Politics

Reading for a revolution

Education, both formal and informal, has always carried with it politicalimplications. Collins ([1991] 2000) discusses the crucial role that educationplayed in the post-Slavery lives of Black Americans through to the Civil RightsMovement and beyond. Many states had outlawed the education of slaves inorder to prevent their political awakening. Following the abolition of slaverythose who were able to read and write felt it their moral obligation, as part ofa process of ‘race uplift’, to pass on their knowledge and educate one another.Education took place formally at churches and (initially segregated, laterunsegregated) schools; it also took place informally at homes. These BlackAmericans’ commitment to educate one another was a key part of theirpolitical activism.
At English working men’s reading clubs of the early 1800s, nationalnewspapers and radical political journals were purchased by the club for allmembers in order to make knowledge affordable. Texts were read aloud bythose who could read in order to make it accessible for the illiterate. Thosewith the skills to read and write taught their peers in order to increaseaccessibility to knowledge, especially in regard to class struggle and otherreformist political traditions (Thompson, [1963] 1980).  Drawing on Gramsci,CCCS scholars argue that the revolutionary potential of this ‘grassroots’ self-education was recognised as a problematic challenge to middle classhegemony, and formalised education was brought in for the masses in the
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nineteenth century. The working class were educated with middle classvalues and culture in an attempt to placate radical class reform (Corrigan andFrith, [1975] 2006). Therefore there is a critical political need for alternativeforms of education (Freire, [1970] 2000).
Cultural monopolies on formal education do not eradicateunderground systems of education; educating oneself and each other remainsa key strategy in political struggles. Alternative political education, for themost part, takes place outside the academy and often in forms that aredifficult to measure or record. From home-schooling in literacy skills andinformal reading groups to unrecorded meetings, debates and conversationsbetween peers, and individual reading choices, the formats by which politicalideas gain currency and provoke thought and debate are multifarious. Today,high levels of literacy and the availability of the Internet heightensopportunities for individual self-education in political matters, as well asproviding platforms for debate.
This section investigates the multiple ways in which participants’political actions have taken the format of educative engagement with politicalideas. These forms of engagement include educational organisations, thewriting and distribution of political reading material, informal conversationsand self-education. A key aspect through which participants ‘performed’ theirpolitical engagement during interviews was by engaging me in extensivepolitical discussion.
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A few of the participants in this research project had experience withsetting up educative action groups, or knew of others in the scene who haddone so. These often took the form of consciousness-raising organisationscreated to tackle specific political problems. Lisa and Gregor both talkedabout their own experiences of self-organised grassroots political campaigngroups, whilst Larry, Mark and Ruben discussed setting up politicalinformation distros or bookshops. Menno, meanwhile found his interests laywith producing political historical texts.
Lisa set up an animal rights organisation which aimed to educate themeat-eating public. ‘We also put flyers out, for instance just before Christmaswe put flyers out to make people consider buying organic meat or justeat[ing] vegetarian [meals] once in a while, that sort of thing’ (Lisa). Thisactivity was in keeping with broader trends within the punk scene, wherevegetarianism is common and animal rights activists often have a presence.Larry discusses this in the context of gigs he played at: ‘[w]e always broughtinformation with us, like leaflets from PETA37, other political leaflets, [and]we did a lot of benefit shows for animal rights activism’ (Larry). A number ofparticipants discussed seeing animal rights information at punk gigs,something that was present during events attended as part of my fieldwork.These were often part of ‘distros’ at which leaflets, zines and books as well asmusic and merchandise might be sold or made available at gigs.

37 People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals
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Two participants had been involved in separate projects to makeanarchist literature more available to the (punk and wider) public. Both hadbeen in collectives that set up anarchist bookshops or distros: one inAmsterdam, and one in Groningen. Het Fort van Sjakoo has become anAmsterdam institution which no longer advertises its anarchist credentials orits squat history (it is instead labelled an ‘International bookshop’), but is stillrun to cater to anyone seeking radical political reading materials.
Gregor, along with his university peers, set up a Non-GovernmentalOrganisation in order to educate people about the genocide in Darfur. Theyorganised a lecture series inviting a variety of guest speakers, including a UNofficial, to discuss the issue at Radboud University Nijmegen. This series hadformal ties to the University; around 200 students were able to follow thelectures in return for degree credits. Both this series and practices ofdistributing literature represent methods by which participants seek toeducate others on particular matters as a form of political activism.
If we accept that reading and discussing ideas is political, then, byextension, the writing of these ideas must also be political. A few participantswere engaged in writing more formal political texts, such as pamphlets orwebsites for political groups. This practice will be discussed in more depthlater in this chapter. The most common of these writing practices, however, isthe writing of zines.
A great many participants in this research project had some history ofinvolvement with the making of zines. Whilst a great deal of this writing was
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often focused around music – including reviews, interviews, etc. – some wasmore directly political. These zines were copied and shared amongst punknetworks. Nico, amongst others, discussed ways in which zines introducedhim to new modes of thinking about issues, and provided guidelines on howto live. Menno curated the Raket zine in line with his anti-censorship beliefs;he would publish anything – and everything – that anyone submitted38. Forothers, zines provided a space in which to express or explore their ownopinions or political beliefs. In these ways Dutch zine culture resembles zinecultures in other countries (Dunscombe, [1997] 2008; Kempson, 2014;Worley, 2015).
Similarly, many participants had been involved with writing lyrics forbands, and discussed their tendency to write explicitly political lyrics. Forexample, ‘most of […] [the lyrics are] about human rights and animal rights’(Theo). This is one way in which we can view punk music itself as acommunicative process through which individuals are educated politically(Street, 2012).
For Menno, however, punk’s political potential was limited, and assuch he sought more and different ways to express his views. His post-Rondos project was an exercise in documenting and spreading knowledge ofDutch workers’ history. Menno and his ex-bandmates conducted oral historyinterviews in order to produce an account of Rotterdam’s workers’movement in the 1930s.

38 The project ended after the final zine (in 1982) ran to over 300 pages.
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We interviewed fifteen people who were all active in the unions. Yeah,that was very interesting and well, we typed it up and wrote it into astory, but these people really told their own story, often for the firsttime. One of them had fought in Spain, the Spanish civil war. Andanarchists, freethinkers, communists, friends of Van der Lubbe39. […]Those kinds of projects we really found a lot more interesting thanspending every weekend in your leather jacket downing as many pintsas [possible] (Menno).
The above examples all involve education of others and thecommunication of political ideas. These instances of communication form apolitical economy of ideas, developed intersubjectively within the punkcommunity, as individuals influence one another. However, self-education isalso important in terms of political potential. Participants were keen to giveexamples of their own political research and its role in the formation of theirpolitical ideas. Just as some were inspired by reading zines or lyrics, booksand the Internet also formed key resources for self-education. Daandescribed his ‘reading history’ in the formation of his own political stance,name-checking Marx, Lenin, Stalin, Kerensky, Trotsky, Luxembourg, Tolstoyand Kropotkin. This can be linked to discourses that foreground theimportance of reading for political education and political mobilisation(Collins, [1991] 2000; Freire, [1970] 2000; Thompson, [1963] 1980).

39 A Dutch communist famous for setting fire to the Reichstag in 1933 to protestNazism.
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Current affairs

Participants were keen to discuss current affairs during interviews; oneaspect of their political interest was following the news carefully andresearching various aspects of contemporary politics. They were keen toshare this ‘education’ with me in the research setting.
The fieldwork period for this project coincided with the first events ofthe ongoing Arab Spring in December 2010 in Tunisia. However, theinternational media did not start reporting on the events in questionextensively until Al Jazeera begun their 24/7 coverage of events on 28January 2011, three days into the protests that took place in Egypt’s TahrirSquare (Alterman, 2011). Seven of the interviews for this project took placein the fifteen days between the start of this intensive coverage and theannouncement on 11 February 2011 that President Mubarak was resigning.Nanabhay and Farmanfarmaian (2011) discuss this coverage as a media‘spectacular’: ‘Al Jazeera audience patterns, for example, suddenly spikedafter an unprecedented rise as people tuned in globally to watch the events inEgypt’ (591). Certainly, a number of participants reported being glued to theAl Jazeera coverage in order to keep up-to-date with events. One participant,following an interview on 10 January 2011, sent me SMS messages with thelatest news: that Mubarak was due to give a speech and that he was expectedto resign. Both Daan and Maxim talked of watching Al Jazeera multiple timesa day during this period, Daan stressing the importance of watching ‘history[... as it] is happening’ (Daan). He was also engaged in writing on the matter,
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sharing his education with others; he published a few articles for websitesand newspapers he was involved with.
The Arab Spring therefore formed a particular point of reference for anumber of participants. Maxim talked of his great admiration for thoseinvolved in the protests in Tahrir square, and how this greatly eclipsed hisown political actions in being straight edge and vegetarian (see section 6.4):
I’ve been vegetarian for as long as I’ve been straight edge so for fifteenyears, but [… it] doesn’t mean that you are revolutionising […] peoplearound you. I think, I mean, really to all the people who are on thestreets of Egypt for the last week, I’m sure ninety-nine per cent ofthem are not vegetarians, but I think they’re doing something whichall the vegetarians in Holland combined have never ever achieved! Imean they’re attacking a system so big, like enormous, and they’retaking their lives into their own hands in a way that’s unseen forwestern societies. So who am I to say that they’re not the truerevolutionaries because, well, ‘he ate meat before he came to thedemonstration’, ‘he drank some milk before he threw a rock at thecop’, I don’t care! (Maxim).
Daan likened the emotion of watching the news unfolding as similar tolistening to political hardcore punk bands: ‘look, what punk and hardcoreprovoke is of course a certain emotion which you have, also in politics, forinstance if you look what happens in Egypt then I’m filled with anger which isthe same anger that I hear […] when I listen to Discharge or Crucifix or MDC’
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(Daan). Thus we see how important music and politics are for Daan and howhe is connected to both of these emotionally. His reaction to these events, andthe likening of these to music, highlights how inextricably connected (Smart,2007) these various facets of his ‘whole’ life (Pilkington and Omel’chenko,2013) are.
Daan, Maxim and Kosta all talked about the events in Egypt in terms oftheir working class revolutionary potential, echoing the terms by which AlJazeera also discussed the events in question (Alterman 2011). It was hopedby some participants that this was a sign of wider global trends towards leftwing revolutionary change, with examples also given of the Greek nationalstrike in May 2010 and subsequent protests in Greece, and the Londonstudent protests of November 2010.
Further current affairs interests discussed during interviews, revolvedaround Dutch governmental politics; critiques of politicians are alive andkicking in the punk scene (and are a distinct part of punk’s history, seeDonaghey, 2013; Laing, 1985; O’Hara, 1999; Street, 2012). This was mostnotable in reference to the rise of Geert Wilders’ ‘Partij voor de Vrijheid’(PVV)40. This topic formed a nexus around which punks could discuss theirown political (self-)education, and could become a starting point for bothanti-political (see section 5.5) and anti-racist discourses.

40 The PVV is the ‘Party for Freedom’, a far right political party. Whereas Wilders isoften positioned as an anti-politics populist (de Lange and Art, 2011; Vossen, 2010),he was viewed by these punks as part of the political establishment.
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The rise in far right political extremism in the Netherlands mirrorsthat of many of the countries in Western Europe (Mudde, 2007; Vossen,2010). Pim Fortuyn’s party ‘List Pim Fortuyn’ (LPF) first ran in the 2002general election; political tensions soared, culminating in his assassinationsix days before the election. The LPF won enough seats to become the secondlargest party, and had a place in the subsequent coalition government.Following the decline of the LPF, Wilders’ PVV (est. 2005) filled the niche andgained political power in the 2006 general election. The fieldwork for thisproject occurred after the 2010 Dutch general election, in which the PVVcame third. Whilst they did not take any cabinet seats, their formal support(‘gedoogakkoord’) was necessary in the formation and stability of theresultant coalition government (de Lange and Art, 2011)41.
During 2010-2011 Geert Wilders was on trial, accused of hate speech.The trial was televised on Dutch television, and ran from October 2010 toJune 2011; as such this was another prominent political event during thefieldwork period (van Spanje and de Vreese, 2015). Geert Wilders and thePVV were regularly mentioned by participants in this research. WhilstWilders was dismissed by participants as an idiot, ‘rare vent’42, an anomaly,the potential dangers that his popularity signalled were discussed withconcern: ‘this Wilders guy [is] a bad motherfucker’ (Luka).

41 Further evidence of the extent of their power could be seen in 2012 when thewithdrawal of their support for the cabinet led to its collapse, and the 2012 generalelection.42 Crazy guy
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Some used the rise of the PVV as an example of why more peopleshould be engaged with democratic politics. Anger was expressed at thosewho would dismiss the idea that the PVV’s challenge could come to much;that is, individuals who disagreed with the PVV but responded with apathy.
I think a lot of people, a lot of younger people as well, think they'll justplay it by ear or something. But it doesn't get them anywhere, manypeople have something like ‘it'll be all right on the night, it may notcome to anything, it's anyway all ridiculous’. So most people don't[think] this movement will come to much either, they don't really have[…] to really do something against it, to speak up against it […]because they think it'll all blow over or something. And I ask myselfwill it just blow over? The last few years it has just become bigger. Ithink these are things, I won't say what you should go against them orsomething but it is important to notice it and to think about it, aboutwhat the consequences could be if it goes on […] what are theconsequences of your own behaviour? (Gregor).
Another participant reinforced this by discussing his daily interactionswith those affected by the popularity of the PVV and the associated rise ofIslamophobia in the Netherlands. ‘This school [(his workplace)] has aboutfifty per cent Muslim students. So you can’t have a day without politics. […]Here you are continuously confronted with racism, the effect of it and eh, itkeeps you on your toes’ (Daan).
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Critiques of parliamentary politics were not just reserved for right-wing opponents. Maxim, at the time of the interview, was reeling after feelingbetrayed by ‘his own side’. He discussed the recent actions by the‘unbelievable fucking backstabbers of Groen-Links43’ (Maxim) who hadrecently voted to continue the Netherlands’ involvement in the war inAfghanistan (despite widespread opposition) in the hope – as Maximunderstood it – of being invited to form part of the next coalitiongovernment. Maxim’s judgement was that politically, as well as morally, thiswas an incorrect move on their part. The strength of his feeling on the matterand his investment in parliamentary politics show that far from beingdisillusioned, Maxim was concretely angry at this betrayal:
Brilliant, brilliant move on their part really. I don’t know how andwhere the fuck they came up with this idea and who was the brilliantstrategist who did, but they’re going to lose so many votes because ofthis. It’s going to be they’re going to be like - I mean we’re going tohave elections for city councils coming up in March - they’re going tobe so slaughtered, it’s going to be ridiculous. I mean […] this newleader of Groen-Links was on TV talking about it, I was really like ‘youpiece of shit’. Really, like, ‘you’re the worst, the worst parasite thatwe’ve ever had on the left, really like, horrible, I will spit in your face ifI ever see you!’ (Maxim).

43 Green-Left, a left wing party with a focus on ecology.
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There are many means by which we engage in spreading politicalideas. Here I have described a number of ways in which participants in theDutch punk scene engage in self-education and education of others; I arguethat this process forms a key method by which political ideas spread, andthus is, in itself, a political act. Some of these activities are collectivecommunicative forms of education (the lecture series, distros, conversations,and writing for others) whilst others are more individualised (reading,watching the news). However, all are forms of critically engaging withpolitical messages and working to inspire others. Whilst some, such as Furedi(2005) have dismissed these ‘individualised’ forms of politics, they form animportant sphere of alternative political activity for those marginalised from– or unwilling to engage in – other, traditional, forms of involvement. In doingso these fit within a historical trajectory of political activism by various othergroups such as working-class men (Thompson, [1963] 1980), and BlackAmerican women (Collins, [1991] 2000).
The spread of knowledge, critical political thought and alternatemodes of resisting society allow for the creation and reinforcement of newpolitical cultural norms. The next section will look at the ways in whichpolitical discourses, especially from within the punk scene, have impacted onthe ways in which participants choose to live their lives. Following Giddens(1994, 2000) and Collins ([1991] 2000) I argue that there are multipleeveryday life choices which are imbued with political connotations. Thechoices that participants make (or don’t make) form modes of resistance to
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societal norms. There follows an intersubjective process by which thesechoices create new subcultural norms for Dutch punks.
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6.3 Resisting Normative Choices

Given punk’s stance as critical of authority, state, and ‘the system’ (O’Hara,1999; Cross, 2010), it follows that many individuals involved with punk havea difficult time negotiating institutions and social norms in their everydaylives. Punk does not exist in a vacuum, and nor do its’ participants. Zines andtexts such as O’Hara’s ‘Philosophy of Punk’ (1999) (which is widely read bypunks), contain endless debate on the (anarchist) ‘rules’ by which punksmust live, grappling with the difficulties that punks face when interacting incommunication interlocks (Fine and Kleinman, 1979) with non-punk society.Chapter 1 discussed the importance of ‘resistance’ (J. Clarke et al. [1975]2006; Haenfler, 2006; Leblanc, 1999; Williams, 2011) to subcultural debates,particularly within punk. This section will unpick a number of the ways inwhich participants resist normative choices within the realm of everyday life.It posits these individuals’ choices as political (Giddens, 1994).
Whilst punk discourse positions punks as ‘anti-system’, many punkshave a less clear understanding of which ‘system’ it is that they oppose. Formany punks it is the government and other forms of authority – and therestrictions these place on individuals through rules or law – whichconstitute the reviled system. Others take a broader political stance againstcapitalism or neo-liberalism. For some, this broad approach is more a ‘punk’figure of speech than any particularly considered political position.  Bramdescribes his politics with impressionistic (punk) brush strokes: ‘oh very
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much like the anarchist politics and the anti-state anti-system fuck thesystem, those kind of politics’ (Bram).
Participants exhibited various strategies in dealing with the very realchallenges that their politics posed for everyday life choices. From theextremes of  ‘dropping out’ of society, to decisions regarding which aspects ofsociety individuals could work with, and to what extent, participantsespoused politically informed choices in many aspects of their life. Theirpolitics informed decisions regarding work, housing, and patterns ofconsumptions, all of which will be discussed in the remainder of this section.Each choice made by participants represents a strategy of resistance to‘normal’ society, thus providing examples of politics enacted on an everydaylevel in a manner that is possible for these punks.
One (anonymous44) participant described themselves as livingcompletely outside ‘the system’. They were not registered in any traceableway with the authorities, and wanted to maintain this. Another used similarlanguage in discussing his past engagements with ‘society’, and how thiscontinues to impact his adult life. ‘[I] never fucking had a job, never had to doany official shit [… I’m] so used to being outside the whole fucking system’(Bram)45. However, Bram was claiming unemployment benefits during thetime he lived ‘outside of society’, so there must have been some degree of

44 This participant explicitly requested that the section of their interview in whichthey discussed these matters was not to be used. I have not drawn any quotes, givenany information which could trace their location and use gender-neutral pronounsin order to mask their identity as far as possible.45 See full quote in section 5.3.
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engagement with ‘the system’. As such, Bram drew differentially on availablemodes and levels of engagements, deciding what was acceptable to him.Moreover, we see that he still aimed to ‘perform’ (during interview at least)an ideal of being ‘outside’ society. Dropping out is a strategy that entails agreat deal of effort, and thus is not always open to all punks. Participantsoften, instead, drew differentially upon various strategies in order to live in a‘politically conscious’ way.
Some acknowledge this tension in their political critiques, bydiscussing the ways in which they ‘regretfully’ engage in the system due tothe difficulties of not doing so. For others, this becomes a key part of their lifeand their art: ‘[keeping art and money separate] doesn’t make sense for mebecause [the] economic system is one of the systems which you have toinclude in your art thinking as well’ (Marieke).

Work

All participants engaged in some form of acquiring money, whatever theiropinions of the economic system that necessitated this. Even the anonymousparticipant mentioned above, who lived ‘outside the system’, engaged insome paid work.
Many participants live on – or had past experience of living on – thestate’s unemployment allowance. A difficult economic climate in theNetherlands during the 1980s (especially in northern Groningen) meant that
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for the older punk generations: ‘most of us […] were on the dole since wewere like sixteen [or] seventeen’ (Wim).  Indeed, ‘it was [the] beginning ofthe eighties and I don’t think anyone had a job really, I don’t rememberanybody having a job. […] There was a big crisis at that time, so everybodywas on the dole, so was I. I’d done my arts school and finished school and justdirectly into get[ting] money from the [government]. Yeah there were just nojobs available’ (Henk).
However, Henk immediately followed this comment up with astatement showing another, ‘less’ political argument for living fromunemployment allowances:
Henk: Not that I would’ve taken any job, I think, [even] if there wasone available!Kirsty: Why?Henk: Because I was enjoying myself too much!
Conversations in the pub whilst on fieldwork suggested thatparticipants felt justified in their choice to live from these allowances in spiteof their anti-state politics. They understood this as their own means ofexploiting the state; taking the government’s money and using it to live apunk life must be resistance. Being on ‘the dole’46, therefore, becamenormalised in many punk circles.

46 It is a sign of Groningen’s connections with UK punks that they use UK slang there.See Chapter 4 for more discussion of these connections.
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These stories highlight the way in which punks are inextricably boundto a (global) economic system, however much they resist. The poor economyand often precarious social position of punks led to their widespreadunemployment. Unemployment therefore became a social norm within theDutch (especially Groningen) punk scene of the 1980s. Punk ideology wasreformulated, both to allow for this, and to ensure that even those who mightotherwise be able to get a job might choose not to in order to fit normative
punk standards. Being ‘on the dole’ became an important discourse withinDutch punk scenes, similar to the early UK punk scene (Fryer, 1986;Simonelli, 2002) and the later Oi! (Worley, 2013, 2014) and L.A. punk scenes(Traber, 2001). Money gained through ‘the dole’ allowed Dutch punks tospend their time on creative, cultural and political engagements.

A number of participants discussed how the dole enabled them tosupport their local scene through working as ‘volunteers’ for punk venues:behind the bar, as sound technicians, stage hands, or as promoters. Thislowered the operating costs of running the venues that supported the punkscene. Jaap says: ‘so I became unemployed and started booking bands. […]Unemployment was high then. It wasn’t a [paid] job then. I did that forthirteen and a half years, [as a volunteer] on the dole and then we created a[paid] job for it’ (Jaap). In this we see one way in which punks ‘rerouted’ statemoney in order to finance the punk scene.
There was, however, a recognition amongst older punks that they hadhad it lucky, and that times were changing. ‘In Holland we’re pretty spoilt,
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with the dole you don’t work [and] you’ve got €800 a month to live from andyou don’t have to do basically nothing for it. [… But] it’s not [like that]anymore because it’s getting stricter, it’s hard to be on the dole. I’m talkingabout like ten years ago’ (Ruben). Changes to regulations were having realimpacts on younger people’s ability to be involved in punk in the same waythat they had been. See section 3.9 for Bram and Wim’s discussion of howmuch harder it is for younger generations, who are encouraged to be more‘responsible’.
There were (at the time of research) still a few possibilities for punksnot to work; one participant offered the example of a bandmate who was inthe process of applying for an artist’s stipend from the government. However,in line with changes to the law on squatting (see Chapter 3), and changes tothe unemployment welfare system, the opportunities for Dutch punks to livewithout work were changing.
The acceptance of government money, in spite of anti-state politicalpositions stems, in part, from discursively prioritising criticisms of work. Notonly does work limit ones potential for engagement in cultural and politicalactions; respondents also report criticisms of work in a manner that is linkedto an anti-capitalist position. Luka reported his confusion with the treatmenthe received for choosing to work upon his arrival in Amsterdam:
I could[n’t] really figure it out; what the fuck is going on? Nobody wasworking, nobody cared about [it …] like everybody [was] begging. And[…] who knows how [they were] getting money. And I was like,
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whatever, washing the cars’ windows on the street, you know? Like Istart bringing [in] food. They were all just like, ‘Ah! You have money,you’re a capitalist’ (Luka).
For the most part, however, work was becoming a necessity for manypunks at the time of my research. There was a regretful acceptance of somedegree of interaction with the capitalist system. A number of punks were, orhad been, engaged in multiple, low-earning, unstable jobs. Some, such asAndre, adopted this path deliberately. Whilst he had been universityeducated and therefore certainly had the option of following a moremainstream career path, he chose a more unstable way of working. This wasthe only way, for him, that he was able to foreground his commitment topunk: ‘so I do all kinds of small [jobs] – I don't have a regular job orsomething – because you can't combine that with being on the road a lot. So Ido odd jobs, from teaching guitar to care-work with the elderly to removaljobs and driver for a company of a friend of mine’ (Andre).
Other participants did not necessarily have the privilege of choosingunstable work over something more secure: having multiple insecure jobswas especially prevalent for those who had migrated to the Netherlands (seeChapter 4). ‘[I] moved to Holland, and then here I did all kind of dishwashing,cleaning, I was putting posters in the street, I worked for like a mail company,like delivering mail […] more cleaning, then […] working in restaurants Imean a lot of – I wouldn't say shitty work – but I mean, you had to pay yourbills so I was doing whatever [was] necessary’ (Nico). By contrast, prior to
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this, Nico had studied in Portugal for a degree and then worked as an Englishteacher. However, whilst Nico was forced into working multiple insecurejobs, he also chose not to continue with the normative career path he hadinitially embarked on, as demonstrated below. Necessity and opportunitytherefore interact with individuals’ political agency in complex ways; we seehere how crucial it is to acknowledge the ‘connectedness’ of these individualswhole lives to the economic and social structures that force them in, or out, ofwork.
A number of participants set up their own businesses and were self-employed. Others were in the process of getting a business off the ground.Participants set up companies in the fields of IT and Internet services,publishing, graphic design, merchandise, bicycles; one participant was alsoinvolved in setting up a pub. A number of these businesses drew directly onskills learnt first through punk; for example, the graphic designer madeposters and zines as a teenager, and the pub owner had volunteered at punkvenues behind the bar. In this way Dutch punks display similarities to punksand skins in Germany who have their own ‘alternative’ economy (Ventsel,2008). Whilst arguably at odds with anarchism and anti-capitalism, thisprocess feeds into punk and political discourses of ‘autonomy’ from State andfrom employers, i.e. from ‘the man’. ‘[W]orking for somebody else? If I can notdo it, yeah I will, I will try to avoid it’ (Nico). Moreover this is an example ofthe influence that punk DIY practices have on participants’ work lives.
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For Nico, it was very important to work for himself, and run his bikeshop along DIY principles.  Whilst he aimed to provide a good service at aslow a cost as possible, his greatest pleasure was to enjoy his work.
I would probably more define myself with DIY. [T]rying to be a littlebit [...] independent. One of the reasons I really like having this bikeshop is; well, I'm working more now than I ever did, but it's workingfor myself. I mean, I think I give a good service to […] my neighbourslet's just say, regarding prices and quality. [...] I'm actually happy thatI'm doing something that is not like working for somebody else. [… If]you have good working conditions, if you are well paid, if you have agood working environment and it's all fine, but that doesn't reallyhappen in a lot of cases (Nico).
Nico’s decision to set up his own business was informed by the politicssurrounding working conditions, and his own experience of havingpreviously been poorly treated in a work environment. He feltdisenfranchised in challenging his treatment, and thus saw this option as amanner of survival (Collins, [1991] 2000).
The majority of self-employed participants worked alone. However, insome cases the businesses were partnerships (the pub), or had grown to apoint where extra staff were needed to keep up with demand (the bike shop).Whilst pleased at his business’ success, the shift that Nico experienced fromemployment, to self-employment, to employer was one which satuncomfortably with him. During the interview, conducted at his work, he
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expressed hope that his employee was satisfied with his working conditions,but worried that if I were to question him privately that he might have hisown reservations about working for Nico.
Participants who were engaged in more normative career paths alsoemphasised fulfilment with their work. However, these participants werealmost exclusively engaged in roles with cultural or political associations47.At least five received their job satisfaction from roles in the arts; Henk is agraphic designer, Menno, Kosta, and Johan all draw and work with cartoons,and Marieke is an artist and fashion designer. Others’ work was more directlylinked to the punk scene; Jeroen, Mark, Marrten, Lotte and Jaap all work at orowned punk venues (working behind the bar, as sound engineers, or aspromoters) and Ruben designs and makes merchandise for bands. Suchparticipants who were able to make money from their creative interests, didnot necessarily view this as work, as they would likely do it anyway.
Other participants were engaged in work within the public sector.These roles were in keeping with the broadly left wing ideologies of theDutch punk movement, if, again, at odds with more anti-statist discourses.However, in searching for the lesser of ‘two evils’, working for ‘the public

sector man’ was more acceptable than for ‘the private sector man’. Bramrelates this choice directly to his punk experiences:
47 Of those who didn’t: one participant worked in the banking sector, another as atruck driver, a third as a mechanic. All of these participants saw their work life asentirely separate from their cultural affiliations.
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Since about six months ago I started going back to school and I’mlearning to be like a social worker – I’m working with the homelessand junkies at the moment. So I reckon that in five years I’m gonnaend up working with [… the] disadvantaged and underprivileged. […] Ithink I wanna work with problem kids you know, cos that’s where allof us come from, so you’ve got most experience with that and I kind ofenjoy that, I’m good at that as well (Bram48).
Daan’s career choice – a secondary school history and politics teacher– stemmed from his passion for politics which was first stoked by punk: ‘Ihave no other ambitions than teaching. There are people who want to climbthe greasy pole, become a director or whatever, but I find actual teachinggreat fun’ (Daan). He saw this role as particularly important given thecontemporary political environment, especially with the rise of theIslamophobic PVV given his work in a school district with a relatively highproportion of Muslims (see above). He discussed the daily challenges facedby his pupils as a particular source of continued inspiration for his politicalactivism, one dimension of which was his band.
The majority of the younger participants in this research were eitherstudents, or had recently completed their studies. In their choices of subject,we see similar patterns to those in careers, in that they are all influenced bypolitical and/or cultural interests. Many chose to study (traditionally leftwing) social science subjects such as sociology or politics, and three were

48 Unfortunately, cuts to funding for the training of social workers prevented Bramfrom completing his studies.
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studying various aspects of music, musicology, or music business. For a fewstudents, this choice was based on a clear career plan. Larry had studiedpolitical history before embarking on a career in politics, whilst Sander wasstudying politics and was as yet undecided as to whether he wanted to enterpolitics or academia. However, most often these choices were based oninterests rather than plans.
The high numbers of students and graduates amongst Dutch punks(see Chapter 2) is partly symptomatic of merit-based access to highereducation (from 1977 onwards) with high levels of economic support forstudents and their families; however a degree of inequality of access to thosefrom poorer backgrounds persisted (Rijken et al., 2007). At the time offieldwork there had recently been a number of changes to the way in whichuniversity study was financed. Participants argued that this would probablyreduce access to higher education for those who could not afford to pay.Whilst this had not yet had an impact there was a great deal of consternationover the future for young people.
To work, or indeed not to work, to study, or not to, is a politicaldecision (Giddens, 1994). However, as we have seen, these individuals areconstrained in terms of choice and opportunity by the economic system inwhich they are embedded. Whilst many would prefer to opt out of theeconomic system entirely, all are forced to engage. A struggling economy willaffect all, and migrants and those from less well-off backgrounds have feweroptions open to them. However, participants, where they can, have chosen
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how they will interact with the world of work. Some choose not to work, toprioritise the ability to tour over stable work, or to be self-employed. Otherschoose to work in the cultural world, or in public sector jobs based on theirprioritisation of left wing ideals. We see again, in the example of punk workchoices, the connectedness between subcultural ideology and participants’whole lives. Moreover, the interaction between choice and opportunity is notstable. The punk scene is affected by the changing economy and by the rise ofneo-liberal economic policies that have reduced access to unemploymentsupport and to university education. Younger punks are less able to choosenot to work and to focus on their punk activities than their forbearers were.The impact of this is likely to become more apparent over the next decade.
Squatting

In Chapter 3 there was an extensive discussion of the importance of squattingto Dutch punk, focusing in particular on the cultural and politicalopportunities that were historically afforded to punk. As discussed, squattingbecame a punk norm (particularly in the 1980s), that was set againstmainstream societal expectations. However, again, the individual reasons forpunks to choose to live in squats were varied. Some understood it as apolitical action (Ruben, Wouter), some did so out of necessity (Dikkie, Tom)and others focused on the sociability of doing so (Lotte, Sander).
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As squatting became more difficult – through the 1990s and 2000s, upuntil it was outlawed on 1 October 2010 – punk participation in squattingshifted. More and more respondents talk about squats as places to socialise(Herry, Alex), or to volunteer (Suzanne, Luka) rather than as a viableeveryday accommodation choice. This process reinforces the politicisation ofthe choice to squat. Whilst necessity might still be a factor, the sociability ofsquatting has been eroded by the daily challenges and worries of fightingagainst evictions, both in the courts and in the streets (Marieke, Mark,Wouter). Whereas at the height of the squatters movement (Owens, 2009)squatting may have been an ‘easy’ option, it latterly became something thatone must be ideologically invested in in order to continue.
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6.4 Practices of Consumption

Since the early 1980s, there has been a strong tradition of punk involvementwith environmental activism (O’Hara, 1999). Anarcho-punk called forconscious living and activist engagement amongst punks. Led by UK bandssuch as Discharge and Crass, who emphasised their anti-war position, therewas a focus on revitalising the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (Worley,2011; Rimbaud, 1998). Other punk bands, such as Flux of Indians and Conflictfocused instead on issues of animal rights, vivisection, and vegetarianism(Cross, 2010). There was a proliferation of punk zines at this time whichdiscussed animal rights, and ecologically conscious practices of consumption.A similar shift can be seen in the United States, with politicised old schoolhardcore bands in the early 1980s and the straight edge scene alsodeveloping strong animal rights politics. Bands such as Youth of Today andEarth Crisis later brought the message of vegetarianism and veganism to thestraight edge punks of the 1990s and 2000s (Haenfler, 2006).
This concern with animal rights fed into a wider politics ofconsciousness for the environment and opposition to wasteful practices ofconsumption. This can be understood as a form of continuity between(anarcho-)punk and earlier politicised counter cultural trends such as hippieand avant-garde; ‘this connection is most clearly expressed as a shared senseof non-conformity, anti-consumerism, anti-materialism, and anti-capitalism’(Donaghey, 2013: 151).
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Vegetarianism

When posed the question of whether they were engaged in any forms ofpolitics, some participants immediately brought up their vegetarianism, or insome cases, veganism. For many of those involved in the punk scene thisdietary choice therefore is intertwined with notions of how one can live a
politically conscious life.

Ruben: I got to into the politics stuff through a friend, and throughbands like Crass.Kirsty: and what sort of politics are you talking about?Ruben: anarchy – anarchist politics, DIY, environmental stuff,vegetarianism, yeah.
In the Dutch punk scene vegetarianism has become an establishednorm: ‘within punk and hardcore there are lots of vegetarians and vegans’(Lisa). Like the Black Cat Cafe of Clark’s (2004) research, many of the Dutchsquats with ‘VoKu’s’ that are frequented by punks serve vegetarian and/orvegan food only.  Joe’s Garage in Amsterdam, a fieldwork site by dint of myvolunteering in the kitchen there, served vegetarian food with vegan options,and Molli – the most renowned of Amsterdam’s punk squats – serves veganfood twice per week.
A number of the participants in this research offered political reasonsfor their vegetarianism; ‘most of it’s about human rights and animal rights’(Theo), and ‘that everyone in this world would have enough to eat if we all
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stop eating meat, and that it is enormously polluting, and that the animals allhave to live in boxes of 1x1[m]’ (Marieke). Their vegetarianism was one facetof a wider political engagement with animal rights issues. As noted above,Lisa wrote and distributed leaflets about vegetarianism in her localcommunity, and she also takes part in demonstrations on animal rightscauses. For Daan it was part of the lifestyle politics with which he wasengaged through the International Socialists. He understood vegetarianismand concern for the environment as a key element in revolutionary politics;he felt that no politically engaged person could not be vegetarian and thatmass vegetarianism should be fought for in order to hasten revolution.
Whilst not everyone subscribed to the same evangelical ‘lifestyle’politics that Daan displays, two participants took pride in having had aninfluence over others’ decisions to eat less – or no – meat. ‘[M]y mum is nowvegetarian but earlier she wasn’t, I was brought up with the idea that it’snormal to eat meat’ (Lisa).
[T]here are a lot of people who are aggressively vegan. But […] myhouse mate for instance is a meat eater, if he's got meat in the fridge,[okay, so be it. …] But he does join me three days a week [in] eatingvegan [food]. Then I think, I actually stopped him three times [from]eating meat! […] Well! Why would you always have to be extremewhen you just [can] to do things more quietly? Maybe more logically,for me at least (Jeroen).
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Participants were often keen to establish that vegetarianism shouldalways be a personal choice, for others as well as for themselves. ‘What I dofind important is that people decide it for themselves’ (Marieke). Individualsshould follow punk norms of vegetarianism no less critically than societalnorms of omnivorousness. It is in this process of conscious decision-makingthat the political importance of the individual choice decision resides(Giddens, 1994). Punks’ ‘think for yourself’ mantra, and the emphasisamongst Dutch punks to be ‘bewust’ (see section 5.6) is inherently political.
Indeed, one vegetarian was highly critical of veganism’s inflexibility, interms of its negation of allowing individuals to ‘think for themselves’. ‘Thereis no definition of “this is how you must live”. That is I think also in a waywhat I have against veganism, it is so extreme that it nearly dictates to others“this is how you should do it”’ (Marieke). For Marieke, political agency was ofthe utmost importance in regards to individual decisions aboutvegetarianism.
In three interviews the participants emphasised that the decision toturn vegetarian was made on a ‘landmark’ birthday, as part of the process ofbecoming an adult, independent from their families’ norms. ‘[It was on] [m]ytwenty-first birthday exactly! […] I was just saying like okay, now I havebecome of age, I have become twenty-one so less talk, more action’ (Theo).Marieke turned vegetarian on her thirteenth birthday and Daan on hiseighteenth. We see that these political choices can be part of individuals’sense of identity creation (see section 5.6).
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For these participants both the choice to become vegetarian and theact of vegetarianism are politically loaded, and form one method by whichthey can choose to lead socially and politically conscious lives. However, it isimportant to acknowledge that vegetarianism has become a punk norm,loaded with subcultural capital (Thornton, 1995). Therefore, whenindividuals make this choice, they are able to choose differentially betweendifferent cultural and subcultural norms, placed as they are within variouscommunication interlocks (Fine and Kleinman, 1979).
Sustainable consumption: Dumpster diving and recycling

Themes of ecological activism are present in other choices participants makein regards to consumption. A number of participants, whilst talking abouttheir political engagements, discussed concerns with waste and theirattempts to reduce this on a personal level. One participant had noticed arecent trend amongst his peers towards ‘punk gardening’: Theo had recentlystarted growing his own vegetables and was surprised to find that he wasn’talone in this passion. However, this trend is certainly in keeping with widerpunk discourses on ecological activism and DIY. Other methods ofsustainable punk consumption included ‘dumpster diving’, recycling as muchas possible, and the purchase and production of ethical clothing. Thesepractices were usually engaged in by those who were also linked to thesquatters’ movement and were vegetarian, as part of a wide set of personalpractices influenced by political positions and political norms within punk.
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‘Dumpster diving’ is the practice of reclaiming food from (often)supermarket bins where unspoiled food that cannot be sold (due to damagedpackaging or being outside it’s ‘sell-by date’) can be found. This practicespawned the ‘freegan’ movement (Stewart, 2009), which has strong links toDIY anarcho- and crust-punk (Edwards and Mercer, 2007, 2012). Clark(2004) discusses its role in the ‘punk cuisine’ of Seattle’s punks based aroundthe Black Cat Café; the dumpster ‘cleanses’ the waste products of capitalismthereby making it acceptable to anti-capitalist punks.
During interviews for this research, this anti-capitalist trend waspresent in the discussions of dumpster diving by those who engaged in it.Whilst some discussed practices of only eating food ‘from dumpsters’(Marieke), others viewed it as ‘recycling food’.  ‘Recycling food’ was seen asbroader than just taking it from bins: ‘In Amsterdam you can actually recyclea lot of food, you can go to several markets and, and get food at the end of theday, and [...] I don't have any problem going to big supermarket[s] andsteal[ing] food from them. Kind of from the bins but actually in [the shop too.]In Amsterdam, for instance, there's this big supermarket [chain] called AlbertHeijn’ (Nico). This form of stealing was, for this participant, justified by their(punk-influenced) anti-capitalist stance:
Well, the thing is they are all these companies I think they're makinglike so much money and, and of course their politics are probably notenvironmentally conscious, and they just want to try and get as muchas possible. So there's, something I read in a zine a long time ago, it
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said; ‘stealing is not really stealing, stealing is making things moreequal’. So I sort of, yeah […] that's something I support (Nico).
Mark also explained that for him it was important to ‘not buy anythingfrom big firms – only shoplift’ (Mark).
This process of recycling, through dumpster diving or stealing, wasapplied beyond food recycling. Nico was proud that his bike shop was almostentirely furnished by these methods.
In this shop [(his business)], you would be amazed with the thingsthat actually were bought and the things that were found. Basically, Ican tell you only these drawers, and maybe that I bought them[(points to his tools) too], but almost everything else, trust me, is[‘found’]; all those shelves, all that wood, these things on the floor, […]really a lot of stuff was found on the on the street49. So, I think alreadyfor that I think I'm happy that I'm doing it, I really see it as a kind ofmust [do] thing. And you know, a lot of people do this kind of stuff,you still get a lot of scavengers and people take stuff from the trash,and I think it's really a very good thing to do (Nico).
Ethical clothing was an issue of discussion amongst two participants.One, a fashion designer, had built her career around making artisticstatements about ‘being conscious about the clothes you wear’ (Marieke) and

49 In Amsterdam this practice is formalised and was noted during my fieldwork. Onregular and pre-arranged evenings households were allowed to put any unwantedlarge items onto the street. Anything that had not been claimed by midday thefollowing day would be collected by the local authority.
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had made collections entirely out of recycled and repurposed materials. Lisadiscusses her concern with wasteful purchasing of cheap and unethicallyproduced clothing (‘fast fashion’), made using underpaid child labour, andher (not fully achieved) desire to only buy clothes that have been ethicallyproduced and from second hand shops.
I also buy more second hand clothing. […] It might still be made bychildren or something but anyway you stop that process […] [or] youdon't stop it really, [but] you disrupt the process of production, and[all] this consuming and buying new clothes all the time and that sortof thing. [But] I find it very difficult, on the other hand I also do justwant to buy nice dresses and things (Lisa).
Both Marieke and Lisa discuss the problems brought about by the costof ethical clothes, limiting it as an option for many. ‘I do for instance have onepair of jeans that were quite expensive and they were Fairtrade, biologicalcotton say, and that is nice but it's so expensive, you can't do that for all yourclothes or things. Yes and also these jeans just fitted perfectly, it's not that Iwould have bought them if they hadn't looked good’ (Lisa).
Both the role of consumption in ‘creating space’ (Collins, [1991] 2000)in which subcultural participants can live by alternative norms, and thepractice of consumption as ‘resistance’ have a long history in subculturaltheory (J. Clarke at al., [1975] 2006; Hebdige, 1979; Williams, 2011; seeChapter 1). However, I argue that practices of consumption go beyond this inbeing a clear site in which individuals make politically informed choices in
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their everyday lives. Moreover, as opposed to areas such as work andhousing (section 6.3), in choices of consumption these individuals are lessconstrained by structural factors.
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6.5 Demonstrations and Direct Action

Nearly every single participant talked of having been on a politicaldemonstration at some point in their lives. The issues addressed by thesedemonstrations varied widely with themes including squatters’ rights andhousing shortages, anti-monarchy, anti-government, student politics, anti-nuclear weapons, anti-nuclear energy, anti-war, anti-religion, anti-globalisation, anti-racism, anti-homophobia, anti-islamophobia, workers’rights, women’s rights and animal rights.
The importance of the squatters’ demonstrations to the punk scenewas outlined in Chapter 3. They were both historically important at theheight of the squatters’ movement in the 1970s-1980s, as well ascontemporaneously at the time of the squatting ban. Other causes were alsorooted to particular times. Only older punks talked about women’s rights orworkers’ rights demonstrations or anti-nuclear weapons protests. Many ofthe younger punks were more involved in student politics or anti-warprotests in relation to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan in the 2000s.
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Image 3: The Bucket Boys, an Amsterdam punk-squat band,serenade the protesters at a Squatters’ demo.Photo taken by author, 8 November 2010.Maxim values demonstrations as a means to radicalise people: ‘It wasnice to see that there were people demonstrating because it was good to seethe outrage, I mean, I’m a socialist, and I think that people really change, Imean nothing changes you as much as going to a demonstration and gettingpepper sprayed, I mean that teaches you so many things at once about howthe world works’ (Maxim).  In this sense, Maxim echoes those who saw thesquatters’ and punk movements become radicalised in the 1970s and 1980sthrough eviction and coronation protests (see section 3.3).
This was certainly true of Bram who took great pride in the reputationof the Groningen punks in the 1990s as particularly radical and fearless atprotests: ‘we were kind of known throughout Holland that we didn’t give afuck so, you know, so they always put us up at the front of the demonstrationso even if there’s like fights with cops or with skinheads or something we’ll
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just fucking kick the shit out of them you know!’ (Bram). For Bram, protestespecially violent protest, is particularly valued as a site for affective socialties to develop between him and his fellow punks (see Chapter 1 and section5.4).
However, others favour more ‘direct’ forms of protest overdemonstrations: ‘I find it hard to motivate myself to go every week and hold aplacard, I’m more someone who does’ (Jeroen). These other forms of directaction often cause much debate and consternation within activist scenes.
A group of punks smashed the windows of the Rabobank. Theyclaimed [(publically)] that they were from the squat scene. But thesquat scene is made up of so many dfferent types of people. It was allbecause the squat evictions didn’t happen, they were delayed. So theyhad some bricks left over and they thought, haha! ‘Well, we’ve got todo something, and yeah bankers are wankers, fuck the economicsystem, we’ll throw bricks at it’ haha! [But] then there were massivedebates, online, within the squat scene [about the use of this as a tacticon ‘behalf’ of so many poeple with various opinions] (Marieke).
With forms of direct action and demonstration, we see that punksmaintain connections with other political activists. In participating indemonstrations we see a variety of political causes in which punks are oftenengaged. They do so alongside their other forms of political activism ratherthan in place of them. Most importantly, as with all of punks’ choices, Gregorstresses that the choice to support a particular cause must be made
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consciously: ‘you mustn’t go and demonstrate just to demonstrate, of course’(Gregor). As in other realms of politics, participants placed an emphasis onthe deicision to be involved as inherently political (Giddens, 1994).
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6.6 ‘Traditional’ Politics

Punk is often traditionally understood as standing in opposition to all
Political structures. This anti-government feeling stems from a suspicion ofthose in authority and often encompasses a dislike for (all) politicians(Gololobov, 2014a; Lahusen, 1993). However, as we have seen throughoutthis chapter, this does not translate into punks being apathetic. Indeed, wesaw in section 6.2 how closely some punks follow the manoeuvrings ofpoliticians. For many punks, political engagement is expressed in a variety ofmanners entailing either grassroots organising or individual action; howeverthere are also punks who do become involved in governmental or democraticpolitics. For them this involvement is not at odds with their punk identities;on the contrary, their punk background shapes their entry into and theirengagement with politics throughout their careers.

One participant in particular was heavily involved in democraticpolitics and had two roles in the ‘Socialistische Partij’ (SP)50: one within theprovincial parliament, and a second as chairman of the local branch. Punk, hesays, was directly responsible for his involvement in party politics. Not onlydid lyrics introduce him to new political themes that ensnared his interest,but also the DIY ethic prepared him for the way in which he preferred toapproach politics, thereby echoing Dunn’s (2008) proposal of therevolutionary potential of DIY. Larry’s band’s lyrics touched on themes of:
50 Dutch Socialist Party.
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‘Capitalism sucks’ and our ‘government sucks’ and we have to fight thegovernment – really not that great poetic stuff. [(laughs)] Of coursethat’s how you start and I think that really is also punk for me, it’s notonly music, but it’s also a way of working, of organizing yourself andfrom thereon I wanted to get more involved in politics and then […] Ijoined a party but that started really with listening to punk music(Larry).
For Larry, it was both the left wing politics and the party’s approachthat attracted him. He saw similarities between politics and his punkinterests. His local SP branch’s emphasis on grassroots activism on a local,rather than national level was in keeping with Larry’s punk, DIY ethic:
Well it’s cool to be in politics but when you are in the real city council,like a small parliament it’s all people are like ‘blablabla’ […] and just asmall part that you can do. I think it’s good that I did that but now,when I look back and think what I’ve learned that it’s not everything.That’s the cool thing about what we do [now], that we also do a lot ofwork outside the city hall a lot of […] grassroots politics with people.[…] We fight for, well it could be just like a basic thing like a bus stopthat’s gone and they don’t have any public transport anymore, or itcould be the forest that they are going to sell, that’s the last thing wedid; the town wanted to sell the forests and the neighborhoodsurrounding it, we went to them every night knocking at every door,[asking] ‘do you want to help us? Come on we are going to fight it’.
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That kind of stuff that makes it really interesting. […] Our way ofworking […] is also a bit of the DIY mentality, […] it’s also that thingthat you do when you’re in punk, it’s also, you can sit and wait untilsome politician does it for you or you can do something yourself and Ithink that’s why there is a good connection (Larry).
Punk furnished Larry with the methods by which he could best engagewith the politics that interested him. He has built a career out of politics andsees no contradiction between his punk involvement and his professionalrole.
Some participants, when attempting to convey their own politicalposition, would engage in the language of parliamentary politics by listingparties that they particularly did or did not identify with.  Bart says: ‘I seemyself as roughly in the D6651 corner’, and Sander suggests that oppositionto liberal parties such as the ‘Volkspartij voor Vrijheid en Democratie’ (VVD)52is particularly punk. For others, a broad ‘political spectrum’ was used inorder to position themselves:
I do tend towards a left wing spectrum […] extreme left maybe, butyes I can never find that really in a party or a person [...] It's verydifficult to have to categorise myself. I'm not an anarchist, I'm not acommunist, I am strongly social so maybe I’m a socialist! It's moreabout how I see myself, I see lots of good things everywhere,

51 D66 is a centrist liberal party.52 ‘The People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy’, a liberal-conservative party.
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anarchism can work very well, but not on a large scale, but in'compartments', so that just means in commune-like living structuresbut then it quickly becomes like ‘Animal Farm' or like communismnearly […] and that doesn't mean that communism is something bad,absolutely not. It just has to be applied in the right way. That's whereit most often fails. Maybe [I’m] a domestic anarchist with communisttendencies in a social-democratic world, maybe that's it (Jeroen).
This unwillingness to align firmly with any particular political positionis characteristic of punks' suspicion of politics; moreover it fits with punks’tendency to ‘evade’ genres (Steinholt, 2012).
A number of participants in this research project were members of theInternational Socialists (IS). This was part of the wider tradition of left wingaffiliations within the Dutch punk scene (as discussed in Chapters 3 and 5,and in Lohman, 2013). A number of early Dutch punk bands had professedaffiliations to communist or socialist groups and/or thinkers. These includedthe bands that made up the Red Rock Collective – Rondos, Rode Wig, Sovjetsand Tandstickörshocks – as well as later acts such as Lärm and Man LiftingBanner (Lohman, 2013). Members of these bands were actively engaged inpolitics outside of their music, and as such normalised punks’ engagementwith left wing political activism on an individual basis.
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Image 4: Red Rock collective promotional artwork, featuring logos for thebands Rodeweg (‘Red Wedge’), Tänstickorshocks, Rondos, De Sovjets(Rondos, 1979).For Daan, his involvement in politics directly impacted on the band’sdirection. Having already changed their name from ‘Profound’ to ‘Man LiftingBanner’, he said that his membership of IS marked the start of a new chapterin the band’s history: ‘in 1991 I joined the International Socialists. That'swhen Man Lifting Banner became a revolutionary socialist band’. Wetherefore see that individuals’ place in different interlocking spheres ofinfluence and communication (Fine and Kleinman, 1979) spreads influence insometimes surprising ways.
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Daan displayed a great deal of interest left wing ideas (as discussed insection 6.2), and during his interview spoke at length about political theory;he was keen to emphasise the need for political ideas to be grounded in andto be and sympathetic with people’s struggles. A key part of his engagementwith this is in writing for the IS paper and website. This was another meansby which he participated in educational practices as a political act (seesection 6.2) not only in terms of communicating his ideas, but also as a meansto further educate himself.
Both Daan and Maxim discuss how their activities with the IS havebeen curtailed in recent years due to various personal circumstances thatmean they have less time and ability to engage with it. Theircontemporaneous activities seemed largely focused around communicatingthe ideas of IS to a broader audience in order to gain a larger membership.They both took part in selling the IS newspaper and distributing leaflets tothe public, but regret that this is all they are able to do. Maxim used to beinvolved weekly, but now dedicates most of his time to his PhD; Daan used towork in the leadership of the organisation until a nervous breakdown forcedhim to reduce the time he spent working with IS. ‘On the weekend we usuallyhave a little action going on at the market like giving out leaflets and talkingto people and trying to get some people to come to meetings and stuff so Ihelp out when I can. I used to be involved on a weekly basis and I don’t havethe energy to do it anymore’ (Maxim).
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As well as his membership of the IS, Daan was also heavily involved inhis workplace trade union. He was a union representative for his (large)school at a time when there were large-scale union demonstrations againstthe Dutch governments’ cuts to the public sector.
This form of political engagement – with an established organization –requires a certain level of dedication. Individuals’ ability to consistentlydedicate time, often weekly if not more often, varies as other aspects of theirlives demand more attention (similarly to the drop off in engagement asparticipants age, see Chapter 3 and Haenfler, 2006). As such this engagementwith traditional politics is not open to all. Political punks engage in otherforms of resistance instead of, or alongside these traditional forms; bothMaxim and Daan remain committed vegetarians and abstain from alcoholeven whilst their involvement with IS fluctuates. We see here evidence forCollins’ ([1991] 2000) arguments for widening the scope of what constitutespolitical engagement beyond narrow definitions such as Furedi’s (2005).Even those who do have access to ‘traditional’ politics may alter theirengagement over time. This does not mean they are no longer politicallyactive; they are still creating their own space for resistance by all means opento them.
In spite of punks’ professed anti-system politics, some do choose toengage in traditional forms of politics alongside the other politicalexpressions that have been discussed during this chapter. Engagements are
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multifarious and encompass personal, educative and collective forms oftraditional or grassroots activism.
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Conclusion

This chapter has foregrounded the need to centre the discussion ofsubculture on participants’ whole lives. It has taken ‘political engagement’ asa focus, due to the particularly political nature of the Dutch punk scene.Rather than drawing a boundary around subcultural political activity, ortrying to understand whether punk or politics came first, it has uncoveredthe variety of ways in which politically aware participants are engaged inactivisms.
The chapter has argued for a widening of the definition of ‘politics’.Whilst there are problems with individualisation theories, especially inregards to their ahistoricism, the value that they place on individual actionsand the political implications of choices that individuals make is of greatimportance. However, this is not to say that participants are entirely free tomake everyday decisions. This chapter has therefore drawn attention to at anumber of facets (in particular regarding work and housing) in whichindividuals’ opportunities are shaped or stymied by structural factors.
By broadening the scope of politics beyond traditional Politics, I havehighlighted the political potential inherent in educative practices, both interms of self-education and educating others, as part of a trend which has along history in punk distros and zine writing. I have also argued for anacknowledgement of the importance of political choices within everyday liferegarding arenas such as work, housing, and patterns of consumption. FinallyI noted that punks do not engage solely in these alternate forms of politics, as
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some are also active in more traditional forms of protest politics such asdemonstrations, as well as trade unions and democratic party politics.
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Punk Lives: Contesting Boundaries

in the Dutch Punk Scene

Conclusion

This research has charted the development of the Dutch punk scene throughthe eyes and lives of its participants. At its core this thesis challenges thosewho attempt to draw clearly delineated boundaries around objects of study,arguing instead that we need to understand the messiness andconnectedness of the social world. It dismantles the boundaries of subcultureand its practice, destabilises geographic and spatial boundaries, and disruptsnarrow definitions in understanding political engagement.
The choice of punk as the subculture with which to illustrate thesearguments has facilitated the development of this thesis. Punk is a highlycontested term for those who identify with it and/or are involved in punksubculture. This has not always been reflected in academic literature that hasoften focused on particular elements of the subculture at the expense ofothers, thus making it appear ‘neater’. With this thesis I have focusedparticularly on punk as a set of practices rather than, for example, punk as a
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musical genre, artistic form, cinema, comic strip style, fashion, a lifestyle oralternative economy (to name just a few spheres that punk has infiltrated).However, in doing so I have opened up possibilities for individuals to claimpunk. Punk is, I argue, multifaceted. Punk influences many aspects ofindividuals’ lives; just as those lives shape punk. Punk may have been the‘common denominator’ in research participants’ lives, but the experiences ofthese people and the meanings that they attach to them are by no meansuniform.
This thesis places its punk participants’ lives at the foreground ofdestabilising the boundaries of subculture, geography and politics. Infocusing on participants’ narratives and their practices it centres their punksubjectivity, embedding their lives and their punk subculture as part of widerculture. It argues that punks do not live their lives in a cultural – or a spatial –bubble. They interact with and learn from punks and non-punks from all overthe world. Punk – and non-punk – local, national, and global cultural formsare therefore all available to them as they construct their own meaningfulpaths through life.
By approaching Dutch punk and (sub)cultural practices fromparticipants’ perspectives this thesis regrounds theories of subculture(Bennett, 2011; Pilkington and Omel’chenko, 2013). It balancesindividualised choices in participating in various aspects of subculture andwider cultural practices whilst interrogating the social and cultural contextthat limits and guides their agency. It places punks as active agents in the
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intersubjective creation of meaning in their lives, whilst recognising thecomplexity of their position as not only objects but subjects of their complexstructural locations.
In contrast to claims both that ‘punk is dead’, or that it ‘isn’t’(Rimbaud, 2011), this thesis contends that punk is and is most definitelyalive. Punk has spread, mutated, and fragmented, it has experienced highs,and lows. Subgenres and subscenes of punk have taken to heart differentstyles, different ideologies, different practices and different identity markersover the last forty years. However, ‘punk’ remains a powerful element ofmany peoples’ lives.
By focusing on punk in the Netherlands, this thesis has illuminated ascene that has had little written about it. This thesis does not claim to havetold the history of Dutch punk; however, it certainly has told a history ofDutch punk. By focusing on the stories of participants’ lives it is a jumping offpoint for further work on this under-researched scene. This thesis hasfurther drawn attention to the multiple interacting hierarchies present in aglobal punk scene. Punk in the Netherlands is peripheral to that of the UK, theUnited States, and Germany. However, it maintains a privileged position inrelation to much of the rest of the world by dint of it being situated in well-connected, affluent Western Europe. Moreover, this thesis has complicatedthe idea of studying a locally (or nationally) bounded subculture, especially inthe context of hyper-mobility. Dutch punk is too connected to its globalcontext to be one specific object of study; nonetheless residence in the
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Netherlands, in multiple locations within the country has shaped this globalform.
The particularly politicised form of punk in the Netherlands,moreover, has allowed us to see how politics operates on multiple levels inparticipants’ lives. Politics should not be understood just as governmental ordemocratic involvement, nor should it be extended only to include protestactivisms, instead, any choices that participants make with a consciousness oftheir political weight can be understood as enacting politics. The lifting ofthese boundaries of what constitutes political activism allows us to includethe resistive practices of subcultures in which participants make space inorder to survive. The multitude of ways in which individuals seek to educateand engage with others on political matters can in themselves be understoodas political actions. By recasting ‘politics’ we give agency to those who enactideology and activism in the ways in which they are able to.

Firstly, this research project set out to uncover what punk means for Dutchparticipants and how this has changed over time. The seeds of punk in theNetherlands were germinated with a few initial points of contact with NewYork and London and the mass media coverage of the Sex Pistols’ Dutch tourin January 1977.  Initially a largely mimetic scene, with pub rock bandschoosing this new style for their next musical direction, the Dutch scene sooncame into its own. With new punk bands forming, close punk ties were forgedbetween the Dutch art world and the burgeoning squat scene. As has been
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demonstrated the connections with and overlaps between the squatters’movement and punks have had a significant impact on the trajectory of Dutchpunk, fostering a particularly politically engaged, well connected, and mobilescene.
Participants who were part of these formative years found in punk anartistic expression, of otherness and difference. In this sense it is similar tothe discourses of its contemporary UK scene (Hebdige, 1979). However,there are signs that even in these early days the potential of punk to bepolitical was more keenly felt with bands such as the Rondos proclaimingtheir communist stance. Definitions of punk that include ‘political’ begin toemerge around this time.
The 1980s saw a series of highs and lows as punk became betterconnected, to a global scene, and new genres were founded. A poor economyin the Netherlands pushed the punk scene and a large scale, well organisedsquatters’ movement even closer together. However, the 1980s also saw thefragmentation of the punk scene. The new subgenres all brought new stylesand new ideologies, with fractures appearing between those who prioritisedpolitical forms of punk, and those who enjoyed the parties and the drugs.However, whereas in other countries the ‘drunk punks’ (Phillipov, 2006;Tsitsos, 1999) tended towards apoliticism, in the Netherlands these punksgot involved in demonstrating, in benefit gigs and even had political lyrics.
The 1980s brought with it a period in which punk started to beviewed more as a lifestyle, linking together social and individual practices.
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The dominance of squatting and the spread of vegetarianism meant that anumber of politicised life choices came to be tied up with punk norms. Therise in numbers of individuals who remained involved beyond ‘youth’, meantthat punk as an identity gained currency (Widdicombe and Wooffitt, 1990).Meanwhile social practices focused around protest, partying or touring cameto be more codified in the 1980s.
Throughout the 1990s and 2000s punk experienced ever greaterfragmentation. There was a series of highs and lows, and tensions emergedespecially between different generations. Debates over pop punk’s claim onthe label ‘punk’ were particularly contentious and arguments overcommercialisation in punk raged. Definitions that regarded punk as a set ofideological positions therefore gained currency, in spite of, or perhapsbecause of these quarrels. Punk today has as many meanings attached to it asthere are subgenres of punk; moreover it has as many meanings as there areindividuals involved.
By focusing on the development of the Dutch punk scene I haveargued against narratives that punk – ever – died. By conceptualising punk asopen to change, rather than by narrow definitions, it was possible to view allthe ways in which punk has mutated and, therefore, persisted. However, bycharting the highs and lows that the scene has been through I have placedthis subculture within its wider cultural, social, and importantly economicclimate. The proliferation of the punk scene in the 1980s was fuelled byunemployment as much as the well organised squatting movement. The
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general shrinking of the scene throughout the 1990s and 2000s was theresult of a more stable economy and political climate, which affected thediminishing squatting scene. Participants themselves recognised the widereconomic and political context to punk and therefore hoped that thecontemporaneous economic recession and the dominance of neo-liberalagendas alongside state repression of squatting might reinvigorate the punkscene.
By centring this thesis’ discussion of punk on the meanings articulatedby self-reflexive participants I have shown that for these members there aremany more definitions than have been recognised by prior academic work onpunk or subculture. This approach worked in particular to redress the errorsmade by Hebdige (1979) in reading meanings from style without taking intoaccount how punks themselves understand its meaning. However, it alsohighlighted the tension between sociologists’ predilection to study the socialpractices of subcultures, and the way in which subcultures concurrentlyoperate as a set of social and individual practices, and group and individualidentities. It argues that as theorists we must understand both the social andthe individual in order to better conceptualise punk, or indeed any otherfacet of society or culture.

A second accomplishment of this thesis is that it presents not only what punkmight be but how it operates within a globalised world. By embedding punkin participants’ embodied mobility and connectivity I have shown how punk
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culture ‘flows’ rhizomatically (Deleuze and Guattari, [1987] 2003) within andbeyond the Netherlands. The intersubjective sharing of punk between thosewithin the same locale, or those from various places contributes to thecontinual reshaping of punk. In highlighting inequalities and differences inaccess to mobility and connectivity I have shown how punks’ sense of place(Shields, 1991) is affected. Centre-periphery relationships (Hannerz, 1992)can produce a sense of locality in some scenes, whilst undermining locality inconnected ‘centres’.
The focus on the under-researched Dutch punk scene has illuminatednot only the specifics of punk in the context of the Netherlands, but has alsoallowed wider conclusions to be drawn on punk in other non-originallocations. It has shown that whilst such scenes may be peripheral to ‘central’scenes, they operate within a multi-layered system of centre-periphery inwhich there are multiple centres, multiple peripheries, and culture can flowin more than one direction. Further work on other ‘peripheral’ scenes willcontribute to this model, allowing better knowledge of how locality and otherspatial conceptualisations operate within subculture.

A third contribution made by this thesis is in further unpicking how punkoperates by examining its link with politics. In doing so I interrogated therelationship between individual and social practices in participants’ widerpolitical lives. I argued that a wide definition of ‘politics’ is necessary tounderstand the range of activities in which participants engaged. I therefore
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included activities that ranged from the individual (including reading,writing, vegetarianism and work choice) to the social (debating, teaching, orsquatting); from the ‘traditional’ politics of party membership or trade unionactivism, through to wider definitions that include demonstrations, andpractices of education. I argued that these various practices all needed to beunderstood in terms of their political potential, not solely in terms of theirpotential to challenge the establishment, but also to challenge social normsand to create space in which alternatives may exist.
Educative practices in which the punks engage are particularly ofnote. Punk (rather than punks’) activities of writing zines, writing politicisedlyrics, ranting on stage about their latest cause, and running and playing atbenefit gigs clearly fit into a mould of spreading knowledge about politicalissues. In punk individuals’ other practices they continue this work bydebating and educating their (punk and non-punk) peers, by running distrosand writing their own literature, or even organising lecture series. Theseforms of engagement fit into a long trajectory in which marginalised anddisenfranchised groups set about working towards alternative forms ofeducation (Collins, [1991] 2000; Corrigan and Frith, [1975] 2006; Thompson,[1963] 1980).
The political potential of participants’ actions is posited as linked withthe choices they make (Giddens, 1994), however, the accessibility of this‘choice’ is always structured by the wider social, cultural, and economiccontext. As such, in discussing participants’ political involvement, I also
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examined the structuring factors that made certain choices more, or less,available in different periods. For example, Dutch punks were subject to apoor economy in the 1980s and thus many were unemployed. This fed intosubcultural norms, reifying unemployment as a preferable status.
We therefore see in the realm of politics how ‘punkness’ has oftenaffected punks’ whole lives. Through involvement in a politically engagedsubculture, ideological aspects of punk came to affect the way in which punksunderstood wider choices in life. For some this led to engagements with

Politics, or with a concern for self/peer education. For others it affected moremundane aspects of life for example in the realm of consumption andemployment. Beyond politics, engagement with punk has also shapedindividuals’ wider lives in other ways. For example, punk’s close relationshipwith squatting helped foster international connections and personalrelationships that aided punks’ mobility; providing them with experiences oftravel, and in some cases, the opportunity or impetus to uproot and resettlein new areas.  Whilst this thesis cannot possibly begin to answer all of theways in which involvement with punk might affect multiple aspects ofindividuals’ lives, in discussing these few facets in which it has, it opens upthe possibility of further research into other areas of life in which punk mayhave an impact.
With this thesis I have argued that to understand these complexities in thesocial world it is crucial to focus not solely on group or social practices but
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also on individuals’ practices and their conceptualisations, for it is throughthe meaning that individuals attach to their world that social practices haveimportance. By understanding the political value of individualised choicessuch as vegetarianism, or practices including reading and self-education, byrecognising that punk can be an identity as well as a friendship group, and bynoting how personal, individual transnational relationships can facilitate thespread of cultural forms and the sharing of punk ideas, not least throughtouring practices, we gain a far more nuanced picture of the shape of thepunk subculture.
Moreover, this thesis reminds us that we must not focus on punk orpunks as entities separate from their wider cultural context. They makechoices not solely based on subcultural capital within punk circles, but alsothrough interactions with other non-punks in their lives; other friendshipgroups, families, co-workers etc., and, crucially, their opportunities to makechoices are shaped by what is available to them in their social world. Abilityto be an ‘active’ punk or to be a political activist requires time and/or money.Having either of these depends on the economic climate and the availabilityof work or state support. Those with a more privileged background havegreater access to study. Women and people of colour remain less visible,active, or involved in a subculture that remains dominated by men. Whilstpunks create their own social structures, they do not do so in a vacuum fromwider societal structures.
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The foregrounding of ‘connectedness’ as a theoretical approach hasfacilitated the embedding of participants and their subcultural as well astheir whole lives in wider social, cultural and economic contexts. This thesishas argued that we cannot understand punk and punks in isolation, and hasdemonstrated this with a series of empirical chapters in which punks’ punklives are interrogated as part of, and intertwined with their whole lives.Further research must consider both individual and social practices andmeanings of subculture, as well as individual and group connectedness.
As a whole this thesis has addressed and destabilised a number ofartificial boundaries: in punk, in politics and in geography. It has done sobecause the everyday lives of participants suggest that these boundaries areporous, although generally not to the point of meaninglessness. Whilst spatialboundaries are easily – and regularly – traversed and whilst punk scenes andpunk individuals are well connected with others globally, the Dutch scene’sposition within a small country in Western Europe gives it access toparticular structures and facilities that are not available to others. Theembeddedness of punks and their connectedness to others does not,therefore, render their national borders as insignificant. This thesis hasinstead challenged those boundaries that constrain our ability to understandthe meaningful practices of punk individuals; were we to focus solely on whattakes place in one locality, or that which is connected to a specificunderstanding of punk or of political engagement, we would be left with a farless rich picture of what constitutes the cultural world of Dutch punks.
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Appendix: List of Participants

Andre: (28, male) plays in Antillectual, and is based in Nijmegen.
Bart: (28, male) is a truck driver based in Nijmegen. He played in TheMinority and has driven bands on tour around Europe.
Bram: (44, male) is a student who lives in Groningen and has played withmany bands including Fleas and Lice, Extreme Noise Error, and MushroomAttack.
Daan: (42, male) is a teacher in Amsterdam. He is straight edge and played inthe Amersfoort scene for years with Profound and Man Lifting Banner.
Erik: (29, male) lives in Leeuwarden. He runs a record label and acts as apromoter and plays in Kensington Arms and The Forrester Soundtrack.
Gregor: (23, male) is a student in Utrecht who plays with This Routine is Helland has toured with other bands including Sweet Empire.
Henk: (50, male) is a graphic designer. He has lived in Enschede, Arnhem, andGroningen and made the ‘Aanbeeld’ zine. He plays with The Fuck Ups.
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Jaap: (55, male) is promoter at Café Vera in Groningen, had played music andbeen a tour manager for the Moving Targets amongst others.
Jacob: (c.41, male) is unemployed and lives in Groningen. He previouslyworked in IT and in Simplon and helps at Café Vera. He has played with MoonLizards and Indifferent Sun.
Jan: (c.61, male) is an artist and publisher who in the 1970s ran the No Funrecord shop and label. He was the manager for the Helmettes and Mecano.
Jasper: (23, male) is a student in Groningen who plays with Kensington Arms.
Jeroen: (29, male) is from Drachten and now runs De Buze youth club inSteenwijk. He organises punk gigs and is a tour bus driver for many bands.
Johan: (60, male) is a comic strip artist who has drawn artwork for gigposters and Dutch punk bands including NRA and BGK.
Jolanda: (28, female) is a social worker in Groningen. She has played with anumber of bands including Human Corrosion and Noodweer.
Kosta: (44, male) is an art and music curator, who has played in bandsincluding Revolt and the Refugees, and written zines. He grew up in Serbiaand is now based in Amsterdam. He has also lived in Groningen (where heworked at Simplon and Café Vera) and Berlin, Germany.
Larry: (28, male) is political activist in Nijmegen. He is straight edge and usedto play with Smash the Statues.
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Lisa: (28, female) is student in Nijmegen, originally from Drachten, she hasalso lived in Groningen. She plays with Planet Eyelash and regularlycontributes to 3voor12, an alternative music publication.
Lotte: (42, female) lives in Groningen. She is a journalist, writer and runspunk hangout the Crowbar. She helps at Café Vera and has run a radio show.
Luka: (37, male) is student. Originally from Belgrade, Serbia he now lives inAmsterdam. He is straight edge and plays with Vitamin X.
Maarten: (50, male) works at Café Vera in Groningen. He has played andtoured with a number of bands including Jammah Tammah.
Marieke: (28, female) is an artist who works in fashion and who has lived andsquatted in Arnhem and Amsterdam.
Mark: (38, male) is from Wormer and has squatted all over the Netherlands.He is a sound technician and DJ who has worked with The Ex, Zea and theDog Faced Hermans and runs the record label Red Wig.
Maxim: (30, male) is student in Amsterdam, originally from Moscow, Russia.He is straight edge and plays with Vitamin X.
Menno: (c. 52, male) Menno is a publisher and artist who was involved withearly Dutch punk in Rotterdam. He played with the Rondos and helped createthe fanzine ‘Raket’. Later he moved to Amsterdam and played briefly withThe Ex.
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Nico: (38, male) runs a ‘punk’ bike shop in Amsterdam. He is originally fromPortugal.
Ruben: (34, male) runs a silk screen company in Groningen, runs gigs andplays in various metal and punk bands including Makiladoras.
Sander: (21, male) is a student from Amsterdam, he plays with GewapendBeton.
Sem: (52, male) Sem is a computer technician and scene photographer basedin Arnhem. He runs Rock in Arnhem records and regularly contributes to3voor12, an alternative music publication.
Suzanne: (40, female) lives in Groningen and works in the car industry. Shehas played with many bands including NO-ID, Link and Makiladoras.
Theo: (47, male) lives in Amsterdam and works in IT. He has played in bandssince 1979, most prominently Yawp! which was coming up for its 25thanniversary.
Tom: (31, male) is a squatter and punk from Leeuwaarden.
Wim: (c.40s, male) is from Alkmaar though is connected to the Groningenscene. He has played in Extreme Noise Error and Boycot.
Wouter: (25, male) is a rock climber, a nurse, a punk, and a squatting activistbased in Amsterdam and originally from Vlaardingen.


